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The misunlderstandings between Kumarajiva and Hui-yiian 

about the term dhiarmaka::ya in the Ta-ch I eng ta-i chang center 

around four thinss: ontology versus epistemology; practicality 

versus speculatio~; the use of the Abhidharma; and the attitude 

of the two men toward the texts they were citing. Previous 

research on the t:opic has focused on the difference between 

the Indian and Chlinese mentalities and ignored the different 

roles played by K~arajIva and Hui-ydan in their respective 

communities. The I sections of the Ta-chreng ta-i chgns which 

deal with dharmaki:ya l1-8,13,1a) have been translated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Ta-e~leng ta-i chang ( :J( ~ ~!-¥ , T. 18.56) 

is an exchange ot letters between the Serindian translator 

KumarajIva and tb,e eminent Chinese Buddhist monk Hui-ytian of 

Lu-shan (~t.4 j!Jl!:.. ) concerning certain Mahayana topics about 

1-fuich Hui-yiIan·desired clarification. It is one of the rare 

recorded example$ in the history of early Chinese Buddhism of 

a distinguished ~hinese monk questioning a learned foreign 

authority about the tenets of the faith, and as such, sheds 

light both on the problems ths.t the Chinese were having with 

Buddhism and the lunderstanding that they had achieved of it. 

Because the Ta-ch'eng ta-i chang was written at a critical 

juncture in the b,istory of Chinese Buddhism - Hui-yi{an l s ques

tions were preci~itated by Kumarajiva t s introduction of Maha

yana scholasticis~ to China and were the direct result of his 

translation of the Ta-chih-tu lun (;k.. ~Jt. T .. 1,509) - it 

is also one of the earliest documents which bears 101itness to 

the Chinese attemPts to came to grips with the conflicting 

schools within Inidian Buddhism. Viewed from Kumara.j'IvaI s side 

of the correspon~ence, the Ta-ch'eng ta-i ch~ provides a 

summary of the Ta~chih-tu lun's position on a variety of Maha

yana topics and iis also a good example of the scholastic mode 

of argumentation. Because of these characteristics, the ~ 

chleng ta-i chang I affords a nearly unique opportunity to exa-

1 
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mine a dialogue between a Chinese and a foreign Buddhist. 

In the attention it has received from Western scholars, 

the Ta-ch 1 eng ta~i chang has been considered a problem text 

in th~t Kuma.raJiva and Hui-y[ian often seem to be at cross pur

poses in the correspondence. This thesis will continue in 

that vein by focusing on the question of whether or not Ku

maraj!va and Hui~yHan were actually communicating with each 

other or whether" because their approaches to the Buddhist 

scriptures were so different and because their respective 

positions within '.the Buddhist community were so divergent, 

their starting pOints made it difficult for the one to under

stand what the other was saying. In order to show their indi

vidual approachesl in high relief', this thesis will center on 

their attempts to clarify the meaning of the term dharma.kaya 

(5-t~ ). Dharmakraya has been chosen not only because it is 

one of the major !issues in the correspondence, but also because 

the Ta-ch l eng ta-ii chang is one of the first Chinese discus'!"! 
I 

sions of the topic and so allows us a glimpse of the process 

by which a major poncept of the Manayana was introduced into 

the Chinese religious vocabulary. 

To set the stage for examining this question, the first 

chapter gives bri~f biographies of Hui-yHan and KumaraJiva, 

and the textual h~story of the Ta-chteng ta-i chang. Then 

the positions of the various modern scholars Who have written 

on the work are ~arized and commented on with an eye to 
I 

determining which of the problj9ms in the text were there to 

start with and whi.ch are a by-product of modern academic study. 
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The seco~d chapter gives a sampling of definitions 

of dharmaka:ya an~ then sets out the points at which Kumarajiva 

and Hui-yiian diverged in their approaches to thel concept. In 

the discussion which follows this~ the object is not to ex

tract a meaning (J)f dharmaka:ya from the text, but to use the 

concept as a way of illuminating Hui-yilan f s and KumaraJiva l s 

manner of thinking about the subject. Because both men re

cognized it as authoritative, quotations from the Ta-chih-tu 

~ are given as ,examples of the orthodox view of the subject. 

Three appendices are provided, the first giving Kuma

rajiva l s uses ofidharmakaya in the correspondence, the second 

showing a samplir/.g of the type1s of Buddha bodies in the !!!=. 

chih-tu lun, and 'the third listing a variety of Bodhisattva 

bodies from the ~a-chih-tu lun.. In this way the reader can 

quickly see how many things the term dharmakaya 'was being 

used for and how vaguely defin.ed the term was at the time of 

the correspondenqe. 

The heart of" the thesis is the translation of" those 

sec tions of the I]ja-ch 1 eng ta-i chang (1-8, 13, 1 B) which deal 

wholly or in part with the concept of" dharmakaya,. In the main, 

Hui-ytlan and KumaraJ~va are capable of speaking :ror themselves. 
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There is, in Buddhism, an honored tradition of ques

tion asking. It is considered proper rund commendable to 

question the Budqha and his disciples about the Iharma and, 

because of this, :many of the s'Utras and sastras are in the 

dialectic form. According to the AetasShasrika Prajnapara-
1 

~~ , to be unwilling to ask questions 1s to show a lack of 

faith and respect for what the, Buddha teaches. Consequently, 

both those who e~ound the scriptures and those who receive 

the explanation with faith and ask questions about it are 

wort;hy of praise. 

The Ta-ch t eng ta-i chang can be viewed as a work in 
I 

thifJI tradition.~erved in the Chinese Buddhist Canon as 

an Elxchange of 1 a sets of' questions and answers" it is a 

corl'espondence b~tween the Chinese Buddhist monk Hui-ytfan and 

the Serindian translator Kumarajiva, written approx±mately 
. 2 

bet~Teen the years! 405 and 409 G.E. 

Hui-ytlan :was born in Northem Shansi in 334 G.E., the 80,\ 

1 
Edward Clonze, tr., The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight 

Thousand Lines (Eolinas, CalIfornIa: Four Seasons Foundation, 
1975;), p. 139. 

2 
For a deltailed discussion of the date of the corres

poncLence see R.G.: \iagner, "The Oriitginal structure of the Corres
pondence Between !Shih Hui-yi!an and Kumaraj!va n J HJAS, Vol. 31, 
1971 J pp. 31-34. 

4 
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of a gentry tsmi~y. 

I 

Like most others ot: his class, he spent 

his youth in the ,study of the Confucian Classics along with 

the Lao-tzu and Qhuang-tzu. III spite ot excelling in the 

study ot these last two works, in Hui-ydants first attempt 

to leave the world he planned to join the orthodox Confucain 
... -1' I~ 

hermit Fan Hstian (~~) JJ who was living in retirement in 

Kiangsi. Howeve~, political disturbances prevented him from 

reaching his goal and so the 20 year old Hui-y'iian, who had 

been travelling :iln order to study' with various masters, turned 

and began to joumey back to his native Shans!. But betore 

reaching home he Ipassed through western Hopei and there heard 

Shih Tao-an ({fIt. ~ ) lecture) in his monastery on Mt. Heng. 

According to his Ibiography, as soon as Hui-ytlan had seen Tao

an 'he was tilled with reverence and thought, 'he is truly my 
4 

master'." Thereafter, When he heard Tao-an explain the Prajna-

paramita, f'he beclame suddenly awakened (to the Truth) and said, 

with a sigh: ICorifuciSnism, Taoism. and (the o-pher ot) the Nine 
5 

schools (of philosophy) are all no more than chatf 1 ." With 

3 
There a~e biographies at HIli-y{ian in the Kao-sens; chuan 

IT.2059, vol.50, IPP. 357c-361b) and in the Ch'u san-tsg chi chi 
(T.2145, vol.55, IPP. 109b-110c). The former has been translated 
by E. Zilrcher in IThe Buddhist ConQUest of China (Leiden: Brill, 
1972 reprint), p~. 246-253. The following survey is based on 
that translation,: Ziircher·1 s own eomm.ents on Hui-ytRan (Conquest .. 
pp. 204-239) and ithe chapter on Hui-yl!an in R.R. Robinson r s 
Early MadhySmika lin India and China (Delhi: !4otl1al Banarsidass, 
1976 reprint), P~. 96-114. 

4 
Zi(rcher,! Conquest, p. 240. 

5 
Ibid. 

. .. [ 
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this thought" he and his younger brother Hui-ch1ih (~;f~ ) 
became Buddhist ~onks and disciples of Tao-an. Hui-ytlan was 

as diligent and excellent a student of Buddhism as he had been 

of the Classics" causJDg Tao··an to praise him" saying" "Should 

Hui-ytlan not be the one who will cause the Way to spread over 
I 7 

the Eastern country?" From 1:he time Hui-yilan was 24 (357 C.E.) 

and used a parti~ularly apt analogy fram Chuang-tzu t'o explain 

a debated point in Buddhism, Tao-an especially a110wed him to 

make use of secular literature, and even in his o1d age" Hui

yilan retained the respec"t a:f' the lay gentry for his expertise 
a 

in the Rites and other aspects~ of the Classical Tradition. 

Hui-ytlan remained with Tao-an on his various journeys 

and in his various residences until 378 C.E. when Hsi~yang 

was beseiged and iTao-an dismis,sed his disciples se) that they 

could go to plac~s of greater safety. At this time liui-ydan 

started south, irltending to gc) to Lo-fau Shan neSJ:' Canton, but 

on the way throu&h Kirungsi decided instead to settle at Lu Shan" 

where he remained for the next, thirty odd years. The monastery 

which he tounded Ithere was renowned tor both learning and purity 

ot morals, with Hui-yHan himself demonstrating thel ideal of 

6 
P. Demi~ville ("La PenEitration du Bouddhisme dans la 

Tradition Philosdphique Chinoise tf
" Cahiers d'Histolire Mondiale. 

Vol. III, 1, 1958, p. 23) refers to "ses fr~res[f" but that is 
the only reteren~e I have seen to more than one br'other ot Hui
ytian. 

7 
aZifrcher,: Conquest, p. 240. 

Zi!rcher,1 Conquest, pp. 217-219# 230-231, 245, 252. 

. .. r; 
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aloofness fram t~e world by never setting foot off the moun

tain, nor going beyond a set boundary when seeing off guests. 

It should be noted that not only monks lived in this vihara, 

but also lay dev~tees, "gentlemen who (desired to) observe 

the Rules and to appease their minds, guests who (wanted to) 
9 

reject the worldly dust and to live in pure faith. ft 

It was with a group of such lay devotees that, in 402, 

Hui-~an made a vow before a statue of Amiti.bha to strive for 

rebirth in the Western Paradise. This streak of devotionalism 

is also evident in Hui-yi{an I s interest in icons as aids to 

meditation, and in his viSUalizations of the Buddha and poems 

of Buddha recollection. 

Hui-yilants achievements reached f8.I' beyond the study 

of the perfection of wisdom. an.d the promotion of the laity as 

active members of the Buddhist community. The types of Bud

dhist texts with 'which he was familiar included works of vinay!· 

and dhyana and the Sarvastivadin Abhidharma. He t..ras so upset 

abOl t his lack ot knowledge c01ncerning the .first two that he 

sent his disciples to the west in order to obtain more com.

plete texts, and ieven with what of the vina:ya he knew, made 

Lu Shan famous fqr the strictness with Which the rules were . parlor 
there kept. He studiedVthe !Qhidharma tmder the influence of 

Sangnadeva, who ~esided on Lu Shan fram 391 to 397 G.E., and 

who, during that :time, translated past of the Abhidharmahr-

9 
Z~cher, Conquest, p. 244. 

:. [; 
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dala~ one of the many translations of various types of Buddhist 

texts promoted bV Hu.i-y-aan. 

While his learning and enoou~agement of schol~ship 

ranged over all of the then known aspects of Buddhisn, Hui

ydan did not limit his activities to the ~ea1m. of erudition, 

but also acted as the ~epresaJ:J.tative of Buddhism to the cul

tured laity and as the defender of the faith and protector of 

the autonomy of the sahgha in a time of political turbulence. 

The most important instance ot this last activity came in 
10 

402 C.E. when the dictator HUan Hsfian proposed ·that the 

monks be subject' to seoular autho~it7, that they "bow be1"ore 

the ruler". Even though Huen Hs'ilan had sho'WD an ~earlier ten-
11 

deney toward ant+-olerieal policies ,before acting on the 

matter of changing the relationship between the ruler and the 

monks he sought Hui-yilan's opinion and the highly respected 

monk was able to convince him not to go ahead with his plan. 

Hui-yilanls arguments on ·the Slll.bject were published as the 

treatise fffThe Sr~ana Does not Bow Before the Prince ff (3';'- f'~ 

~'~~i'~. 
Hui-yitandied in 416 a~t the age of 83, his death show-

10 
ztirchel'1, Conquest, PP. 231-239. 

11 
This in the form of attempting to "selec:t tt the s~a 

by defrocking all monks who were unab1.e to read and explai~e 
sdtras and Who d~d not live in retirement and adhere to the 
monastic rules. It is evidence of the esteem in Which Hui-ydan 
was held that ev~n in the planning stages of the decree, Lu 
Shan was exempt Dram the process. 



ing the same deV0tion to the purity of Buddhist doctrire as his 

life, for he would not drink a medicinal mixture of honey and 
Ir" 

water until he lQl.ew whether o.~ not the vinaIa permitted it. 

He died While his disciples were still consulting the text. 

In 404 Hu.i-ytian received news that Kumarajiva had 

CGDle to Ch'angaael Before that KumuaJ~va, who was born in 
12 

Serindia in 3$0 a.E. to an emigrant Indian aristocrat and a 

Kuchean princess, had been held captive at the court of the 

Later Liang in nqrthwestern China for 17 years, during which 

time he learned dhinese. His early education covered almost 

aJ.l aspects of contemporary BtlLddhist doctrine. He left lay 

life 'When he was ,seven years c.ld along with his mother, who 

became a nun. He spent the nelxt two years in Kuchi. studying 

the kamas and tlie Abhidh1LU'.m.S. and then at the age of nine 

went with his mothe!" to North India end studied the Drrghigama, 

the Madb:yamS,gama .and the K§Udr~ under the dharma-master 

Bandhnatta. At the age of twelve he spent a year in Kasghar 

where he studied the' Sarvastivadin Adhidharma and also began 

to receive the Iridian equivalent of Hui--yi{an ~ s classical ed-

12 
This iS

I 
the date given by ZHrcher, Canquest~ p. 226, 

wi th an explanatory- note (#239) on p. 239. Robinson (Earll. 
Madhyamika, p. 71!) prefers the dates 344-413 C.E. and gives 
his reasons in along note (PP. 244-245) which summarizes most 
of the research done on KumarajIva l s dates. There is a bio
graphy of Kumarajl-rva in the Kao-sei! chuan (1'.2059, vol.50, 
pp. 330a-331a) wqich has been trans ated by J. Nobel in Sit
zungsberichte deJ:'i Preussischen Akademis der 1tlissensChafteni Phil.-hist. Klassle, 1937_ unfortunately, I have b~en ~ab e 
to consult this work. The following sketch of KumarajJ.va1s 
life is based on the chapter devoted to him by Robinson (Early 
Madhyamika, pp. 711 -95) • 

i L] 
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uca-tion, studying the Vedas, the Five SCiences, grannnar, 

rhe-t;oric and astrology. At some point shortly after this 

he irlas introducea to the ideas of' the Maha:yana and converted. 

He then began to study the Middle Treatise, the Hundred 

Treatise and the Twelve Topic~. When he was twenty he re

ceived the full Qrdination and thereafter studied the Sar--
v·astividi-vinaza with the North Indian master VimaJ.8.kl1a. 

Until his capture by the ChinEtse f'orce in 383 (when he would 

have been about ~.O years old) Kumarajiva had settled into a 

brillant career as a resident of' the king1s New Monastry in 

Kucha, where he studied and expounded the Mahayana. 

Kum:araj-r~a t s background made him eminent1,. qualif'ied 

to introduce to Ohina the Mahay"a.na scholastic literature of' 

the Madhyamika sohoo]., and it is this transmition that Zilrcher 
13 

considers his gr~atest contribution to Chinese Buddhism. It 

is obvious that nis translations of' these materials, particu-
14 

larly of' the Ta chih tu lun set of'f an entirely new line of' 

speculation among the Buddhists of China, and it was with this 

new trend that Hui-yi!an was coming to grips ~ in his seventh 

13 
Canque~t, p. 225. 

14 
The Ta Ich~ t~ lun (hereai'te~ TCT~ ~.15?91/~laims 

to be a Chinese ~ranslation of' the Mahaprajnapar~tasatra. 
Because there is Ino extant San.skrit version of this teXt, there 
is same debate as to whether it is a translation, a compilation, 
or an original CHinese composition. In the introduction to Vol. 
3 ot: his transla~ion (PP. viii-xliv) Lamotte summarizes what is 
currently known about the author and the sources and comes to 
the conclusion that it is indeed a Chinese translation of an 
Indian work, which was probably written in the 4th century of 
the Connnon Era. Kumaraji"va translated the work at ChI angan 
between 404 and ~06 (see Lamotte, Vol. 3, pp.xliv-l). 
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decade. 

Hui-ydan Isent his first letter to Kumarajlva in 405 
15 

or 406. It is .an epistle of' good will and welcome in which 

there are not yet any doctrina.l questions. Kumara.flva answer

ed in the same veiin, which elicited another friendly letter 

from Hui-ydan, th:is one expressing alarm at the rumor that 

Kumirajj.va might be leaving ChI angan and saying that he was 

gOing to Utake the liberty to submit same summarr questions 
16 

on several. tens at subjects". It is most likely these 

questions which torm what is now known as the Ta-chteng ta-i 

chang. The firsti of the letters which fonD. this text is 
17 

dated c. 406 , which is approximately the same time that 

the translation oif the TCTL was finished. -
Fram reading the friendly salutations of the first 

two letters, it ils obvious that the exchanges in the Ta-ch l eng 

ta-i chang have bleen sheared of any such material. \ve do not 

lalow 'When the te::ut was edited :nor by whom. The Fa-lun mu-lu 

(465-472) grouped the material topically gnd referred to one 
18 

section which is now lost , indicating that the rearrangement 

of the werk Dut 011' the original letters took place very early. 

15 
Ztlrcherl' Conquest, p. 226. R. Wagner, "Original struc

ture tf
, p. 32 places the date firmly in early 405. The letter is 

perserved in the gao-seng chu~ T.SO, p. 359b. 
16 

Zilrcher, Conquest, p. 226. 
17 

\<lagner, ItOriginal structure", p. 33; Ziireher, Conquest. 
p. 226. 

18 

pp. 35-36. 
Zilrcher:, Conquest, p. 226; \vagner, "Original structure n, 
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\'lagner c1 tea Fa. ... ching , is 594 Chung-ching mu-~u as the 
19 

first campi~ation of the correspondence outside of the ~~un. 

In his Li-tai san-pao chi of 597 Fe! Ch fang-fang refers to a 

version in three ch~an with the title Wen ta-chteng chung shen

i shih-pa k' 0 (~~ j( ~ f Vt. ~\ --r / \ ~ ) ~ which seems to have 

survived with soi(le change of t;it~e to the present. The tit~e 

shows that the present division into 18 sections was adopted 

very early. It was under this title that the work appeared 

in the Fa.-ydan cb,u lin compiled by Tao-shih between 656 and 

668. The 664 Ta~t'ang nei-tf:JLen lu of Tao-hstlan refers to it 

as the Wen shih-$hih ta-ch' eng shen-i. ~"agner considers that 

the i~transmission of the separa.te editions of the text is accord

ing~y well attested in China 1;0 the middle of the seventh cen-
20 

tury". 

The text is cited under slightly differing names in 
21 

the Japanese cat~ogues of the tenth and eleventh centuries. 

The editors of the Eon ke~ base their text on the earliest 

known. manuscript, which is dated 1293 and titled ChI it-mo-lo

shih fa-shih ta-i. ( JJ41i J1i -it ~ ~f I, ~ ). The TaishO 

edition is based on a 1762 manuscript now in the library of 

1 9 )de ,ul~.A.. 
Under the tit~e Ta-llren ~un (~'Cl~ itp- ), "\-lagner, "Ori-

ginal structure u ,: p. 39. The foliowing summary of the textual 
transmission follows Wagner's section on the topiC, pp. 34-42. 

20 
"Original structure Ir, p. 40. 

21 
1.Jagner, "Originu strueture", pp. 40-41. 

'"1"'1"'" 

II. 
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the University off Kyoto. This manuscript was also the basis 

for Ch'iu Po's 1930 Ytian-shih ta-eh l eng yao-i wen ta C!1t Iz 
*-~~ pt:1~ ). 

The most ,recent edition and the one followed here is 

Studies on Hui-yi!an: Texts and Translations (Eon Ke!lkiU), which 

provides a critical edition ot all the surviving works of Hui

ydan ald is the product of a joint research project by the 

Religion Research Roam or the East Asian Section of the Re

search Institute for Humanist:i.c Studies, Kyoto University. 

In the companion voltJ.l1:lle to this work, Studies on Hui

l#an: Researches,. there is an article in Japanese by MAKITA 

Tairyo on t!The Textual Transmission of Hui-ytlan l s Works." The 

English summary clontains the f'ollowing statemen"t; about the 

form of the Ta-c~'eng ta-i chang: 

there i,s no way of knowing with certainty whether 
• • • t~e Ta-sheng ta-i ehagg • • • did in fact 
exist from the very outset l.n its present form. 

. (1962:21 ) 

Mr. Makita then gloes on to give the results of ttthe textual 

transmission and study of the Correspondence in Japan before 

1293 and the tranlsmission and study of later manuscripts still 
22 

surviv~ng in Japan". It is :his beliet that the text dis-

appeared in China. quite early, but that it was transmitted 

to Japan during t~e Nara Period (710-784) with other works 
23 

which summarized portions of the Buddhist Canon. He makes 

22 
Researches, p. 21. 

23 
Ibid. 



the observation that: 

it is an interesting ract that in China only 
his collected writings survive (aJ.beit only 
in par~), while in Japan only his corres
pondenee with Kuma.r~Ljlva survives. (1962: 22) 

To date there has been no mIl translation or the ~

ch'eng ta-i chang publiahed in a western language. Z~rcher 

gives a summary 6~ the questions in The Buddhist Conquest o~ 

China and R. Robinson translated sections 12-15 in Early 

Madhlamika in In4ia and China., In his 1969 dissertation R. 

Wagner gives a German translation ot section 1 in its entirety 

and Hui-ydan l s questions in the remaining sections. There is, 

o~ course, a full Japanese translation in Eon Kenki§. 

\'fuat attention the Ta-·chteng ta-i chang has received 

trom modern scholars has tocused on it as a problem text, with 

Hui-ydrun generally being held responsible ~or not understanding 

Kumarajiva. 

Liebenthal discusses Bui-ydan in three works - the 
24 

book Chao Inn II and the two s~ticles "Shih Hui-ytian 1 s Buddhism 
25 

as Set Forth in His Writings n and ltThe Immortality of' the 

Soul in Chinese s:!i'hought tl - and represents the extl"eme end o~ 

the prevalent attitude of west:ern scholars toward the Hui-ydan/ 

Kumaraj~va correspondence: 

(Hui-yaan) at once got in touch with (Kumara
jiva) to ask ~or the~ explanation of subjects o~ 

24HOng Kong Universit~· Press, Second Revised Edition, 1968. 
25 

JAOS, 70, 1950 pp. 243-259. 
26 
Monume~ta Nipponica 8, 1052, section an Hui-ydan 

pp. 332, 354-365. 

I. 



controver~. The main topics dealt with are 
the dharmakaya and (~onnected problems. Kuma.
rajiva explains inconsistencies of theory by 
quoting different exegeses, though the needs 
of the· Lu-shan c onnnuni ty might have been bet
ter served by the exposition of a simplified 
theory of Buddhism. The distance between the 
Ire ntali ty of the Indian SCholar and the c omm
uni ty cbn Lu-shan, uneducated in dogmatics~ 
was t00 great for the correspondence, as pub
lished by Hui-yilan /27/, to have much success. 

(Liebenthal 1968:5) 

This notion that the Ghinese could not quite under

stand Indian Budciihism is often found in discussions of the 
28 

introduc"l;ion of Euddhism to China , with the usual charge 

being that the Chinese are toe) pragmatic, this-worldly and 

culture-bound to understand the intricacies of the Indian 
29 

religion. While a more balsmced view is presented by Paul 

Demieville in his article "La Pen~tration du Bouddhisme dans 
30 

la Tradition Philosophique Ch:i.noise II , we find even Hu Shih 

saying "Indigenous China was always factual and rarely bold 
31 

in imagination". 

27 
I don't know where the idea that the correspondence 

was published by 'Hui-yiian comels from. 
28 

As a rejoinder to this kind of thinking Ed. Conze 
wrote: "Often in the past when. I heard Sinologues complaining 
that the Chinese ,did not understand Buddhism, I have wondered 
how well they themselves had actually grasped the terminalogy 
of the more archaic writings t •• Further Buddhist Studies (Oxford: 
Bruno Cassirer, 1!975) ~ p. 185. 

29 
H. Nakamura is the best known proponent of this view: 

lilt is a well knQ"WD. fact that the racial nature of the Chinese 
is commonplace and utilitarian," and so on. The Ways of Thinking 
of Eastern Peopl~s (Japanese N>ational Commission for UNESCO, 1960) 
p. 227. 

30 
Cahiera dlHistoire Mondiale III, 1, 1956)1 pp. 19-38. 

31 
"The Indian1zation of China" in Independence, Conver-

gence and Borrow1pg (London: Russell & Russell, reissued 19701 
p. 229. 
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In the article "Shih Hui-yilan I s Buddhism. as Set Forth 

in His WritingsftJ/ although Liebenthal is still Jj.ot free f'rom 

such notions, he does show more awareness of' the specifically 

religious aspect of' the problem than do many of the other 

commentators. F~r example, he realizes that revelation is 

what Buddhism is based on and that it was this concern with 

revelation which forged the cammittment of' the Chinese Buddhist 
32 

community~ Focusing on Hui •. ydan l s concern with Amitabha he 

writes: 

Shih Hui-ytlan is famous as the f'irst to create 
a C OII'.IIllUni ty or an Order of the type such as 
later ~pread allover China, in Which a number 
of' devout people took the vow to f'ollow in the 
Buddhist path to the~ very end, to be reborn in 
the Western Paradise~. (1950:244) 

\ihat this megns for doctrinal discussion is well gummed up in 

the follm..J'ing: 

the thelorical aspect: of a religion is less im
portant than its sQC,iological one; one is a 
Buddhist not beeause~ one believes in Buddhist 
cosmology, but because one f'ollows the path of' 
the Buddha. (1950:244) 

But Liebenthal does not consider in this what it means to in-

tellectually follow the Buddhist path, and it is the process 

of' resolving the intellectual position of' f'aith that we witness 

in the Ta-ch1eng ta-i chang. However, rather than seeing in 

Hui-yHan 1 s questions the striv'ings of' one intent on resolving 

the logical inconsistlncies of' an unf'amiliar system of' thou~t, 

Liebenthal views his confrontation with KumaraJiva as a nearly 

32 
JAOS, 70 (1950), p. 243. 

·'···r 
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33 

blind meeting of Indian and Chinese thought in which Hui-

ytlan was somehow incapable of grasping the subtleties of the 

Indian mind. In his conclusi()n~ Liebenthal shows an astounding 

mixture of insight, in realizj.ng that much of the discussion 

was religious rather than philosophical, and blindness, as his 

final statement shows: 

Wb.at if! astonishing is only that a man who 
spent the greater ps~t of his life under 
Tao-an (he left him A.D. 378 when he was 
4~ years old), studying the Pra.fnaparamita 
Sutras, ass~ilated so little of the Indian 
Buddhist theory. (19'50:259) 

Part of Liebenthal's problem with Hui-yilan may be that 

the scholar does not recognize the monk's skill in means, for 

in one of the wo:nks of Hui-yi!.an which he examined he makes 

mu.ch of the point that Hui-yifan "never quotes a sutra by name" 
34 

35 
m:d notes elsewhere that Hui-yi{an rarely quotes from the Siitras. 

At the same time Liebenthal emphasizes Hni-ydanfs Taoist out

look and allusions to the Classics. 'fuile all of this is 

qui te true when Hui-yiian is writing for the laity (and Lieben

thal sees him almost entirely in this position), in the corres

pondence with Kuma.rajlva, Hui-yilsn, taking the measure of his 

audience, generally leaves his Chinese learning to one side 

and Shows himself' perfectly able to exchange scriptural quota

tions with the Se~indian. 

33 
JAOS 70 (1950), p. 258. 

34 
Monume;nita Nipponica B (1952), p. 332. The work in 

question is "A Sramana does not bow before a Prince. n 

35 
JAOS 70 (1950), p. 248, n. 26. 
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In the final part of the article "On the Immortality 

of the Soul", Liebenthal presents translations of sections of 
/ 36 

"A Sramana does not bow before a Prince tr Hui-ytlan 1 s letter 

to Huan Nan-chiin$ and his r1Treatise on the Three Types of Kar-

roic Re sp onsa If • 

ZHrcher also views the miscommunication in the Ta--
chI eng ta-i chang as a case of the concrete and empirical 

Chinese mind being alien to the "subtle dialectica1 philosophy" 
37 \ 

of Indian schola~ticis= although h~banevolently decides not 
\ 

to blame Hui-ytIa.n: 

for his lack of understanding; on the contrary, 
his letters to Kumaz'aji'va testify of a know
ledge of doctrinal problems and, above all, a 
critiaal spirit and an acute power of observa
tion which are quits, remarkable. (1972:226) 

Z~rcher realizes that Hui-ytISDL and the general Chinese interest 

in the dharmabody was triggers,d by Kumarajiva l s activities at 

Chtangan, stating that "speculations about the dhar.makiya are 

not found in early Chinese Buddhism before the late i'ourth 

century ••• the subject esssintially belongs to scholastic 
38 

Ii terature. If But Ziircher acknowledges that at the same 

time that this literature, and in particular the TCTL, was 

exciting interest in the dhar.m,akiya and related subjects, it 

36 
This work is translated in its entirety by Leon Hur

vitz under the title "tRender unto Ceasar' in Early Chinese 
Buddhism", Liebenthal Festschrift Sino-Indian Studies, Vol. V, 
Parts 3 & 4, ed. Kshitis Roy, Visvabhanti, 1957. 

37 
Conqueslt, p. 226. 

38 
Conques!t, p. 225. 

'~ 11': 
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was also very confusing. For example, 't'lhile Ztlrcher says 

that in this work (the ~) "the Chinese found for the first 

time a detailed discussion of the nature of thedharmakaya and 
39 

the whole Buddhol;ogy connected with itU, on the same page 

he also says that the ~ was innocent of the full trikaya 

scheme. Then in a later footn~ote he adds: 

The bud~ology of the Ta chih-tu lun recognizes 
only..(tt ~ (nirmipaka~) and ~k ' the latter r~ferriing to the BUd at s I1Dha:a-body tt (dharma-
§aIt~' as well as tOI his glorified body perceived 

y e Bodhisattvas (elsewhere denoted as ~
bhO~ak"iIa, "body of enj oyment If) - a fact whICh 
st! i fncreases the confUsion of Hui-ytlants ideas 
on this subject. (1972: II 401 n. 243) 

Indeed it does increase Hui-ydan1s confusion, but I would argue 

that the confusion does not originate with him, but rather is 

in the TCTL itself, which, in spite of our expectations of it, 

is not a final, nor even an entirely clear, source on the matter 

of Buddhology. ]nstead, it is a work in the process of de

veloping a Buddhology. 

As Zilrcher notes JI the problem is compounded by the 

curiously limited vocabulary of the TCTL, in which the glori-
- 40 

fied body of the Bodhisattva is also called dharmakaIa. 

In the end, Z~rcherts conclusion is more balanced 

than that of Liebenthal's and is here quoted in .full: 

It is interesting to note how the two partners 
continually misunder'stand each other. Kume.rajiva 
does not see the rea.l point of Hui-ytian t s prob
lems and answers him. by a profusion of quotations 
and, mdre indico, bJ' a bewildering enumeration 
of conflicting theor'ies and scholastic opinions. 

39 
Ibid. -

4.0 
Ibid. -
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But Hui-j'ilan, not s.atisf'ied by abstractions, 
goes on asking: the dharmslCaya must, after 
all, be made of' Som.E~ ,"'B'tUf'i'tI, however subtle 
it may be; you can hear it and see it, it 
must have sensory faculties and so on. still 
the same urge typical of Hui-yi!aza and the 
creed propagated by him, to have something 
concrete to hold on to, and this is perhaps 
the most fundamentaJL difference between this 
branch ot Southern Chinese Buddhism and the 
intellectualized pseudo-Buddhist speculations 
which aad flourished at the capital and in the 
South-East. (1972:229) 

This at least is fair to both participants in the discussion. 

In the vQlum.e on Hui-yiian published by the Research 

Institute for Humanistic Stu~es of Kyoto University, there 

are several artiales that shed light on the problem of the 
41 

misunderstanding between Hui-ytlan and K'I.lnf"araj"I"va. TSUKAMOTO 

Zenryu suggests in uHui-yt{an :tn Early Chinese Buddhism" that 

part of the problem was the. t j. t was not unti 1 Kumarajiva t s 

work in Ch'angan that Hui-~arl discovered that the Manayana 

and Hinayana were rival. systems of thought and that this dis

covery forced him. to rethink and interpret the Buddhist doc

trine which he had received 1'ram Tao-an. 

In his !fA Preface to the Study of the Correspondence 

of Hui-ydan and NumirajIva" OCHO Erlichi states that many of 

the problems stem from Hui-ydants attempt to reconcile the 

Prajnaparami t·a. Sutras and the Abhidharms,' -and further says 

that: 

41 

as far as Hui-ylian ilTas concerned, his questions 
were a matter of thel most vital necessity, since 

My knowledge of' these articles comes from their 
English summaries. 
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his position in the doctrinal circles of his 
own locality was onel of leadership. (1962:9) 

Ocho then addresses the three matters of the nature of the 

dharmakaya of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, the distinction 

between the Maha.y"ana and the Hinayana, and the reconciliation 

of the doctrinal differences between the Perfection of Wisdom 

and the Lotus Sutras. 

This last issue is alg,o addressed by Leon Hurvitz in 

his article liThe Triune Vehicl.e in the Correspondence of Hu.i-
LfIC'.. 

ytlan and Kuma.raJ~va"" which further develops the argument 

that for Hu.i-yifa;n all of the Buddhist translations were equally 

and literally true, while for the modern scholar and for Ku

marajiva, the same documents present a progression ot ideas 

and the theories ot various schools. 

In his Eafrly Madhyamika In India and China Richard H. 

Robinson devotes a chapter to Hui-yiis.n and one to Ku.niS.raJi"va, 

and also translat,es sections 12-15 of the Ta-eh t eng ta-i chang, 

part V (tlTile Spi~it Does Not Perish n) ot Hui-ytlan I s liThe 
/" 
Sramana Does Not :Make Obeisance to the Kingrt and Hui-ytlan's 

4.2 
"Preface to the Albridged Great Perfection of ~iisdom. Treatise. tt 

ot all the works discussed so far, it is only Robin

son's that gives 'an analysis of KumarajTva 1 s Buddhism: 
/ 

He shoWis himselt to be an orthodox SUnyavadin 
and Madhyam1ka, rejects the authority ot the 
Abhidharma, and interprets the Agamas in a 
Manayana way, holds that the Buddha's state
ments a~e purely pragmatic and do not imply 
any real entities, and denies that real entities 

42 
The abriidged treatise itself is lost. 

Lflo.. 
Also /11 Eon ke~ky7A.. 

r:: 
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arise, because (a) Ileither inherence nor non
inheremce of the e:f'j~ect in the cause is ad
missable, and (b) simultaneous and successive 
occuzrence of cause and effect are alike unten
able. He maintains that reality transcends the 
four medes of the tE~tralemma, and he holds 
Nagarjuna l s concept of negation. (1976:90) 

This Robinson finds to be disappointingly orthodox, and, in

deed, when stUdying the two meln, KumarajJ:va appears quite 

colorless beside the personal intensity and idiosyncrasies 

of Hui-yt!an. 

Robinson agrees that Kumaraj'Iva 1 s basic text for 

answering Hui-yi{an l s questionsl is the TCTL, going so far as 

to say that "Kumaraj!va 1 g doctrine is the doctrine of the 
43 

Great Perfection of Wisdom Tre'atise". His conclusion as 

to KumarajIva l s convictions is: as follows: 

There is no evidence, that Kumarajiva attempted 
to found a lineage 011' any sort. His interests 
were catholic, and his s:ympathies were broadly 
Mahayana. Within limits, his teaching was in 
accordance with the interests of his disciples. 
In his language there is very little self-asser
tion, m. d it does not appear that he set himself' 
up as ~he founder of' any sect. As apparently he 
recogn:i,zed no conflict between any two aspects 
of Mahayana, there would not have been much 
point ~ founding a Midhy~ika factione/For 
him, Madb:yamika was simply Maha:ya:c.a in sastra 
form. ('1976:95) 

Given this, it is easy to see why Kumi.re.J~va did not understand 

what Hui-ydan was asking. Having fully accepted the Mahayana, 

Kumaraj1va could not see the very real contradictions within 

:tt, and so in the correspon.den,ce he often accuses Hui-ytlan of 

43 
Early P.fa,dhyamika, p. 94. 
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making difficulties on the basis of prap~ca~ w.hen~ in fact~ 

Hui-ytlan is showing considerable insight into what the texts 

actually say. 

Robinson offers three solutions to the confusion he 

perceives Hui-y[ian to be evinc~ing in the Ta-ch l eng ta-i chang: 

some of the questions actually originated with HIl.i-yiian l s dis

ciples; Hui-ytlan did not have the complete text of the TCTL; 

Hui-ytian 'Was manufacturing prc)blems simply to have Kumaraj'Iva 

f'onounce upon them.
44 

I·t is discouraging to find Robinson 

echoing Liebenthal's view: 

He (Hui-yila.n) had lelarned some parts of his 
Abhidharma well~ but; he certainly :gad not _ 
acquired any idea of What the Prajnapirgmita 
SUtras meant. It wou.ld be unwarrented to assume 
that other members clf Tao-SJ; t s school were 
equally uncomprehending of Silnyavada_ but it 
is significant that so eminent a scholar as 
Hui-y"iian should havel been so much in the dark. 

( 1976 : 1 09) 145/ 

However, immediately f'ollowing this, Robinson praises 

HIl.i-ytian's preface to the abri.dgment of the ~ as "a piece 

worthy of the Great Perfection of Wisdom. Treatise in every way", 
46 

;".a giant among prefaces". i'his is ha'Pd to reconcile with 

his previous idea that Hui-~s~ had not read the treatise in 

its entirety and with the notion that the Master of In Shan 

did not understand the Prajnap'iramiti.. 

44 
Early ~db:y:amika, p. 1 08. 

45 
Foot-noted to Liebenthal. "Hui-ydan", p. 259b. 

46 
Early l-fB.dhyamika, PP. 109-110. 



Hobinson 1 s final statement on Hui-yilan is:_ 

Hui-ytlan~ his advanced age not withstanding, 
had learned a great deal from. Kumaraj'Iva and 
the Grerat PerfectioIlL of Wisdom Treatise. How
ever, certain f'eatul"es of the sj'nthesis which 
he had labored more than fi:f'ty years to build 
were not exactly congruent with Madhyamika. 
His doctrine as of .A •• D. 404 was Mahayana in 
spirit, but Hinayana. in philosophy. (Conse
quently, he "did not assimilate the s'astra 
variety of SunYavada. perfectly. (1976:114) 

In spite of registering his disappointment with Kumarajlva1s 

orthodox;:r and acknowledging that a faith which lacked any re

cognizable personal. addition v,ras not one that wcnld fire future 

followers, Hobinson does not recognize the necessary comple

ment to KumarajJ:v:a in Hui-ydSl1., who, not bound by adherence to 

a tradition syst9ln of thought was free to recast the Buddhism 

he received into a distinctive for.m which, in time, would be

come a rE~cognized lineage. La,ter generations of Chinese Bud

dhists have eveI"Y' reason to be thankful that Hni-ydan "did not 

assimila1::e the S'21tra variety of Sunyavada perfectly" and so 

become a colorlesls copy of the Indian Masters. 

H. G. Wagner proposes s. more creative solution to the 
47 

problem ()f misunderstanding in the Ta-chteng ta.-i chang , 

sa.ying that the plroblem rests not in Hui-ydan 1 s understanding 

or misuncierstanding of Ktun"arajTva~ but instead in the current 

form of 1;he text. He suggests that originally there were only 

two long letters of questions from. Hui-ytian with t"10 corres-

h7 
In both his Munich dissertation Die FrHgen HUi-ydans 

an Kuma.rajIva (19169) and the article "Original strt;1cture". 
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pending long ansWers from Kumarajiva. As Wagner says: 

The interpretative consequences o£ this structure 
are evident: instead of fragmented, obstinately 
repetitive questions fran Hui-ydan, we would be 
reading two sets of cOherent questions, the se
cond of which takes into full aecount the argu
mentation of K'tllllaraji"iva's foregoing series of 
answers. We would hSLve, in other words, an in
telligible text. (1971 :31) 

While th:i.s is a very appealitl€l: suggestion for making sense 

of the tl~xt, it does not solVEli all of the problems in it. For 

even if we postulate just two sets of letters, there are still 

grounds for wondering if Kumaraj~va ~d Hui-yHan were fully 

aware ot the other's position. 

Whalen W. Lai, in his article "The Predocetic 'Finite 

Buddhaki.ya t in the Lotus SUtra.: In Search ot the Illusive 49 . 
Dharmakaya Therein" , comes up with a quite sensible addition 

to the dlscussion on the misun.derstanding in the Ta-ch'eng ta-i 

ch~. Reminding the reader that at the time of the corres

pondence" the fUll trikiya structure had yet to be introduced 

to China,tl and that in particular the concept of the sgtbhoga

kaya was unknown, he goes on to suggest that these things were 

at the b~Lse of the misunderstanding between Kumaraj'iva and Hui

ytlan. HE~ writes: 

48 

Instead of seeing their exchange as a case of 
cross purposes • • • we should see it as an un
resolved tension between the philosophical 
Pral,a.parami -ca Stitra and the mythopoeic tradi ti on ' 
o~ t aLoma Siitra. (1981 :463) 

Or perhaps three - oral communication 8 March 1982. 
"Original structure", pp. 30-31. 

4·9 
Journal of the Amerilcan Academy 0'£ Religion, XLIV, 

3, Sept. 1981, pp,. 441-469. 

:1 ..... 
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This would mean that in their discussions o~ the Ta-chfeng 

ta-i ch~ modern scholars are assuming that Kumarajlva and 

Hui -ytian were aV.J'are of the full trikaya system, and that 

Chinese Buddhists of t he early fifth century understood the 

tension between the Lotus SiltI:.! and the Perfection of l<lisdom. 

Li teratu:~e. As Lai points out;, this simply was not true. 

:Per~ps s. more pro~i tSLble way to approach the Ta-ch 1 eng 

ta-i ChBl::!S, is to ~ollow the lelad suggested by Lai and to take 

the limi;l:iations of knowledge sLvailable to Hui-ytlan and Kunia

rajiva seriously and begin the) discussion f'rcm there. For 

instance J, several o~ the scholars discussed above have sug

gested that if only Hui-yiian had had the complete text of the 

TCTL. or if he had studied it a bit harder, then most of the 

questions regarding dharmak"ays; in the Ta-ch I eng ta-i chang 

would have been superfluous. However, even a brief glance 

at Appendices II and III, where there is a sampling o~ the 

uses of ~ar.makAta in the ~ shows that that text is tar 

from clear about what the dharmakaya is. Hence the TCTL was 

more likE~ly to cause Hni-yifan to ask questions then to re

solve hi~~ doubts. 

jUih ough there is something to the Indian/Chinese 

split which is so often re30rted to in explaining peculari

ties in early Chinese Buddhisllll, in the case of the two corres

pondents here I think that the matter is more a division bet

ween a bE~liever who was so thoroughly immersed in a system 

that he (~ould not see its inconsistencies and one who had 

came to the faith as an adult and so intellectually was not 

""'r 
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able to lay to rest certain questions without investigation. 

Thus Ku~arajYva may well not have realized how glaring the 

contradictions between the Lotus Sutra and the Perfection of 
50 

Hisdom Literature were , while Hui-yilan felt intelleetually 

obligated to somehow reconcile the Holy Scriptures of his new 

faith. 

In the f01lowing chaptier I will examine the nature of 

the dialogue about dharmaliiYB: with the .following suppositions: 

that KumarajIva and Hui-yilan are intellectuaJ. equals; that the 

TCTL is not entirely clear in its use 01' the term and there.fore 

same con.fusion is justified; ~md that the two men are divided 

not .so much by laguage and nat;ionality, as by their positions 

within the religious community and degree ot immersion in Maha

yana scllolastism and correspoIlLding ability to see contradictions 

within that syst~. 

50 
James Joyce, when asked how he liked Bach's St. 

Matthew Passion, responded: "I simply cannot understand how 
s:n:y man can mix the synoptic gospels with the gospel according 
to Saint Jom. tt (Frank Budgen, James Joyce, London: Oxford 
University Press, 1972, p. 186) Bach probably would not have 
understood the problem. 

, [: 



CHAPTER II 

By virtue of' the similarity in background of' the two 

correspondents, we are saved 1~am a host of' problems in be

ginning the discussion of' the concept of' dhar.makaya in the 

Ta-ch' eng ta-i chang. A1 ill ough KtllilarajI'va had a more exten

sive Buddhist education than did Hui-ydan, the similarity of 

the texts which they read is striking. Both specialized in 

the Perfection of Wisdom Litex'ature, yet had a broad back

gound in other Mahayana sutras~ and both were thoroughly con

versant in the AQhidharma. mv"en more importantly, they both 

recognized the same set of texts as authoritative and were 

in (unstated) agreement as to Which sutras belonged to the 
1 

Maha:yana. Thus a question lilte I11;Jhat is a. Mahayana sUtra?" 

does not came up in reference to this discussion, although 

the relationship between the Mahayana and the H1nayana is ob

viously a problem for Hui-yilBJjLe 

While there seems to be an unstated agreement as to 

which texts were to be used ~L the discussion, what form 

those texts were in is an almCISt insolvable problem at this 

point and very probably was on.e of' the sources of confusion. 

1 
Of this Robinson says, "The general picture of the 

canonical texts that mattered to Kumaraj"Iva is much the same 
as the one afforded by the translation corpus - centered in 
the Pra%aparami ta, but accept:ing all known Mahayana. texts." 
Early Madhl2mika, pp.88&90. For a list of Buddhist scriptures 
cited in t e teXt see p. 89. 

2b 
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Kll1naraJi'va t S fame rests in laJ:'ge part on his having done the 
2 

first reliable translations ojE" many of the major sutras. 

Before his arrival, the texts read and studied, as Hui-ydan1s 

teacher Tao-an p0inted out, were often not only inaccurate, 

but also nearly incomprehensible. No doubt it was Hui-yiian1s 
3 

awareness of this that pr~)ted him to seek the authori ta-

tive pronouncements of Kumiraj1va on matters in doubt. Twice 

in the corresponaence (letters 4 and 18) he quotes passages 

which neither Kumarajiva nor the Japanese commentators can lo

cate, even though in one case Hui-ydan gives the name of the 

aUtre from which he is quoting. It is possible that some of 

the things he haS having difficulty with were the result of 

poor or fa~ulty translation al:ld inccm.plete texts. In view of 

this situation, we are fortunate in knowing that the TCTL was 

used in the swme form by both men. 

The dhar.mabod~, being a matter for religious insight_ 

is, on many levels, not an understandable concept, not a pro-
4· 

per object for understanding. It is: 

2 
For a list of sutras translated by Kumaraj~va which 

had already been translated se,e Robinson, EarlY Madhyamika. 
pp. 74-75. 

3 
See ZHrcher's translation of Hui-yHanfs biography 

(Conquest, pp. 246-24~) for a description of Hui-ydanfs attempts 
both to acquire more texts and more accurate translations. 

4 
llthe Iharmaka:ya is nOlt a product of philosophical 

reflection • • • it has religious signification as the object 
of religious conseiousness. tt D.T. Suzuki, OUtlines of MahB:yana 
Buddhism (New York: Schdken Books, 1963 reprint ), p. 222. 
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without coming and 'iiTithout going, 
without arising or extinction, the same as nirvana. 

(Question 1) 

and so beyond all frivolous d~Lscussion. Because of this a:ny 

statement about EUi-ydan's or Kumiraj~vafs final understanding 
5 

ot dharmakaya would be prestml}:)tuous. 

The earliest definition of dharmakay! or dharmabody 

was quite simple - it was the body of the scriptures as op

posed to the physical body of the Buddha and so was what re-
6 

mained of the Bui aha after hisl nirvana. The Sarvastividin 

Adhidhar.ma discusses three Buddha bodies: the material body 

(riipaka.;ra); tlj.e fictious bodiels conjured up by the magical 

powers of the Buddha (nirniapkaya); and the nfive-limbed 

Dharma-body", i.e., the dharmels which constitute a Bu:ldha as 
7 

distinct trom a Bodhisattva. 

N. Dutt adds to this by pointing out that the Ko~a has 

two interpretations of the Dha.rmalta.;ra, one being the qualities 

os 
_~so, prac~tically, we do not have enough information 

to make any guch pronouncements. As Wagner points out in his 
article ("Original Structure 111 pp. 28-48) we de> not know what 
the original text looked like and so cannot salf'ely say anything 
about a progression in Hui-ydants view ot dhar.makaya. Moreover, 
there is no record ot what Hui-yiian thought about tlie subject 
after the end of the correspondence. 

6 
Lewis R. Lancaster, An Ana sis ot the A as~ika-

ra'na aramitasutra fram the Ch~nese Translations Ann Arbor: 
Univers~ty Microfi~s, 19 , p. ~2 With references to original 
sources. NAGAO Gadjin, nOn the Theory of Buddha-body" (The Eastern 
Buddhist.J Vol. VI, 1, May 1973, pp. 25-53) gives a history of 
the development of the views Qlf dharmaka:ya • 

. 7 
Ed. Conze, Buddhist Thought in India Ann Arbor: .Ann 

Arbor Paperbacks, The UniversIty of Michigan Press, 1967 reprint), 
pp. 94,172. Even though Conze clains a triple body scheme here, 
it is not the classical triKay!. division. Cf. Nagao, tlTheorytl, 
p. 29. 
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adhering to a Buddha and the (,ther being the purified person

ality (a'raza) possessed by him and other advanced beings. In 

this latter sense, beings other than the Buddhas, such as 
8 

Arhats, can have a dharmabodY4t 

Of the Buddha's bodies in the Perfection of Wisdom 

Conze writes: 
'V 9 

The Prajnaparamita knows this as the distinc
tion between dharmakaya and rU~akaya 'Which is, 
however, explicitly made relat~vely late. In 
the As· asShasrika it is found only in the later 
strata~ 19 :113) /10/ 

and goes on to say "of the s~bhogaka:y! there is no trace at 
11 

all in the actual text M• 

Murti expands on what is made of the dhannakaya in the 

Perfection of Wisdom. Literature: 

8 

The Prajnaparami ta tiexts repeatedly ask us to 
consider Buddha as Dharmakaya and not in the 
overt form which appears to us. lJ.harmakaya is 
the essence, the reality of the universe. It 
is completely free :f~rom. every trace of duality 
• • • It would be, however, not exactly correct 
to take the Dharmaka'R- to be the abstract meta
physical principle •. siinyata or Suchness, (ta
that"a.). The Dharmaka~ya is still a Person, and 
innumerable merits smd powers etc. are ascribed 
to h±m. (1980:285) 

Nalinaksha Dutt, MahBtana Buddhism (Delhi :Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1tj71), pp. 151-15. 

9 
"The distinction between the Buddha in so far as he 

is a channel for the spiritual force of the Dharma, and in so 
far as he is an historical individual • • • I:f Gonze, Further 
Studies, p. 113. 

10 
For mODe on this topic see the chapter on Dharmakiya 

in Lancaster, Analysis, pp. 92~-95. 
11 

Conze, Further Studies, p. 114. 
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For SUzuki the Dharmakaya is: 

the ultimate reality that underlies all particular 
phenomena; it is that Which makes the existence of 
individuals possible; it is the raison d'·6tre of 
the universe; it is the norm of being, which re
gulates the course of events and thoughts. 

( 1973:46) 

All of these meanings of qrar.makaya, including the 

HInayana and Abhidhar.mic, were known to and accepted by Hui

ydan and Kumarajiva. That Conze should wonder Whether or not 
12 

the dharmakaya d~ctrine is a doctrinal innovation shows the 

state of flux that the concept; was in during the period bet

ween the writing of the Perfec:t:i.. on of lrlisdom Literature and 
13 

the trikaya theo~ of the Yogicara-vijnana school. ~lhat 

we see in the Ta-eh'eng ta-i ohang is an attempt to bring or-
14. 

der to this doctrinal chaos. However, given the material 

12 
Further Studies, P. 113. He decides that it is not: 

tilt seems to me that such a te:aching belongs to the very es
sence o£ Buddhism, and that it must have been taken for granted 
from the ve"1!Y beginning, altholugh it was explicitly formulated 
only in the course of time, as and when misunderstandings be
came more and mone widespread. fI 

13 
"·It was in the philolsophy of the Yogacara school (or 

the Vijnana-vada school) represented by Asanga and Vasubandhu 
that the two-body theory devel.oped until it was consumated into 
a three-body theory. tt Nagao, "The oryff, p. 30. 

14 
Although he never, m.entions the Ta-ch I eng ta-i Chang 

in his article, Nagao shows how neatly many of the problems 
there Cgn be sol~ed by the idea of the sambhogya-kaya. This 
reward-body Nagao finds to have been necessitated by the Bodhi
sattva l s vow to remain in the world to save beings (PP. 28-29), 
to be the form in which the Buddha preaches to the Bodhisattvas 
as it is concrete and visible (p. 33), to be the bo~ with the 
32 marks (p. 34) and to be the result of cause, i.e. the Bodhi
sattvats vow and discipline (p. 35). All of these are points ot 
particular interest to Hui-yiian. Considering the claim. of the 
later Pure Land Buddhists of Hui--ytlan as their f'irst patriarcg. 
it is interesting to read "we see that the Reward-body is close
ly connected 1·vith the Pure Land Teachingslt. (p. 32) 
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Kumaraj!va and Ifui-yilan had tiO' work with, the matter could 

not be resolved without a bold stroke of Buddhological inno

vation, which does not come in the text. It is this, more 

than any misunderstandings, which makes the Ta-ch f eng ta-i 

chang an ultimately unsatisfying work. 

The examination of how Kuma.raJIva and Hui-yi{an were 

treating the concept of dharm~eka;ya and whether or not they 

were speaking to each other about it in the same terms will 

focus on four major issues; epistemology versus ontology; 

priticality versus speculation; the use of the Abhidhar.ma; 

and the attittfe of the two men toward the texts they are ci tinge 

But before we begin to look ai:i the abstract positions in the 

work, there are two concrete linguistic problems which add 

greatly to the possibilities j~or misunderstanding. 

The first is, of course, the word dha~akaya itself. 

That the term is used of both Buddhas and Bodhi sattvas is a 

basic source of contusion. While Kumarajrva does finally, in 

the third letter~ say thatthere are two kinds of dhar.mabody, 

one of the Buddha. and one of tihe Bodhisattva, and then again 

in the fourth letter says that; the re is a dharmabody which is 

like dharmata ana one -which belongs to the dharmabody Bodhisat

tva, at no point in the correspondence does he stress that the 

dharmabody Bodhisattva is an Etntirely different order of being 

from the dharmabody of the Buddha which is like Birvana and 

the dharm.ata. The dharm~t.a-lj.ke body seems to be the one fore

most in Hui-ytlan 1 s mind, .for j~rom the beginning he seems to 

be assuming that the dharmaboCLy is pre-existent and the ground 

ii: .. 
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of being - neither created nOJt" des~ed ... and is that on 

15 
which the Iharma and the Buddhist way is based. 

The matter is further complicated by Kumirajivats 

seeming inability to see the problem Hui-yi!an is having. On 

the one hand· he agrees that the dharmabody is like niry"ana, 

but on the other, there is in this text and in the TCTL a 

desire to say both that the ~lar.mabody is pre-existent (be-
16 

cause of its relationship with the dhar.mat~ ) and that it is 

produced by practice: 

As for the Dha~anaturebody Buddha, without 
affairs he is not complete, without vows he .'
is not sufficient. ~fuy? For limitless asam
khyeya kalpas he ha~1 acemrrulated all gooa:
roots and virtuous accomplishments and com
pleted a11-knowledgel and wisdom without hin
drances. {~313b)l /17/ 

Kumaraj"iva, instead of seeing that this is confusing Hui-yiian 

manages to add to the ambigui t;y by speaking about the excel

lently practicing body produee,d by the dharmanature ({Y1-t 

15 
This is Suzuki I s vielw of the dharmabody. (Outline, 

pp. 45-49; 220-241. 
16 

This relationship iSi indicated by references in the 
TCTL to the c1harmat8.ka.~a ( ;~,.~ ) (TCTL 122a, 263c, 264b, 
271a). As used in thea-chIang ta-i chang and the TCTL there 
seems to be no difference in IIlleaning between ~ f.!.~--and ~j' • 
Both texts insist that the Buddha has two kinds of bodies, one 
absolute and the other conditioned or illusory. At each pole 
there is a cluster of terms describing what is meant. On one 
.end there is the dharmabody, the body produced by dharmanature I 
the real body and on the other' end is the birth body, the 
transformation body and the fo)rm body. See Appendices I & II. 

17 
. All passages from the TCTL j,n French come from La-
motte's masterful translation of the Sastra (see bibliography 
for complete citation). rfhe English passages were tranalated 
by the author. 



This leave:s much of Hui-ytlan I s questioning 

focusing on the problem that while nirvana may be achieved by 

effort and practice, it is not produced by them and exists in

dependently of them. The dhalt'mabody, however, while sharing 

the same nature as nirvana, is also the result of sucavita, 

excellent practice. This only makes sense if one is talking 

about two different dharmabodies which are two entirely dif

ferent things. Much of the confusion, then, is linguistic. 

"Dharmabodyrt is being used fOJ? too many different things (see 

Appendix I). Kumarajiva can hardly be faulted for this, for 

in his answers he is only reflecting the contemporary state 

of thought on the subject. 

The other major lingu:tstic problem. unfortunately re

intorces the confusion about l;he status of the various dharma-

bodies, for it is found in the term which is used to describe 

the manifestations of both thE~ dharmabod:y Buddhas and the 
~-L~~~. 

dharmabody Bodhisattvas,!' ~:.~~i.J I transformation. One is tempt-

ed to resolve the matter by tI-anslating it instead as lJemana-

tionn 
I which is clearly what KumirajI"va means by it. However, 

that is not the root meaning Clf the word in Chinese, and al

though it is serving as a tr8l1Lslation ofunir.m.a:p.a", 'Which 

18 
I have found one reference each in the TCTL to the 

Bodhisattva and the 3",;~ ~Jt Bodhisattva: "More
over, as when Buddhas of the ten dires.tions preach the Dharma, 
they praise all excellently practicing (~~1t ) Bodhisattvas" 
(614c-615a); "The third typ~ (of Bodhisattva) is the pure 
dharmabody Bodhisattva ( ~)~ ~ ~ ) 'Who obtains the patience 
of nOD-produced dharnlas and dwells in the six supernatural 
powers" (317b). These terms appear to be used more as adjec
tives than as descriptions of a process. 
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Edgerton defines as Ita magical creation", and expands, Ita 
19 

magical creation is "(;rhat has 110 material basis tv , the term 

in the text comes out meaning "transformation tI, which in 

Chinese, as in English, implies an existing something which 

is transformed. While Kumirajrva tries to get across the 

idea that there is no material basis for the various emana-

tions of the dhar.mabody Buddha, his point is obscured by the 

fact that the dharmabody Bodhisattvas actually do transfor.m 

from the material basis of residual karmic elements and the 

process is described by the same term.I,~~i'IJ. So, from the 
A..l 

outset it would seem that by iiaking" , as an equivalent 

for nirmana, Kumarajiva is trying to tell Hui-ydan one thing 

and ending up saying quite another and seriously confusing 

the distinction between the dharmabody of the Buddha and the 

dharmabody of the Bodhisattva41 

In the c~sion over the term,-it~~i,.- , the difference A. ,1fi!{J 

in interests between Kumaraj1va and Hui-ydan is already ap-

parent. Hui-yi:!an, from his fj.rst question in v.lhich he wants 

to know the relationship between the Buddha's dharmabody and 

the four elements and five sense organs, is concerned with 

what the dharmab(!)dy is and wha.t it is made of. This concern 

is precisely the opposite of' Kumaraj~vals and the TCTL 1 s, for 

while Hui-yt{an wants to know what it is about the dharmabody 

itself that can be seen, partj.cularly given its equation with 

the unperceivability of nirvaI~ Kumarajlva, taking his stand 

19 
Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Diction-

ary (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), p. 302a. 

·1 "",., .. 

Ii, 
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on the Sastra, is considering instead why beings can and can-

not see the dhar.mabody ("les etres dont la pensee est impure 

ne Ie voient pas 1tI, TC TL 1 26b, Lamotte I, 546 ) • 

The difference between their starting points, bet

ween Hui-yi!an1s ontology and Kumaraj-~vals epistemolgy can 

most clearly be seen in the 13th excagnge, for there Hui-ydan 

specifically asks about the ontological status of dhar.manature: 

I would also like t() ask, the dharmanature 
endures eternally - is it non-existent or 
existent? 

In spite of KumarajIvats disapproval of ontological topics, 

which usually call forth a charge of prapanca, what Hui-ytlan 

is getting at is extremely important, for without knowing 

what does and does not exist ~Lt is nearly impossible to make 

any statements about how things are causally connected, or, 

as Hui -yifan says: 

Considering the limit of existence and non
existence, it is possible to obtain the con
ditions and causes. (Question 13) 

However, Kumarajfva does not seem to agree with this, for 

the wording of his answer gives same indication that he feels 

he is being forced into a corner. He has presented the ortho

dox position and does not see what more could be required of 

him. 

In part this might be because KumarajIva did not en

tirely realize what the question was, for Hui-yifants interest 

in the three concepts of Thusness, Dharmanature and the Real

ity Limit may well have came from his teacher Tao-an. Tao-an 

was known to have addressed these issues in his bi-yearly 



lectures on the Fang-kuang Chj~ and in a preface to the 

same work the three are fit together to form the Perfection 
20 

of Wisdom. There are, however, textual problems, for mile 

the Eang-kuang Clning does indeed discuss Thusness, Lharma

naturl9 and the Reality-Limit, in Tao-ants extant work on the 
21 

subje1ct the triad instead is Thusness, the Iharmabody and 

the Heali ty-Limi t (translated by Hurvitz and Link as "Pin

nacle of Realitylr). Hurvitz and Link give two notes on the 

confusion: 

The "Dharma-Body rerl.ders fa shen ~A, which in 
the context appears sbmehow to:have became con
fused or identified .. , with !! hSi~ ~ t!!. , the 
standard equivalent of dhar.mata. iven that sub
stitution, the trio is to be found in the ~ 
Kuang, as may be seen below. Furthermore, Hui
Ydan, Tao-an 1 s one-time pupil, was quite exer
cised over the SEme question, as can be seen in 
his correspondence with KumiraJ1va • • • Hui
ydan too has !! hsing, not !! shen. (1974:444n.89) 

After rethinking the mat-ter: 

On second thought, :faa shen is almost certainly 
not a copyist's error for fa hsi~, since Tao
an is clearly thinking in terms 0 a ubody". 
The fact remains, hClwever, that the original 
reads dharmashitita, where t'bodytt is not in
volved.! There is a G'onfusion here, one that 
we cannot account fo)r. (1974:449n. 152) 

ZilrehE~r accepts the reading !!. shen and considers this pre-

as 
21 

Translated by Hurvit,z and Link, "Three Prefaces", 
PP. 4~~3-442. 
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face one of the learliest examples of Chinese speculation on 
22 

the .,9O:larmaka:ya. Hui-ydan shows a tendency throughout the 

letters to identify dharmaka:;v,! and dharmata, a matter which 

he attempts to get KumaraJiva to address, so the confusion 

here may well go beyond textual problems. 

But even without resolving the matter of exact term

inology, it is clear that Hui .• yilan had a background in these 

ideas which Kuma.rajI'"va did noi~ share. Perhaps one of the 

reabns Kumaraj'i"va never spoke to this matter of' the confU

sion 'between the dharmanature and the dharmabody is because 

he did not realize tha. t it was there. It is very unlikely 
, 

that he had studied any of thE~ natlLve Chinese speculation on 
23 

Buddh:ism (although he was knOml to have admired Tao-an ) and 

by taJir1ng the ifCTL as his SOUI'ce for the relationship between 

these terms he may well have missed the entire issue that Hui

yilan 1joTas trying to raise. 

In the TGTL there is S~ different triad of concepts 

which fit together to describe~ reality - Tathata, Dharmadhatu, 

and £l.hiltakoti - a11 of which are said to be synonomous with 

dharap1ata (TCTL 297c). It, iIlL turn, is the characteristic of 

reali'~y of all of them (~ 2~97c). However, the true nature 

22 
Conguest, p. 193. 

23 
ltKumaraji'va also had heard f'rom afar of' Ant s mode of 

life, and he said of' him, tHe is the Sage of the East' r Though 
always at a distance from h~ he nevertheless reverenced him." 
Arther Link, "Biography of Shih Tao-anti, (T'oung Pao, Vol. XLVI, 
1-2, 1195B), p. 40. 
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of dbLarm.a$ in spite of having attributes given to it$ in the 

end cannot be di,scussed. (1£!!! 170b) 

Kumarajiva would seco:nd that sentiment, and his Olm. 

very tidy relating of the thr,ee terms seems to be a variation 

on a similiar scheme found in the TCTL: -
Ayant obtenu cette Tathata des dharma, on 
penetre dans le Dha~adtiatu~ on detruit toutes 
les opinions (vipasYaria) et on concoit plus 
d1autres croyances, car "Telle est son essence 
(prs.lg;:tir as;raiia)" • • • Enfin bien p6neter 
(suprativiGh=) e Dhar.madhitu~ clest BhUko~i. 

(TCTL 29da, Lamotte V, 2190) 

It is clear in this that the interests of Kuma.rajIva 

and the TCTL are not the same as those of Tao-an and HUi-yHan, 

and it may almost be said that; in spite of the similarity of 

vocabulary, they are not addressing the same questions. 

One impo~tant point of dif'ference between the Master 

of Lu Shan and t:m.e Purohi ta 01' Ch t angan was that t.fu.ile Hui

ydan J~ad a religious community to run comprised of both clerics 

and laity, it was Kuniarajiva 3 s function at the capitql to serve 

as th'9 final arbitrator on all points of Buddhist doctrine. 
e.-

Hui-Yl!ian had not only the prac:tical concerns of the monast..s.ry 

to de:a1 with, but also th.e responsibility of both making the 

Buddh:ist way available to interested seekers and of defending 
24 

it ag:ainst uninformed, but well-armed worldliness. In con-

trast:, Kumarajiva.' s re/onsibilities were to translate and to 

be knowledgable in the Buddhist texts. His freedom from all 

24 
For Hui-yt!an l s deali,ngs with the authorities 0'£ the 

time :see Zilrcher, Conquest, pp. 211-217; 231-239. 1'lithout ever 
leaving his mountain he was SllL apt defender 0'£ the '£aith. 
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prac~tical concerns gave h~n the liberty for rarified specu-

lation. In addition, his position allowed him no intellect-
26 

ual equal, a situation which ]~e himself lrumented. Because 

KumaraJiva was too admired to be fallible, any questioning 

of him co uld never have the t lone of a real debate. He was 

never in Hni-yHanls position of having to defend the faith. 

It is these things, rather thlm any postulated differences in 

the Chinese and Indian characi~ers, which lead to the division 

between Hui-ydanJs pracitical concerns and KumaraJ1va1 s spe

culations. 

The most blatant example of this difference in con

cerns occurs in the third let1:;er when Hui-ydan refeI"s to the 

didactic purpose of the 32 mru:,ks. The main t~t of the ques

is: If these marks are on the dharmabody and only the tenth 
27 

stage Bodhisattvas can see them, then what purpose do the 

25 
A state which he seems to have enjoyed fram the age 

of seven, when he entered monastic life. For most of his adult 
life he was the kept wonder at the court of kings - first in 
the royally esta1!>lished New Monastery in Kucha, then at the 
court of the Later Liang and j~inally at Ch I angan. 

26 
''KUlllarajiva loved the Mahayana and wished to propa

gate it. He used,to say: IIf I should write and compose an Abhi
dharma of the Mahayana it would be better than that of Katya
yan'iputra. Now, in the country of ChI in, the well-learned are 
scarce, here I am a bird with clipped wings. No use discussing 
anything. I So he became dole:f'ully resigned to his lot. n Lieben
thal, Chao Lun, ~. 3. (Translated from Kumaraj1va l s biography.) 

27 
The TCTL agrees thai; it is the tenth stage Bodhisatt-

vas who benefit from the Buddha's dharmabody: "De mame cette Loi 
precnee par Ie BU.d~a (a~ v~aj. corps) ou a':1 corps dterement.fon
demental (dhar.madhatutakaya), exception ra~te pour les Bodh~satt
va de la dixiemeterre, ne peut etre support~e par ~e~ .adeptes 
des trois Vehicules; seules les Bodhisattva de la diXJ.~e te.£!,e, 
d~nt les moyens salvifiques (upay )) et la force du savo~r (jnana
bala) sont incon~evables (acintya , peuvent entrendre et ac
cepter cet;te Loi .. t1 (TCTL 27Bb J1 Lamotte IV, 1940-1941) 
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marks serve? The point Hui2fIan is making about the teacher-

, lessness of the tenth stage is not so much a statement about 

the condition of these Bodhisattvas, but a very pracitical 

question about h0w the dharmabody and its marvelous attri

butes can aid the progress of other beings. 

Kumaraji"va misses thisl point altogether. VJhile Hui

ytlan is trying tG find out the~ purpose of the special nature 

of the Buddha1s body in helping the multitude of Beings on 

tb4:.Jfr road to salvation, Kuni8.J:'e.jIva dives right by this ques

tion and plunges into a discus:sion of the actual status of the 

tenth stage Bodhisattva in relation to still being taught by 

the Buddhas. This, while it :i.s a moot point, is not very ap

plicable to the salvation of t,he great multitude of beings. 

KumaraJ~va is backed by the ~ in his statements, for that 

work describes the necessity elf the various practices of the 

tenth stage and says that "although he is a great Bodhisattva, 

in regard to the Buddhas, he is still small" l340c). 

Another division betwe,en the two men in terms of their 

enjoyment of speoulation cames in Hui-ydants desire for uni

versality in the process of rebirth as opposed to Kumaraj1va f s 

detailed typology of the kinds of bonds and karma involved in 

the rebirths of the various types of dharmabody Bodhisattvas. 

'When, in the second qu,estion, Hui-yt!an wants to know 

what is meant by the body produced by wonderful practice, what 

seems to be most bothering him, is how rebirth occurs and 

28 
See the third exchange for the body of the argument 

on this point. 
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whetheJ? or not i·t is the same for everyone. If it tfnot the 

same then problems ensue. Ka;rma, and hence what ordinary 

people do to become better, to became more like the Buddha, 

becomes meaningless. The dharmabody Bodhisattva, because he 

is sus(~eptible to a special kind of rebirth, is cut off from. 

the hUI11an realm. 

Neither of these problems seem to bother Kumarajrva. 

His anSlwers generally present the (often O'ontradictory) 

theoriEts of the various schools with quotations from the sutras 
./ 

and saE~tras which can support almost any viewpoint. While 

this does provide information for the modern scholar which 

might otherwise be hard to come by, it is not the most straight

forward way of answering questions of religiOUS urgency. An

other problem with K'tlIl'.laraJiva I s marshalling of scripiural re

ference is that i1he examples i'ound there are often those of 

one set, of great beings preaching to another set of great 

beings, all quite beyond humB.IlL comprehension. Kumarajiva 

adds to. this his Olm predilect;ion for never discussing a Buddh

ist being lower than the rank of a dhar.mabody Bodhisattva with 

five supernatural powers. After several pages of such ab

truse speculation, when Kumaraj1va finally says that the 

"dharmabody Bodhisattva profits and benefits the multitude 

of beings ll (answer 3), one would like a concrete example of 

how. 

Closely related to this problem of universality is 

the matter of the connection bet"t.;een the 8h.armabody and the 

ordinary people, or the link between the transcendental and 

,", ii::' 
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the mundane realms. As Nagao says in his discussion of the 

drawbacks of the two body system: 

Later on • • • this abstract dhar.ma-kaya must 
have gaired universal reality - the reaiity 
that claimed equal realness with the corporal 
body. At this stage, however, there was nothing 
that could reconcile the two realities of 
dhar.ma~kaya and mpa-kaya. (1973:38) 

That Hui-yHan recognized this problem and was troubled 

by it is apparent from his first question - if the c1harmabody 

can be seen and heard then it must be of the world, i.e., 

made of the four elements and five sense organs. But if this 

is so, then how can it be the same as nirva:ha.? In his at

tempts throughout the correspc)ndence to solve this problem 

Kumarajrva highlights what is not necessarily a misunderstand

ing between the two men, but what is a major difference bet

ween them. Hui-ydan wants to connect everything in a great 

chain of being beginning with the four elements and then the 

five sense organs and up to the supernatural powers and so 

on (question 7). KumarajTva, in his answer, starts from ex

actly the opposite end of the scale and after defining what 

characterizes the dharmabody •. the mark of soli tary extin~ 

guishing, or that essence which it shares with nirVana - he 

then goes on to sketch out a system in which it is this dharma 

mark which gives everything reality, from the minute and fine 

elements of the dhar.mabody Bodhisattva down to the coarse 

four elements and five sense organs of the ordinary people 

(answer 7). 

In doing this Kumaraji va is presenting the Vie'll'I of 
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the TCTL which says: 

Des llorigine les Dharma sont non-n~s (anut
ianna)J non-d~truitsl (aniruddha), pareils au 

irvana (nirvanasama) et tous leurs cayacteres 
sont du m'e'Se genre: ·c I est la Vrai caractere 
des Dharma. (19Ob, I,aInotte II, 1059-60) 

Later on the TCTL postulates an underlying sameness of all 

things which allows for their equation: 

the characteristic of reality of all dhar.mas 
consequently is the Buddha. Why? Obtaining 
this c4aracteristic of reality of all dharmas 
is called obtaining Buddhahood. (747a) 

The same passage goes on to equate the Buddha, nirvana, dha.:rma

ta and the reality limit, all of them being without coming 

and without going, not arising gnd not extinguishing. 

In the Ta-ch1eng ta-i chang Hui-yi{an shows no sign of 

accepting this Mi~amika position. Why, it is hard to say. 

Since he seems to prefer to have things made of the four ele

ments and five sense organs rS.ther than of emptiness, perhaps 

it is because he remained Jmm,ersed in his Abhidharmic studies. 

Certainly there are other examples in the correspondence of 

the Abhidha.rma proving a stumbling block to Hui-yilan: s under

standing of the dharmabody. This can be seen in the fifth 

exchange when Hui-ydan specifically asks whether the 32 marks 

are part of the dharmakay..!. or of the transformation body. 

The issue centers around the production of the marks, 

for as we know from the ~ they are produced by specific 

acts, and these acts are g as Eui-ydan notes, mental: 

, Question.- Les actes producteurs des trente
deux marques sont-ils des actes corporals 
(kayak$"man), vocaux. (viikkarman) au. mentaux 
(manasklarman)? 

'[ 'II"'" 
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Repons~.- Ce sont des acts mentaux et non pas 
corporals ou vocaux,. Pourquoi? Parce que Itacte 
mental est seul profitable. (87a, Lamotte I, 249) 

As for the answer to the rest of Hui-ydan 1 s questial: 

Question.- En quel 43ndroit les actes produc
tuers des trente-deux marques sont-ils accomplis? 
Repons~.- Dans 1e monde du d6sir (kamadhatu) 
et non pas dans le monde material trUpadhatu) 
ni dans le monde immaterial {arupzadhatu). 
Parmi les cinq dest:tnees (~ati) du monde du 
dSsir,.ils sont accomplis ans 1a destin'e hu
maine [manusY[.5ati)~. Parmi les quatre continents 
(caturdvipaka , ils sont accomplis etant dans 
le Jambudvipa. Le Bodhisattva les accomplit 
~tant l.Ul male CPfF ) et non pas un .femme. Il .. 
les aceomplit ~ lepoque ou apparaissent des 
Ba.ddha; non pas a une epoque vide de Buddha. 
Illes accomplit en vue de ll'etat de Buddha et 
non pas dans un autre but. (87a, Lamotte, I, 249) 

This is all quite speciric and probably a source of confusion, 

for while the TCTL gives the Abhidharma postion, it does so in 

order to refute ft with the Madhyamika view. However, the 

Abhidharma was a system which Hui-ytlan had learned well, and 

a system in which the dharmab()(l:y plays no great role. If the 

concept or the dharmabody is j~njected into that which was just 

described by the TCTL it throws the whole system into chaos. 

In his response, Kttmaraflva relies heavily on the section of 

the TCTL just foilowing that given above, which gives the Mana
yana response to the Abhidharm..!. •. Because of the Mahay"in a em

phasis on the dharmabody, the human body of the Buddha is 

given a very minor role, and accomplishments of that body, 

like the 32 marks, are played do'WIl. \fuat Hui-ydan seems to 

be trying to do is to take whsLt he knows about the body with 

the marks from the Abhidharma and transfer that to the dharma-

body of the Mahayana. In doing this he quite correetly sees 
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that the marks are the result of karmic practice, but then 

does not follow the idea to the end by concluding that for 

that very reason the marks are not going to be important to 

the Mahayanist. 

As a response KumaraJ3:va presents the Hinaiana and 

Mahayana views of' the dharmaldiya, which leads into their 

two respective views of the 32 marks. Kumarajiva 1s quite 

clear about the fact that it is the Bodhisattva1s body of 

incamation which has the 32 marks, and because of that, 

while they are a good thing, not all that much importance 

is attached to them. This is further emphasized by the story 
29 

of Nanda , which is also told in the ~ as proof that 

nCes marques sont donc faciles ·a obtenirn (92a, Lamotte I, 

2eb) and consequently should not be taken very seriously, 

even though, as It'l.llriarajj:va points out, without their comple

tion one cannot be called a BuLddha. So, although the marks 

are an Abhidharmist idea and are conditioned dharmas, they 

do serve a purpose in inspiring people to go on the Buddhist 

path and even provide a concrete manner of practice. There

fore, one both wants to fulfill the marks of' the body in ' 

order to aid beings and aids 'beings in the process of ob

taining the body so marked. 

In the eighth letter Hui-yHan again tries to apply 

Abhidharmic notions (the 34 minds, 9 without hindrances, 9 

liberations, etc.) to the dharmabody and again there is the 

29 
Nanda acquired 30 of the marks (TCTL 92a). 
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resulting mimnateh. In his answer, KumaraJ~va finds a way of 

working these things into the Manayana schame, but there is 

a feeling that tke two are being forced together. It is clear 

from these letter.s that the problem is not simply Hui-ydan l s 

Abhidharmic background, but that he and KumaraJiva do' not 

have the same attitude toward the Buddhist scriptures. 

There is no reason to doubt that both recognized first 
/_ 30 

the f:."'iItras and then the sastras as holy and authoritative, 

but by virtue of how each came to Buddhism they viewed the 

sacred writings <llifferently. During Hui-yif.ants lii'e the Chinese 

were only beginning to be aWB.l:"e that many of the Buddhist 

writings had a p0lemical and exelusivist nature, and so he 

"'-was still trying to view all of the sutras as being of equal 

authority. However, in the e5.gh.bh letter there are signs 

that Hui-yHan is breaking out of this attitude, for in his 

slatements about the story of the three animals he gives the 

impression that, being uncertain about where the tale fits 

into the traditicm (Hinayana C)Z' Mahayana), he is then free to 

question it. As for his statement about the lack of classi

fication of original meaning, it reminds one of Tao-an's 

interests: 

His orderly style attained depth and richness, 
and he marvelously I'ealized the profound pur
port (of the sacred texts). Once the sequence 

30 
There is an interesting thought at the end of Kuma

rajJ:"!Jrat s eighth ~swer, that if only they haa. more sutras, then 
all questions could be properly looked into and ans11ered. The 
overwhelming number of texts :i.s not seen as a cause of confu
sion, but rather as a means out of it. 

,: ·r 
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o~ ite~s was in proper order, the (seemingly 
contradictory) princdples o~ the texts could 
be comprehended~.@.. • That we are able to 
understand clearfy the concepts of the sutras: 
this, in fact, began ~ram Tao-an. (Link 1958:18) 

Intel'est in this sort of matter also suggests that the p I an 

chiac~ developed later would hSLve solved many of the problems 

in these letters. 

KumaraJ~va, being at hame in the way that the scrip

tures: were viewecl by the various Indian schools, practices 
31 

an UllLspoken, and perhaps uncoIlLscious. ordering of 'coo texts. 

As we have seen, .he is fairly explicit about this when dealing 

with the Abhidh~a, but in hj,s third reply there is a more 

subtle example of the harmonization of the scriptures when he 

wants to explain away a sutra saying that tenth stage Bodhisat

tvas ought to be known as Buddhas. If' he had only set forth 

his own presuppos.itions, it would have made his treatment of 

the scriptures much easier ~or Hui-ydan to understand. 

In the c~sualness with. which Kumarajiva treats Buddha

~aea.n~ can be r~eognized both the ease and the curious blind

ness o~ one who grew up in a religion and was too familiar 

31 
. In light of Kumarajlvafs attitude, there is an inter

esting statement in James Barrts book Fundmentalisn (Philadelphia: 
'!he Westminster Press, 1978) on p. 65: "FUndamentalists, thCllgh 
many of t~ may not admit it, accept in practice a certain 
grading of the bfblical materials, so that, to repeat our ex
ample, St. John t S gospel has a. much more central function than 
Ecclesiastes. Th~y do not willingly concede that a s~iliar 
grading can be cSlrried out b)t others. tt In other words, while 
Kumarajiva was trlying to persuade Hui-ytfan to adopt his stan-
dard Madhyamika qrdering of the sutras, any independent classi
fication o~ the s~tras by Hui-ydan or any other Chinese master 
would. have been ~row.ned on by the Indian dharmamasters. 

II ..... 
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with it to notice what, to an outsider's eye, would be logi

cal inconsistencies. After summarizing in the second letter 

the Illajor ~astrie ideas about the kles'as of the dharmabody 

Bodhisatt'vas, he simply mentions that all of this is based 

on the Buddha's words and then goes into his own speculations. 

But his position on Buddhavacam in the first letter is even ________ ;;.;...;.00;.,.0,_ 

harder f'o:r Hui-ytlan to tolel"ate, for there he quotes the Lotus 

Sutr~L t s prediction of the Arha.ts to Buddhahood and then a 

sutra~ whi~ch contFadicts ·this BLnd finishes by saying: 

These two sutras both came out of the Buddha's 
mouth; how can they not be believed? 

This is a bit too much for Hui-yiian, for the Lotus 

SUtrs'. is -lihe fish in the milk for him throughout the corres

pondence. Since he came to Buddhls m after he had reached the 

age clf reason, he was not blin.d to its logical inconsistencies 

and r'equiJt'ed of KlumarajI"va a I!l~ore serious attempt to solve 

the textual cont~adictions in the faith. After struggling 

with the unsolvao,le problems presented by the Lotus, finally 

this outburst is wrung from. Hui-yiian: 

Althou~ it is said that we (must) have faith, 
yet understanding must result from ratiom 1 
principles t~ .. If these principles are not 
yet understood, how can one have faith? 

(Question 10, Z~cher, Conquest, p. 228) 

This is t~e cry of a religious dilemna. Hui-ytlan was 

not asking questilons as a ms.tter of academic interest nor out 

of a desire to clari.fy philclsophical issues, but because he 

needed to know. ~hat he finally got out of this correspon

dence we cannot slay. It is true that there were misunder-

1 If' ,. 
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standings between him and Kumarajiva, which were due in part 

to his inability to see the difference between the Abhidar.ma 

and the Madhyamikia" and KumaraJfva ' s failure to realize the 

need for explicitly harmonizing the scriptures, but whhh 

were even more the result of their respective pos~tians within 

the religion and :beeause the concept they were discussing was 

in a state of semantic flux. But it is equally true that 

beyond any misunderstanding" there stand revealed two men who 

deserve the respect of later r'eaders - KumaraJIva for his eru

d.i tion and Hui-yitan for his c&ermination to know and under-

stand. 

Ii'" 
11.. .. 



CONCLUSION 

vfuile in the end the Ta-ch'eng ta-i chang leaves the 

reader with the unsatisfying feeling that many of the issues 

in it have gane unresolved, it is possible to look beyond the 

work itself and ~ee the fruition of its ideas outside the 

realm of the text. 

In the t~rst chapter several commentators were men

tioned who wrote about Hui-ydan l s seeming inablity- to compre

hend or confor.m to orthodox Mahayana ~astric Buddhism. While 

in the examination of his ques.tions we have found him occasion

ally baffled and certainly not a cand~te for easy confor.mism, 

if we look beyond the correspondence and into Hui-yHanfs reli

gious practices, then we find that bold stroke of Buddhologi

cal innovation which was lacking in the text. Hui-yaan1s de

votional approach to the Buddha, his practices of visualiza

tion and icon wo~ship coupled with the cult of Amitabha, pro

vide the link between the earthly and transcendental realms 

which he was seekiing to have verbally explained in his ques

tions. In Hui-ytlan 1 s part of the Ta-ch I eng ta-i chang one 

can see him aski~ for the yet undeveloped concept of the 

reward-body. In his religious life, he can be seen to be 

de~p i ng it. Onei c an only admire the prof'undi ty of the Bud

dhism of' a man 'WhIo could so see what was needed in hi s own 

religious li:& and! the religious life of his community and 

$2 
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put it into practice before it was intellectually developed. 

As yet t~ere has been no full length monograph in a 

Western language: devoted to Hui-ydan. so there has been little 

'-<[estern study of the relationship of his thought and practice. 

One hopes to see more energy directed toward this remarkable 

man. 

Much less emerges of Kumirajiva in the correspondence, 

as he raithfUlly reflects the position of the Ta-chih-tu lun.~· 

However, this maltes the Ta-chl eng ta-i chang very valuable 

as an introduction to the 'astra. Studying the workings of 

the kle~as and s~btle elements of the dhar.mabody Bodhisattva 

in Kumarajiva's answers would provide both a summary of and 

an entry point to the topic i~L the Ta-chih-tu lun. 

The mean:ilng of the con~cept of dharmaka:ya remains un

resolved. It had no fixed definition at the time of the letters 

and perhaps for that very reason served as a good touchstone 

for revealing the attitudes of' Hui-yHan and KumaraJ~va. Ulti

mately it is a religious mystery and perhaps the most appro

priate attitude toward it is that voiced by Melanchthon on his 

deathbed toward an analagous concept in the 'Itlest: 

You wi~l come to the light" you will see God, 
you wi]JI know his Son, you will discern the 
wonder~l secrets which in this life you could 
not understand, namely, why we were created thus 
and ndt otherwise, and wherein consists the unity 
of the :two natures in Christ. /1/ 

Thus Hui-ytian in :the \nlestern Paradise understands dharmakaya. 

The rest of us prlactice prapanca. 

1 
Bernhard Lohse, A Short History of Christian Doctrine, 

(Philadelphia: Fo~tress Press, 1966), p. 90. 
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Appendix I: Definitions o:E' dharmabody given by Kumaraj'iva 

General: 

Buddha: 

Bodhisattva: 

t~e good accomplishments without outflows, 
the 37 limbs or enlightenment, 10 powers of 
a, Buddha, 4 grounds of fearlessness, and 18 
dliarmas particular to a Buddha (HInayana 
d$finitionJ, answers 2, 5, 18). 

t4e principles expressed in the Trip at aka 
(HInayana definition, answers 2,5, 18). 

a+l dhar.mas are non-arising and non-extin~ 
gdishing, the way of words is cut off, the 
place of m:t.nd and practice is terminated, it 
is without outflows and unconditioned, limit
less and boundless like nirvBl;l.a, it is all 
mE'fritorious acc.omplishments without outflows 
mqd all Sfttra dhar.mas (Mah~yana definition, 
ariswer 2). 

dharmata .. (answer 4). 

embodiment of the mark of solitary extinguish
ing (answer 7). 

s~e as transformation (answer 1). 

the body produced by the excellently practicing 
d1iarmanature (answer 1). 

Btiddha b om £'rom dharmanature (answer 1). 

t~e body of the Bodhisattva who has obtained 
tHe patienc:e of' non-production, also called 
tne body pI~oduced from dharmanature (answers 
2'i .5). 
t~e body of the Bodhisattva with .5 supernatural 
powers (answer 2). 

the body of the Bodhisattva with 6 supernatural 
pqwers (answers 2, 4). 
tble body of' the Bodhisattva of the 10th stage 
who has obt;ained the ~i1raingama samadhi. 
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Appendix II: A s:;unpling of Buddha hodies in the Ta-chih-tu lun 

Mundane 

body in conformity with .. 303h. 
the world JOC tit p~ tf 

birth body of the Buddha 310b 

!£~1"* 
the Buddha 'Which ,manifests 313b 

and transforms in ac
.cordance with the misery 
of beings 

a~::L 1~~ ;tL1~1* 
body born from a ~.mother B:II 121 c 

and father X -Bt~~ 
transformation body 278a 

1 i'.; Jr 
birth body Buddha 

!:tj[ 1* 
birth body 

~jJ' 

Buddha body 14ft 
form body ~ jj' 

fleshly body !i4~ 

59b J 

137a" 
274a, 

477c, 
747a 

122a 

770, 
173c, 
683a 

236a 

658a-b" 

502a 
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Absolute 

body born from the dharma
nature 5~ I~!£~ 

rt 

the Buddha whose body i.8 
born from the dharma

.. nature 

5~ ,ftt~jf{t 

dharmanature body 

5/;. Ir!L jj et 

real body ~j 
dharmanaife oody Buddha 
:~ tl. if ~ 1l 
dharma1)iod Buddha 5~jf1..,~ 

dharmanature body Buddha 

;.t ,t!! Jl'1* 
dharmabody 

3~Jr 
dharmabody 

dharmabody 

dharmabody 



Appendix III: A $ampling o:f Bodhisattva bodies in the Ta-ehih
tu"i"lun 

Mundane 

:fIe shly body 2511 a 
tllA 

transi"ormation 1t~ 1.t..J 261 c I 264b 

birth body ~ A 262a 

1 
Transitional 

body born from dharmanature 
t1i 1:1.. 1k. A 
dharmanature body ;1; -'Iii.. A 
dharmabody /1i. A-

fleshly body of lDirth 263a, 580a dharmabody 
an~ death 

E!~ '~A 
body of limitless 

trans format i cbn 
1HI; .EL ~~ if,. a ' 
n'J..!L :::5<:. U A 
transformation body 

~ 1tJ ~~ 
body of birth and death 
1t7bA ' 

1 

602a 

273b 

6tl2a 

349c 

106b 

146a 

317b 

570a 

dharmabody 

body ressembling that of 
.ra.1the Buddha 

A ~ 11;/..116 
body produced fropl the /-1- a 

dharmanature YA .IY.:i- .::r-.AI 

dhar.manaturets supernatural 
.l?o~.rs' dharmabody 

~'1; /}.:t- /(tj JL YJ; A 
dhar.mabody1s independence 

~!~~ 
dharmabody 

~A 
dharm abo dy 

dharmabody 

Until the Bodhisattva becomes a Buddha, he does not 
have an absolute: body. After his enlightenment he obtains a 

l:> / 
real body ~ ~ 0]'> true Buddha body 
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A Note on the Translation 

The following transla1~ion was made tram the Japane se 

cri tical edition of the compl~~te 'Works of Hui-yllan, Studies 

on Hui-yiian: Texts and Translations (Eon Kenk;yU). In the 

main, I have followed the readings proposed in that work -

variant readings were suggested by their notes. 

MY aim in translating was to reproduce as closely as 

possiblel the style and difficulties of the Chinese text. Be

cause of this, smoothness and literary style have been sacri

ficed to litera~ess and a general adherence to the syntax of 

the original. Th.is lack of elegance was necessitated by two 

things: the first is my own t:1Llllidi ty end lack of skill as a 

beginning translator; and the second, more to the point, is 

the nature of the question being asked by this thesis. If we 

are trying to find out whether or not two correspondents under

stood each other, one of the first things we need to know is 

whether or not tue correspondence itself is understandable. 

This last issue can be obscurEld by a smooth translation which 

renders what we think was meant or what should have been said, 

instead of what actually was said, which, on occas~ion, makes 

very little sense. 

A related issue is the use of Sanskrit terminology. 

Translating Chinese terms bac:k: into the Sanskrit from which it 

is assumed they ~ere taken can lead to both fallacious equiva

lencies and to a false view oi~ what the Chinese did and did 

not understand about the texts they were reading. Since the 

aim. of this translation is not; to smooth over the difficulties 

;,/' 

II ..... 
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of the original text, three categories for dealing with San

skrit terms have been establiJ3hed: 

1. Tansli teration. '\!Jb.en KumiraJfva or Hui-y-l!an trans

literate a term the Sanskrit original is used in the transla

tion. 

2. Equivalent terms& These are set Chinese words 

which are used to represent a Sanskrit term, regardless of the 

meaning of the otiginal Chinese term. Examples of this are 

7'rJJ for kalpa, -jt : for karma, and, most importantly,M for 

dhar.ma. The San~krit word is used in the translation, although 

this does not do justice to the possibilities for confusion in 

the Chinese. As 'Max Mueller l<ITrote in his introduc·t;ion to the 

Vajracchedika Su~ra: 

If we were always to trgnslate dharma by law, 
it seems to me that the whole drift of our 
treatise would became unintelligible. /1/ 

which is precise~y the problem faced by the Chinese. when an 
2 

equivalent term fs mixed with a Chinese term in one word I 

have preserved t~e mixture in English - hence dharmabody, 

dharmanature and ;so on. These hybrids, awkward as they are 

in English, give the reader some notion of' the flavor of the 

Chinese. If purilst of English object to such fonnations, con

sider how the claissically trained Chinese scholars must have 

felt about the wOp?ding of the Buddhist texts. 

3. Tranifllation. When a technical term is transla-

1 
Quoted by SUzuki, OUtlines, p. 222. 

2This ass~es that there is a distinction between~ and 

Ii: 
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ted into Chinese I" I have follol4'ed the Ii teral meaning of the 

Chinese words, rather th~ the sense of the Sanskrit original, 

in rendering it ~nto English. At the first occurance of the 

tenn, the Sankskrit is given :In a i'ootnote. .An exception to 

this iS~~ 11, which I have rendered "Disciple n. 

"I"'" 
I"", 
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Question 1: The ~eal Dharmabody 

Hui-ytianasks: The Buddha, in the dharmabody, preaches 

the sutras for the Bodhisattvas, and so the dharmabody Bodhi

sattvas are able to see it. If this is so, then (the dharma

body) has the fo~r elements ~ld the five sense organs. If 

this is the case, then what difference is there bet;Heen it 
1 

and the form body that it is called the dharmabody? A sutra 

says: 

The dh~.rmabody is without corning and without 
going, 'without arising or extinction, the 
same as nirvfu:ta. 

Please explain how it can be seen and also preach the sutras. 

11 
RUpakaya:. 

1 "1'''' 
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Answer 1: The Re$.l Dharmab ody 

Kumaraji~a replies: The Buddha IS dharmabody is the 
1 

same as tr~rorm~tion. Transformation is without the four 

elements and the i five sense organs. \'Jhy is this? The dharma 

of the production of form is not separate from the four ele

ments. Now, if there is a thing having smell, it must have 

four dharmas - fQrm, smell, taste and touch. If there is a 

thing having taste it must have three dharmas - form, taste 

and touch. I1' there is a thing having form, it must have 

two dhar.mas - it has form and it has touch. If there is a 

thing having touch, it must haLve one dharma and that is ac

cordingly the dh~rma of touch. As f'or the rest, i"l:; may either 

have them or not. Thus the earth must have form, smell, taste 

and touch. 'v'lateri has form, taste and touch. IT Hater has 

smell, then it is the smell of' earth. How do we know this? 

If a genuine gold vessil is used to catch rain from heaven, 

then it will be without smell. Fire must have touch; if it 

has smell, then this is the sm.ell of v-TOod. How do we know 

this? If' fire cd,mes out from a white stone, then it is with-

out smell. I"lind 'only has touch and is without form. If 

there is a thing with no form, then it is something differ

ent from the af'faJir at hand. Thus the image in a mirror and 

the moon in water are seen as though they had f'orm, but are 

wi thou t touch, et:c. and consequently have no form. Trans

formation is also like this. The dharmabody is also thus. 

1 
nirm?J;1a. 

1 If:: 
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Again, in the sutras speaking about the dharmabody, 

same say that it is the body which is trans~or.med by the 
2 

Buddha and others say that the excellently practicing 
3 

dharma nature ptoduces the body. The 'OQdy that is pro-

duced by the excellently practicing dharma nature is the 

true dharmabody, like the Bodhisattva o~ non-production vTho 

sheds his ~leshl1 body and thus obtains a body of pure prac-

tice. 

MoreoverJ as the Lotus Sutra says, the Arhats receive 
4 

a prediction to Buddhahood. A sutra also says that this is 

the ~ina1 body of the Arhats. These two sutras both came 

out o~ the Buddha's mouth; hOyT can they not be believed? 

It is merely bec~use the Arhats no longer receive karmic 

~or.m; the saying only refers to their future. Like the 

dhar.mabody Bodhisattvas, because they are born ~rom pure 

practice, it is said that they will became Buddhas. Thus 

in all matters having to do yltth the Buddha, although all 

are true, yet there are di~~er'ences - some are real and some 
5 

illusory. The true dharmabody completely ~ills the uni-

verse and dharma4realm in the ten directions; its light fully 

illuminates limiuless lands; the sound o~ the Dharma being 

preached constantly and completely covers numberless countries 

in the ten directions. The multitude o~ Bodhisattvas "mo 

have fully completed the tenth stage are able to hear the 

2 l' 

J Omitting jf • 
;: 1~. 

sucavita,.. 
4' 

vyakara;ta. 

,,; II:' 
I , , 
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Iharma. From the! skillful transformation of this Buddha t s 

body, there are sllways limitless and boundle ss transformation 

Buddhas filling uhe ten directions and manifesting (their) 

forms in accord~ce with the different degrees of the multi

tude of beings. In illumination and image there are differ

ent subtle and coarse forms. Even the ninth stage Bodhi

sattvas are still not able to see the Thus Came One'~ real 

body. How much J!.ess are thosel from the vaivartika down to 

the multitude of !beings able to do so! i'rhy is this? The 

dharmabody of the Buddha transcends the triple world, not 

relying on the p~actice of boaW, speech or mind. Limitless 

and without outf~ows, it is that which is completed by the 

original practice of all pure accomplishments and virtuous 

roots, and like nirvana is able to long endure. The real 

dharmabody is likte the sun itself, the body which is trans-

formed fram it is the same as the sun's rays. As it says in 
,/ 

theJSuramgama-sam~dhi-nirde~a Su tra, Deng Ming Hang Buddha, 

who lived. seven hundred asaMkhyeya kalpas was identical with 
, 

this SBkyamuni.This and that were the same body and there 

was no difference. If there f,s one Buddha, then it must exist 

coming from that. The Buddha which is transformed by the 

Buddha born from the dharmanature is' also like this. If one 

says that the dharmabody is wi.thout coming and 1.n. thout going, 
6 

this means that ~he dharmabody's Characteristic of Reality 

note 
thus 

6 
Zdreher,(con~uest. p.404. n.17) gives the rollowing 

on this terni; II, ;M ' bhutalalq.a.na(?), satyalak;gwa (?), 
rendered by Et. amotte=tTrait~, passim), but I have been 

1'[: 
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is identical with nirvgga, unconditioned 

8 
and uncreated • 

Moreover, it is said that although the dharmabody 

is long enduring, it has dharmas of production and in the 

end returns to non-being; its characteristic is emptiness 

and quiescence. If this is the case, then however" the 

dharmabodyUs Cha~acteristic of Reality is without coming 

and without going. Thus, although it is said that the 

dharroabody preac4es the sutras, its characteristic is non-

arising and non-~xtinction; c01nsequently there is no error. 

unable to find prloofs of this restitution; it occurs fr~quent
ly in KurnarajIva'!s terminalogy for dharmata or dharmadhatu 
(besides ,'~ I~ ), especially in the cOl11bination,# ~~ "*' . n 
In this ~ork 'I. ~ will be translated literally lfChahc1:;eristic 
of Reali ty IV • 

7 8 
asamskrt~. ,akrtaka. 
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Letter 1: Hui-yd¢n concludes 

Hui-ydan IS -q,nderstanding and explantion is as follows: 

the essentials of the recent response had three main points. 

The first is that the dhar.mabody1s Characteristic of Reality 

is without coming and v.Tithout going, identical with nirvana. 

The second is that the dharmabody is the same as transforma-

tion, without the four elements and five sense organs, a type 

of thing like the moon in water or an image in a mirror. The 

third is that the bo~ produced from the dharmanature is the 

real dharmabody; it is able to long endure in the world and 

is like the sun. These three are different, but are called 

under one name -thus it is generally called "dharmabodylt. 

And because the Ones who preach (about) it had not yet made 
~ . 

a careful analyse!s, they merely kept the term and confused 

the reality. Therefore I sent, the previous enquiry. You, 

Sire, have set out an orderly gradation with judgment. 

];r: 
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Question 2: Again asking about the dharmabody 

Hui-ydan asks: As for the dharmabodyfs Characteristic 

of Reality being without going and without coming; in the 

Perfection of idi$dom Sutras the Bodhisattva Dharmadgata t s 
1 

answer to Sadapr*rudita has. already expressed this view. 

Moreover" as for! the dharmabody being the same as transfor

mation and a thi~g like an image in a mirror" the Vaipulya 

Sutras, drawing q,ut this jJlustration, say: "the sun and moon 

do not move and their lights and shadows appear in the rivers 

and lakes. n Abol..}t these two things I have no problems. \rJhat 

I want to ask noviT is the meaning of the body produced by 

dharmanature which is accomplished by wonderful practice. In 

the Vimalakinti '~Shun Chuan't Ohapter it says that the Thus 

Come One's body 1,s established from the dharma of transfor

mation. (Your) ~espanse which came was similiar to these words. 

The classification of dhar.mas which this essay explained, were 

they those caused by this body produced from the dharmanature 

or not? If there were previous causes, they must came from 
2 

them in order to cause effect., I want to ask , are dharmas 

which cause effect the same as the Characteristic of Reality 

or not? If that which is caused is the same as the Character-
3 

istic of Reality and is not mixed with remaining impurities, 

then it should n0t receive birth. I ask you to look into 

the root of receiving birth, in order to seek out its custom. 

1 
~for~.L. 
3 ; 
f(ifor~1t. 

:ilJ:: 
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From the ordinary people to the Disciples who have 
4 

obtained the frujJt of non-returning and the final body, all 
5 

are born from the vexations ; the bonds and karma are that 

which is transfonmed. Fram the Bodhisattva who, obtaining the 

patience ot dharmas, rece~ves a pure body, up ~o the one 

limited to one mqre birth , and the Mahasattva who sits 
8 

under the king off trees and obtains perfect enlight;enment , 
9 

all are born froI!il the vexations and remaining emanations • 

The original habits and remaining impurities are that which 

is transformed. From this time on, the principle of birth is 

completely cut off. Concerning this birth, one ought to treat 

it as ignorance. If the main idea is clear, then is it not the 

same as this? Iff it is the se~e as this, then there are prob

lems I want to ask about. vJ.hen the Bodhisattva who obtains 

patience throws ~ff the bonds and karma and receives a body 

born from the dh~anature - by means of what principle does 

he nevertheless cbbtain rebirth? If it is caused from attach-

ment and the habits of remaining emanations, (then in) the 

Bodhisattva who ~as obtained patience, the vexations are al

ready removed, manifested action is cut off, and he is in addi

tion not attached to dharmas •• how is there the original habit 

4 5 / '" ~ I <~< anagamil!l. klesas, ~ "~. I have translated 
the term as closely as possible to the literal meaning of the 
Chinese, although this may occasionally sound odd in context. 
j(~t~ is an equi1ralent term for a word, which is, as Edgerton 
say~ Ivare and ~ndefinedll (: .. :98a). 

eka,ritit-pratibadda 1ii A. 
7 8 
-±' for Jl. sambodhi. 

9 

·:ill; 
I, "'" 
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of remaining att~chment? Supposing that he has this remain

der, explain how' it obtains arising. And explain receiving 

a body; is it real birth as birth or non-birth as birth? If 

it is non-birth &s birth as ~1pth, then is called real birth 

in that case the :birth principle ought to be inexhaust~ble. 

If it takes birth as birth, then all kinds of things which 
10 

receive birth should be classi.fied as one with the "·lay. 
11 

Even if the dharmabody Bodhisattva is caused to take the 

CharacterE tic of Reality as his own standpoint, excellent 

dharma as good c~use to the limit of receiving birth, he must 

depend on remain~ng ~purities in order to accomplish trans

formation. One still ought to take up and discuss what the 

reasons are in it. 

Now, tha~ which is not yet understood is namely, if 

the basis (of recieiving rebirth) is already cut off, that 

i'orm which dwells is not the original vessb, and the remain

der of the formen habits is without anything from which to 

obtain arising. How do we know this is so? The vexations 

and emanati OIlS muJst be produced f'rom the bonds and karma of' 

the final body. Let me explain with an example. Ii' one Here 
12 I 

with sariputra (in) constant dh§.ra;l2 and samadhi and sound 

and sensuous beaulty "1;-lere all displayed in front (of one), (but) 

the ear and eye ~emained unused, then (one i-lould) receive 

10 
This passage is obscure. Note 49 to the text¢ gives 

two possible I-rays! of readirg it. 
11;l . \ 12 

-1t.5t. fo~ i-fu • 1~ for fl:?, • 
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dispassion (by letting it) pass through. As ~or its use~ 

i~ this ~or a moment passes the nose and eyes o~ the ordin

ary person, then~harm is done to the great work, the virtuous 
13 

is lost and thoughts are dispeirsed. ,";hy is this so? Be-

cause the basis is not yet cut o~~, there are (still) objects 

o~ the ears and eyes. I~ one reaches the point of forget

fulness of objects, there is no longer use - how much more 
14 

the cutting off cif the five or-gans of sense! These vex-

ations and remairiing emanations must came from the effort 

of the bonds and ~karma of the five sense organs. Even if 

the nature of c~assion and mercy transforms in regard to 

receiving the haoits of the emanations, gives rise to the 

root of independent supernatural power and does not depend 

on the sense organs, since the: four elements are already cut 

of'f~ how can that which comes together have this ~orm? out-
15 

side of yin and '$ang ~ how can there be movement and the 

accomplishment off trans~or.mation? If this is not possible~ 

then the Way is ~mpoverished~ fortune is exhausted, and the 

principle is unkriowable. In the example o~ water and the 

mirror~ there is cause and so there is an image. From where 
16 

is the true dharmanature produced? 

13 / 
From tlie re~erence to sariputra on~ the rendering 

is entirely problematical. 
14 

~r ~Oll ~fu. 
15 

Z~rche~ cites this as Hui-ydan1s only use of a 
Chinese technica~ term (Conguest, p.12). 

16 
The last paragraph is very obscure; the reading 

here is at best tentative. 

i .[[ 
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Answer 2: About the Dharrnabody 

1 
KumaraJ~Vja anS'H'ers: Af'ter five hundred years, accord-

/ 

ing to the various Sastra teachers, each one clinging to that 

with which he felt comf'ortable" the Ma.hiyana and Hinayana 

were classified ~d distinguished. The Hinayanists take all 

the good accompl:i!shments wi tholut outflow which have been ob

tained, those so~called 37 limbs of enlightenment and the 10 

powers of a Bud~a, the rour grounds of fearlessness, the 18 

dharmas particular to a Buddha, etc. as the dharrnabody. More

over, the principles expressed in the Tripataka are also 

called the dharmabody. Therefore, in all the countries of 

India, it is said that althou~~ they are without the Buddha's 

living body, the idharrnabody still exists. The Mahayanists 

say that 811 dhanroas are non-arising and non-extinguished, the 

way of 11'l0rds is dut off, the place of mind and practice ter

minated, without 'outflows and unconditioned, limitless and 

boundless, like nirv~a - these things are called the dharma-
Qr 

body. And all m~ritious accomplishments without outflows and 

all sutra dharmas are also called the dharmabody. lnJ'hy? For 
2 

this reason, by ~his the conditions and causes obtain the 

Characteristic of! Reality. Also, in the }fahayana Dharma, there 

is no fixed division between what is the produced bcdy and 

v.rhat is the dharmabody. \'.1J:ly? Because dharmanature in the 

end is pure. No~etheless, according to the common distinction, 

1 
Delete dne 1~ . 

2 
hetupratyaya. 
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when the Bodhisattva obtains the patience of non-produced 

3 
dharmas he sheds the physical body and at that time receives 

the body of the ~ext stage, which is called the dharmabody. 

~fuy? It embodies the power of the patience of non-produc

tion, (being) without any vexations, and at the srune time it 
/ 

does not take hotd of the realization of the Sravaka and 

Pratyekabuddha Vehicles, and also has not yet became a Buddha. 

In this interval, the body which is received is called the 

body produced fr0m dharmanature. 

Thus the various ~a.st!·a masters, in regard to this 

dharmabody, have set forth different theories. 

Some say that those 1"d.thout any vexations have al

ready obtained nirvatta and should not again be born. As the 

Vikurvapa-paripfGcha Sutra ~s, the Buddha told the Bodhi-
_ ~ctrt. _ 

sattva VikurvB.:9-a~prccha, !fIn the time of the Buddha DipaIakara 

I attained to the four independences and accordingly in that 

time I had already obtained the Buddha Path and af"ceri-lards 
_ pp-J _ 

will enter nirv~a - this is rrl.Y final body. n Vikurv8.:9-a-prccha 

said, nlf' at that time you obtained nirvaua, from then until 

now, 1-J'hat have yqu been doing?" The Buddha said, "My self'

profit already being finished, I returned for the sake of 

saving the multitude of beings, purifying my Buddha-land and 

preparing all spiritual powers and majestic virtues." By 

means of these conditions and causes it is possible to know 

that although the body's portion is used up, for a long time 

3 . 
anatpatiika-dhar.ma-k~inti. 
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the transformati0n body can be used to save the multitude of 

beings. 

Same say that the matter is not thus. Why? If at 

tha,t time the trtfle path of nirvS;la had been obtained, the 

body's portion would have been entirely used up, and more

over, there woulm. be no mind and thought. It is said, "How 

would it be possible to mani~est transformation in the five 

destinies, to sate the multitude of beings and to purify the 

Buddha-land? It It is comparable to there actually being a 

magician, who then would be able to do magic tricks. If there 

were no magician~ then there would be no magic tricks. There

fore, when the B0dhisattva obtains the patience of non-pro

duced dharmas, even though he is without vexations, he must 

have the rem~an~s of habit. As when the Arhats complete 

the Way, even th¢ugh all outflows are exhausted, they still 

have remaining ~manations. But all Arhats, with reference 

to being in the entire multitude of beings, are without the 

thought of great'campassion; all have the remnants of habit 

and still do not receive rebirth. But the ~odhisattva enters 

deeply into the 'tflhole multitude of' beings" great compassion 

penetrates to th~ marrow of his bones, reaching to the power 

of his original vow and at the same time testing the reality 
4 

limit. Accordimgly he responses by saving beings; receiving 

a body in their ~idst mad maintaining life mad death by his 

Ol'm decision, an<a not in accol'>dance with the vexations. \·Jb.en 

4 
b1:iutakoti. One would like a negative in this phrase. 
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he comes to sit in the seat of enlightenment, then the re-

maining emanations will be exhausted. I~ that were not the 

case, then there i,iTould not be any di~~erence between the Buddhas 

and the Bodhisattvas. 

Others say that there are two types o~ Bodhisattvas 

who have obtained the patience o~ non-produced Q~armas. The 

first type obtains the ~ive supernatural powers and the second 

obtains the six supernatural powers. As ~or the one 1-J'ho has 

obtained the ~ive supernatural powers, (although) the vexa

tions are still active, they do not appear be~ore him. Like 

a man who has seized an enemy' thief' and binds him in prison 

where he is not ~ble to do evil, like this a.re all Bodhisattvas, 

who, because the .pm-rer o~ the patience o~ non-production re

strains all vexations so that they are never able to rise again, 

(are able) with only a purified mind to cultivate the merito

rious achievement of the six p'ar81llitas. Thus the ordinary 

people·r,s e~forts in the triple~ world produce vexations, while 

in the upper two worlds the vexations are not manifested in 

front (of beings), so that although there are vexations, they 

are not able to act. The Bodhisattva who d1vells in the five 

supernatural powers mani~ests every kind of transformation, 

saves the multitude of beings, and because of the remaining 

bonds, continues to receive rebirth. If' there were no resi

dual bonds, then there would be no returning to birth. It is 

similiar to the ~ice one is obligated (to pay) and there~ore 

putting by the seeds. Gradually the six par81llit2s are com

pleted, the multitude of beings converted, the Buddha-land 
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purified and then the Bodhisattva sits in the seat of enlight-

enment, sheds the'b onds of the vexations and aftervlards be-

comes a Buddha. As for the Bodhisattva who has completed the 

six supernatural powers, that which he had to do has already 

been done, his self profit has already been completed, and like 

the Arhats and Pr~tyekabuddhas, he does not become otherwise. 

bmen this body is finished, he no longer receives birth. But 

because of the po;wer of his original vow and of his great com

passion, his body is transformed, its continuity is not cut 

off, he saves beings and afterv.rards becomes a Buddha. wnen 

salvation has beeh completed, afterwards he is extinguished, 

First is the real extinguishing and then, in order to imitate 

the multitude of beings, he transforms his body and causes 

(it) again to appear totally extinguished. 
I 

According, to other Tripataka 'sastra Masters, even though 

the Bodhisattva obtains the six supernatural powers, he does 

not exhaust all o~tflows. Practicing the four infinite states 
5 

of mind , he was born in the r1ealm of form, and then corning to 

the final body, hie fathered Rahula, bathed in the Nairanjana, 

was caused to dri!ft by the great water, but could do nothing 

about it, the fiV1e ascetics forsook me and left. 1;,lhen he sat 

in the seat of enlightenment, by means of the 16 mindfulnesses 

he obtained the sltate of a non-returning Arhat, by means of 

the 18 mindf'ulnesises he cut out the bond of the realm of form-
r<::J 'J 

lessness, by means of the 34 mindfulnesses he des~~~ed all 

I Ii Iii 
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vexations and ob~ained all knO't-Tledge. Af'ter he became a Bud

dha, he endured all the human dharmas of hunger, thirst, cold, 

heat, old-age, s~ckness, death, etc., so even though his mind 

had obtained (liberation), his body still had obstructions. 

Only in terms of all knmdedge, wisdom and great c1ompassion 

was he superior. 
.,-

Thus the various Sastr'a writers all rely 01'1 the Buddha's 

words in describ~ng the characteristics of a Bodhisattva; in 

this each gives ri~ise to dif'fe:rent points and those who ob-

tain to the heart of the matte:r are few. 

(My) view is that when the Bodhisattva obtains the 

patience of non-produced dharmas, he sheds the body of birth 

and death and then falls into the limitless and boundless 

dharma. Like the Arhat who has already entered into nirvapa 
6 7 

wi th no remains ,. he falls into the limitless and boundless 

dharma, but this can no longer be explaire d saying that he is 

like a god or l~e a man, or that it is as if he exists, or 

as if he Here ex~inguished. \'Jha.t is the reason that he is 

known as a man? 'Because of conditions and causes that are 

dissolved of' them.selves and come to rest. There is no case 

of a fixed actual extinguishing. But it is called having 

transformation into a different body. lNhen he has obtained 

this dharma door, even if' at that time he desires extingui.shlioo. 

ment and liberation, Buddhas in the ten directions say to him, 

"Son of good faml!ly, you have not yet obtaine d this limitless 

6 
nirapadtii-sex a-nirvaoa. 

7 
ilfor~. 

1·11:· 
I "" 
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and boundless (vtsion?) and see (only f'or) a short time these 

Buddha bodies. 4lso, you have not yet obtained all the merito

rious achievements of a Buddha - limitless meditations, know

ledge, wisdom, etc. You have only obtained one dharma door. 

Do not, on acco~t of one dharma door, consider yourself to 

be completed. Y@u ought to ponder your original vow and have 

compassion and sYmpathy f'or the multitude of' beings. Now, f'or 

this reason, do not know this sign of solitary extinguishing, 

(because the multi tude of beings?) will f'all into the three 

evil paths and suffer all misery and trouble. Tha·t which you 

have obtained, even though ultimately it is genuine and real 

dhar.ma, this is not the time to realize it." At that time, 

't-lhen the Bodhisattva has received the Buddhas t instructions, 

he himself ponde:&s his original vow and returns l>1ith great 

compassion into life and death. This Bodhisattva is named as 

one not residing' in nirv§la, not residing in the w1orld, one 

\·lithout a fixed oharacteristic, who with all sorts of' skill-
8 

ful means saves the multitude of' beings. 

v·1h.at if' "tlhere were the question asked, if the Bodhi

sattva "lere like this, that without returning to actual birth 

he appeared to UX'ldergo toil and trouble, but without all irri

tation and calamity, would the accomplishment of mlerit be little? 

The answer is thB.t the af'fair is not thus. If' while they are 

ordinary people, they wait for the results of prac·tice with 

the mind of' attaohment, then even if they cultivate difficult 

8 
The reading of this paragraph is problema'tic. 

'I i 1[1 
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practices, they are entirely without real practices. Now, 

(the Bodhisattva) obtains the Characteristic of Reality of 

all <lliarmas, he cPmpletes the enjoyment of nirvap.a and enters 

into birth and death to convert and save the multitude of 

beings - doing tnis is extr~rdinarily rare. 

~hat if it were again asked, if this person had no 

frivolous thoughts and also was without the thought of self, 
9 

how could he reg~rd the accomplishments of merit as valuable? 

The response is that the Bodhisattva's mind is without this 

matter, but others who make distinctions say that :he has. great 
10 

meritorious accomplishments It is. like the Ii 010., who has 

great power, but does not (himself) consider it as great -
11 

only the other animals consider it as great. Moreover, it 

is like a spirit1.lal drug, which for the sake of beltlefitting 

the multitude of beings, issues into the world and is without 

discrimination - only the other people know (the Bodhisattva) 

to have great power. As for (such) people (who h~~e no frivo

lous thoughts), it is said that (when) the body has the ulti

mate Characteristic of solitary extinguishing, it is like an 

illusion, like a drerun, like the image in a mirror - the char

acteristic of prqduction or the characteristic of non-produc

tion cannot be taken as a difficulty. i'Jhy? This person has 

fallen into the 1imi t beyond number and should not be sought 
12 

on the basis of ~eaningless discourse • But (if) because of 

9 
adding 13 . 

11 ~ , \ 
-iK... for' 4!Cf • 

10 
adding .1):} qt, . 

12 ..... 
prapanca. 

:1 1111" 
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this a person f'oolishly says that when the Bodhisattva has 

reached the seat of"enlightenment, he exhausts all the bonds 

and instigators and cuts of'f' t,hat idea (?), he is merely say

ing that the BodHisattva only has the bonds and instigators 

of' the remaining eman~ions. 

Thus in the Mahayana Sutras it says that there are t1;vO 

dii'f'erent kinds of' karma.. One: is the bonds and instigators 

of' the passions which binds (beings) to the triple ... world. The 

second is the Characteristic of' Reality of' dharmas which all 

Bodhisattvas obtain, which extinguishes the bonds and insti

gators of' the trilple world. Being very deep in Buddhas Dharma, 

he only has the subtle karma of' attachment, pride, ignorance, 

etc., which are received in the dharmabody. As f'OJr' attach

ment, if' it is deeply displayed (toward) the Buddha's Body 

and even to all ijharma of' the Buddha, then it reaches the 

Bodhisattva virtue of' not sparing one t S life. As JE'or ignor-

aIlce, it is not able to penetrate through into deep dharmas. 

As f'or pride, when this deep dharma is obtained, if' the mind 

is not residing iln the meditation of' the patience of non-pro

duction, perhaps he will give f'orth a boastful thought - I, 

among the ordinany people, have obtained this uni~le dharma 

of' solitary extinguishing. These words are a case of' resi

dual emailations; t1irese are the dharmabody Bodhisattva's bonds 

and instigators" because people do not recognize 'I;hem, they 

are called "emanations". These residual emantions are not 

able to cause pe0ple to be born in the triple-worli, they 

are only able to ,cause all Bodhisattvas to endure in the 

1 I': 
, I" 
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dharmabody" to cd>nvert and sa'Vre the multitude of b·eings" to 

complete the dh~as of a Buddha. It is like these bonds and 

instigators of tlie ordinary people; there are same which 

screen the way o~ gods and men, the so-called evil views -. 
! .&' 

scorn" anger, avar~ousness, envy" etc. - because they vex 

and injure the multitude of beings. There are samle which do 

not (act as) scr~ens - the so-called views that the self is 
13 14 

real , rigid asceticism , attachment" pride, ignorance, etc., 

because these do not vex and injure the multitude lof beings. 

The bonds and instigators" if they are produced in the triple

iiorld, moreover" are like this. For this reason, the Bodhi

sattva is both said to have obtained liberation and. also is 

said to have not yet escaped. In regard to the boni s and 

instigators of the ordinary people, he may be taken as having" 

escaped, while in regard to the bonds and instigators of the 

Buddha's meritarious achievement" he has not yet escaped. 

Some say that because he has obtained the six supernatural 

powers, he has eXhausted the bonds and instigators of the 

triple-world. O~hers say that because he has (only) obtained 

the five supernawral powers, he has not yet broken the bonds 

and instigators of a Bodhisattva. 

It is also said that, in addition. he is Hithout the 

attachment of dharmas, which means not being in the attach

ment of the dharmas of the ordinary people or of the two ve

hicles. l;Jhy? Because the Bodhisattva issues forth through 

13 
sat-ka.la-drsti. 

14" ._ / 
sila-vrata-paramarsa. 

:j'llll: 
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the two ranks. L,ike the srota-apanna iv-ho knows that all 

dhar.mas are impe~anent, painful and vexing, he accordingly 

does not produce attachment - i~ his mind is not residing in 

the Hay, then there will be that to i-1hich he is attached. 

Again, it is like the Arhats, who in regard to everything 

(else), have nothing to which they are attached, but in regard 

to being in the Buddha's Dharm.a, then have attachment. Like 
/- ~ 
Sariputra and Manakasyapa, when they heard thet Buddha's very 

deep knowledge and wisdom and boundless supernatural power, 

said to one anotn.er, "If I had originally known that the Bud

dha's meritorious achievement was like this, then (even) re

siding in Hell, :iJt would have been better to have covered 

the earth with otie flank (o~ my body), and (so remained) until 

the passing of tn.e kalpa, then to have had my mind not res-
15 

pond and turn aw~:y from the Buddha's 1rJay. It And again all 

the Disciples weJjt copiously and they heard the shaking of 

the tri-~asra-ma!hU-~asra-Ioka-dha.tu, and it was said, !tHaw 

could they lose ~his great benefit?1t Therefore are there t't10 

vehicles to compl!ete the ilJay; although the attached karma of 

the triple world is cut oft, in regard to being in the Dharma 

of the Buddha's meritorious achievement, the attached mind is 

not yet cut off. All Bodhisattvas moreover are thus, because 

of the power of "the patience of non-production. They are gen

erally said to be free from attachment to anything, but they 

think ot the Buddha's grace and honor and are deeply attached 

15 
A very tentative rendering. 
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to the Buddha's Uharma. But they do not merely give rise to 

meaningless discourse. If, in regard to being in all dharmas, 

attachment had already been cut off, then they would not re

turn and would not be able to complete the higher path, and 

this pe rson would not yet have fulfilled what ough"C to be 

fulfilled, or yet obtained what ought to be obtained. 

(You) sa;}" (in your question) that if the basis has 

already been cut off, the form which d'tfells is not the ori

ginal vessil and the remainder of for.mer habits are without 

that from vlhich to obtain arising. Outside the tr:Lple-world, 

the appearance o~ form is refined and the remainder of attach-

ment and habit moreover are minute. Therefore, suppose that 

(the BOdhisattva} ret'Ul"Iled with a different form - the intrin-

sic characteristjJc has issued out and consequently there is 

no error. Again, there is this nirv!pa, but it is as though 

screened. Thus the Mahayana .§utras say, tiThe entire dharma 

from the origin Until the present has always had the mark of 

solitary extingu~shing.1t (Even if) the entire multitude of 

living beings had. already done that Hhich there was to do, 

because they are ob~cted by all the bonds and instigators 

of ignorance, etci., they 'tfould. be unable to know that they 

themselves have this characteristic of solitary extinguishing. 

,Thus is the Bodhjjsattva' s solitary extinguishing screened and 

hindered, and thi;s is so until he realizes himself and becomes 

a Buddha. If it were the case that the Bodhisattva was without 

the screen of the bonds and instigators, then he would already 

be a Buddha. 

1'!111'" II ,I" 
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T.h.ere are two kinds of screens. The first is all 

the vexations of the triple-world, which screen the path of 
17 

nirvfu;!.a. The sedond are the Bodhisattva's bonds and insti-

gators 1mich screen the Buddha. path, and are the most diffi

cult to cut off because they are minute and concealed. Like 

an enemy thief tne results are concealed; (they are like) an 

interior thief who is difficult to recognize and difficult 

to knOH. 'i'men the Bodhisattva. obtains the patience of non

produced dharmas !he sees the world's Characteristic of Reality, 

even though he has dest~ied the bonds and instiga1~ors of the 

ordinary people, he has not yet eliminated the bonds and in

stigators of the iBuddha path. In regard to being :lln the Buddha 
18 

path there are s'Cill errors (1) • If he were without errors, 

then when he obtained the patience of non-produced dhar.mas, he 

consequently ougHt to be a Buddha. If he desires to teach and 

convert the multiitude of beings, purif'y his Buddha··land, then 

he can complete i!t at one time. l,'Jhy? Because what he had ob

tained previously: had been hindered from the knovJledge of real

ity. Therefore be could not obtain that, because of having 

minute screens. However, the power of the patience of non

pr&duction is only able to destgiry heterodox and frivolous 

diSCUssions, etc. It manifests the real mark of all dharmas, 

and afterwards, ~hen Buddhahood is obtained, then the entire 

dharma is broken :though to, without regard to near and far or 

17 
Omit ~. 
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deep and shallow. I have hear'd that there is a Bodhisattva 

Abhidharma, Hhich undertakes t;o extensively distinguish the 

characteristics cif the bonds and instigators, like the Disci

ples' Abhidharma extensively distinguishes the fundamental 

ten bonds. 

(You) also say that the four elements already being 

cut off, h01'l wou~d anything come together and have this form? 

It was already se.id that the production of mire is not cut 

off, (so) the re~ponse of the dharmabody is without doubtful 

points. But that ~Thich the Abhidharma and that which the 

l1ahayana :Dharrm understands is each different. Katiya.yana f s 

Abhidharma says: 

Magical, illusions, sounds in dreams (echoes?), 
the im~ge in a mirror and the moon in water, 
these are dharmas which can be perceived and 
moreover, which can be recognized and known. 
That vlHich is bound to the trinle-world fLS 
that which is united in the phenomenal world. 

In the Mahayana Dharma, the magical illusion and the moon in 

1vater only deceivie the mind and eye, and are vJithout having a 

fixed dharma. Horeover, the Hinayana Sutras say, uIn Hhat 

world is the illusory man united in one person?" The answer, 

IlThere is no such! place." Nm·.r, using the explanation of the 

Mahayana Dharma discussions, the dharmabody is without the 

four elements and the five sense organs. Even mat1;ers of 

magical transformation which the fleshly eye sees are, in 

addition, without that Which cames together - how much more 

the minuteness and subtleness of the dharmabody? Therefore, 

it is only without the coarse four elements and fiire senses 

II 
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of the triple-woi·ld. The condition and cause of its being 

seen is in order to save the multitude of beings - when the 

cause is eXhaust~d, then it is extinguished. It is like the 

sun shining jLn water; if the (water is) muddy, then it cannot 

be seen. Thus, all Bodhisattvas al"t-fays reside in '~he dharma

nature; if the multitude of beings are profited and the root 

of virtue and happiness purif'ied, then accordinglYJ, that which 

is seen correspon.ds to the body of salvation. 

To reite~ate, if you desire to seek the reality of the 

matter, only the dharmas 1-lhich the Sage viel4s when he has be

gun to obtain the \'lay extinguish all meaningless d:tscussion 

and finally are the characteristic of solitary extinguishing. 

In this charactenistic of nirvapa, the characteristic of 

birth and death still cannot be distinguished - how muSh less 

the four elements and five sense organs. Therefore one ought 

not to take the characteristics of the four elemeniis and five 

sense organs as real, meaning that Hithout these, then the 

dharmabody cannot: exist. Like a conditioned dharma, all are 

completely false and not real. A conditioned dharma means the 

five skandas. The coarsest of the five skandas is the so-

called material ¥anda. If this is the case, nothing sur

passes the falseness of the four elements. '\'Vhy? l"'hought 
19 

only makes distinctions and so reaching to the minute dust, 

moreover nothing lexists - this is extensively discussed in 
, 

the Sastra. But in regard to the ordinary people, a number 

19 
~~ for:l. 
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of dharmas are cambined and obtain the name trmaterial skanda, It 

but the material skanda has no fixed (substance). How much 

less the four elements and five sense organs? Therefore one 

cannot take the ffalsenes s Hi th which the ordinary people view 

the material skanda as proof of (its) reality and thereby 

question the limitless meritorious achievements wh:ich are 

completed by the body. If one desires to obtain faith, one 

ought to believe in the dharmabody. Thus in the S11tras it 

says that the existence of that which has form cames from the 

four elements beoause of the attacbments and bonds l• condi

tions and causes of the triple: "iorld. It says that the four 

elements and five sense organs of the Bodhisattva1 s dharma-

body are the same as transform.ation and should not be dis

tinguished as a (separate thing). Moreover, the multitude 

of beings of the realms of desire and form are fettered to 

the four elements and five sense organs and are not indepen-

dent. And coming to the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas, although 

their minds have obtained separation from the ties and forms 

of the triple wo~ld, they still have not yet escaped from the 

feelings of cold, hot, hunger, thirst, and such like evils. 

The dhar.mabody Bddhisattva accordingly is not thus. He is 

without having birth and death, maintains life and death by 

his 01~ decision and manifests according to change without 
20 

there being hindnences and obstructions. 

20 
The final paragr~h presents many difficulties and 

the translation ~s provisional. 
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Question 3: Again asking about the kind of." form of the real 

dharmabody 

Hui-ytlanasks: The multitude of su.tras in speaking 

about the Buddhats f'orm all say that the marks of' the body 

are fully complete, its bright light penetrates and illumin-

ates, it is handsome and perfect vdthout compare, :Lts wearing 

of clothes is a virtuous model - this is in accordance with 

h 
/--

t e sramana dharma form. 

be classified li~e this? 

there are points in doubt. 

As .for the true dharmabody, can it 

If it is classified like this, then 

l:,:hy is it that the Buddha's trans-

formation form dwells in a man, and of the highest among men, 
1 

none surpas ses thie wheel turning king? Therefore the l"Jorld 

Honored One displJays the form of going forth f'rom home, and 

agexcellentlY handsome body in order to lead the ordinary 

people. These kinds of forms (that of the Buddha and the ~

kravartl:rajg) are, the same, and one ought to take the fine and 

coarse merely asa degree of diff'erence. MoreoverJt only the 

tenth st~e (Bodhisattva) can see the Thus Come One I s true 

dharma form, ivithl the collection of coarse element s screened 

and cut off. The tenth stage (Bodhisattva) is 1Jdthout a teacher 

and so has need df nothing. Even if he depends on the future 

for completion, hie does not depend on it in order to make 

karmic progress. For what purpose did this f'or.m come into 

existence? Ii' it is by means of spontaneous merit and retri

bution, he does not expect f'or there to be a response ai'ter-

1 
cakrava~t!ra..i a. 
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wards. Accordingly, the Bodhisattva should not in.dicate the 

existence of stages in order to establish the root of their 

virtue. 

"""1'''' : !i,'", 
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AnS'tfer j: The kilid of form of the real dharmabody 

KUlllarajiva answers: The Buddha IS dharmabody and the 

Bodhisattva's dh~abody have the same name, but are really 

different. Even though the Bodhisattva's dharmabody has 

minute bonds as :t said before, the Buddha I s dharmabody is 

not thus. But by means of the conditions and caUS49S of the 

karmic practice of his original vow, he spontaneously dis

plays the doing of the matters related to a Buddha,. As the 

Tathagatacintya-Buhya nirde£a Sutra says, the Budill~als body 

is without correSpondence to direction; in one assembly of 

the multitude of beings some see the Buddhals body as gold 
1 

colored, some see it silver colored, or like chle-chlt! , or 
-z-

cornelian-like, and so on, the forms of the sutras. Others 

among the multitude of beings see the Buddha's bo~y not dif

f'erent f'rom that of a. man, oth.ers see the body 16 reet tall, 

others see it 30 feet, others see a form 10,000,000 feet high, 

others see the bqdy like Mt. Meru, etc. while others see a. 

limitless and boundless body. As with sound, moreover, the 

multitude of' beiJ1gs hear in accordance 'tvith their ra.ental 

state. Same hear the sound of the kalavinka bird or the 

white sn01v-goose" like the sound of' the lion's roal:', like 

the sound of the king of' the Hild oxen, like the sound of 

striking a great drum, like th.e sound of great thunder, like 

the sound of BraHma, etc., each not the same. As for what is 

1 
Probabl'Y' some jade-like stone. Horahashr"V'10, p.980. 

2 
There is textual confusion here. 



3 
in the sound o~ the voice, some hear it explaining giving , 

same hear it explaining the keeping o~ precepts, or medita-

tion, or kno'Vlledge and wisdam, or liberation, or the !Ylahayana, 

etc. Each one takes the meaning o~ the Dharma as having been 

explained ~or his own sake. This is the dharmabodyts spirit

ual power, there being nothing it is unable to do. I~ this 

were not so, how could it, at one time, widely send ~orth 

all kinds o~ sounds and a.ll ki.nds o~ dharma doors? One ought 
4 

to know that all o~ these are divisions o~ the dharmabody. 
p 
B3ai Ching Wang Kuan l s Buddha body consequently is a division 

of the dharmabody. It does not obtain appearance having:any 

(final) 
/ 

type o~ form. irJhy? S-akyamuni I s Buddha body was 

able at one time to do all the work o~ a Buddha in 10,000,000 

countries (using)' every kind of name and style, every kind o~ 

body to teach and save the multitude of beings. 

As for (jou) saying that the tenth stage is Hithout a 

teacher, ~or the sake o~ the ordinary people, the Disciples 

and Pratyekabuddbas and ninth stage (Bodhisattvas) they turn 

themselves back, (but) in regard to all the Buddhas they can 

not be said to be' without a teacher. i,'Jhen the Bodhisattva 

cames to the seat, o~ enlightenment, he even then still has 

teachers - how lllUch more the tenth stage Bodhisattva! As the 

Da~ab~umikasutra says, when the Bodhisattva sits in the seat 

of enlightenment ,desiring to become a Buddha, at that time 

Buddhas in the ten directions, rays of light issuir~ out from 

3 
dana. 
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their mouths and entering the top of his (?) head, this Bodhi-

sattva consequently will deeply enter into limitless samadhis, 

all the Buddha s~adhis, dharagls, liberations, etc. He will 

penetrate through to go into numbers of not yet come kalpas, 

limitless kalpas he will take as one kalpa, one kalpa he will 

take as limitless kalpas.., one minute particle of dust as bound

less form, boundless for.m as one minute paritcle of dust. He 

will distinguish without limit the ten directions, the triple 

1tJorld, the countr'ies and lands, the names and stylj~s and even 

the multitude of beings, names ond words, practice and result, 

conditions and cs.uses, beginnings and endings, and every kind 

of liberation path and door in sequence. By means of one 
5 

moment he is in correspondence 1-lith vdsdom, penetl"ates through 

all dharmas and Qlbtains liberation 1tJithout hindrances - this 

is called becomi~g a Buddha. Liberation without hindrances 

is the root and f~oundation of Buddha Dharma. Thus a Sutra 

saying, "the tentlh stage Bodhisattva ought to be known as a 

Buddha If, this is ,the Buddha 1 s praise of the tenth stage of 

meritorious achievement. Like this are the ore s who recite 
6 

the Lotus Sutra praised, also, being styled as Buddhas. It 

also says, "On. (my) two shoulders I carry these people." 

Horeover, as in the A,jata~atrukaurtyavinodana Sutr~, Maiiju~ri 

says to Ivlai treya, "You should pick up the beg.:::ing bowl." 

I1aitreya is not a.ble to pick it up. Maiiju~ri then extended 

his arm and in thle lower direction fetched the bowl. "Although 

5 
~ for/~'. 

6 
Omit one ~~. 
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you now have this power, when I become a Buddha, i~ those 

like you were bo~ndle.si:J and "dthout number, they would not 

be able to know the matter o~ my raising and lowering my foot. It 

And these great Bodhisattvas both were ef the tenth stage, 

they gave forth Buddha dharmas beyend comprehensiOJ~, and all 

(everyene else) were net able te reach (up te them). More-

M r-'· / ·"t d • ever, anJusrl., Mal. reya an other Bodhisattvas, Ul regard 

to being in the Buddha's Dharma, have, in various places, asked 

many questiens. l.':hether Manju§ri is ac:t:'in~er the sake of 

the multitude of 'beings, or whether for his own profit as Man

jus"ri, he is caused to obtain extrem~y deep Buddha Dharmas. 

If this is the case, how can it be said that the tenth stage 

Bedhisattva is w~thout a teacher? 

Moreover, all the great Bodhisattvas de ne1j discrimin

ate (saying) this! is fine and this is C earse.. They are able 

tw view all dharmas as fine, lOr able to view all dharmas as 

coarse. As it says in the Perfection of "ltlisdom Sutra, Subuti 

said, ul:Jorld Hendred One, the perfection of wisdom is extremely 

deep." The Buddha said, TIThe Bedhisattva f s vie'H of ;:the per

fectien of wisdom, if his vie'\..J is shallow, then it is also 

negectful. II The~efore, it can net be explained as that which 

the eye sees as c1oarse, the mind sees as fine. The great Bedhi-

sattvas have alre1ady heard and abandened the eye and all ether 

organs ef sense perception, and enly by means ef the dharma 

realm hear dharma from the Buddha. Thus in the Sutra of Incen-
....... I 

ceivable Liberati,Q!! it says, "Manjusri end the tenth stage 

Bodhisattvas sit ,together in the Buddha's Assembly and hear 

I 
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the Dharma and moreover are able to have their bod:tes walking 

in the southern kingdom. Moreover, the great Bodhisattvas 

constantly reside in concentration a~d are able to see the 

Buddha and to hea.r the Dharma. Sounds are not able to reach 
I 7 

them. As the ViSa~acint·abra.hmapariprcchc( says, plU Hua Bodhi-

sattva a~ed Sariputra, "Are you able in the concentration of 
8 

complete extinguIshment to hear the Dharma or not?" He re-

plied, ItI &tinot, but the Bodhisattvas can. It Thus the dharma

body Bodhisattva is able to practice, limitlessly and 'ltJ'ithout 

conception. If he had the karmically produced body of the 

five sense organs, it 't<Jould be different in regard to the 

subtle and coarse. Thus the essentials are exactly even, and 

the body and mind do not have the characteristics of differ-

ence. 

Again, there are people who say that because the dharma-

body Bodhisattva profits and benefits the multitudE~ of beir.g s, 

he 't-Jill see the Buddha and hear the Dharma with his eyes and 

other sense .organ.s, and that by giving gifts and moreover, by 

that 't-J'hich he has heard, he is established, supplied and nou

rished. \'fu.y? Beicause he desires to open up and lead the Bodhi

sattvas who have ne'(I'Tly raised the thought (of enlightenment). 

7 
Hobogirin reconstructes this title on the 1:>ais of the 

Tibetan 8.nd attr:tbu tes the Chinese translation to KumarajTva. 
8 
nirodhaslanlapati .. 
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Question 4: Askimg about the limit of life of the real dhar.ma-

body 

Hui-yiian asks: The length of' li1'e 01' the ordinary 

people is entirely the accomplishment of' the practice of' 

karma and the accomplishment has a basis. The ref'ore, the 
1 

dif'f'erent essentials , in accordance with the f'ire and coarse, 

must avail themselves of' the characteristics of' cm~se and 

effect. In your re sponse you have said how the dharmabody 

Bodhisattva is n0t that which is created from the J~ar.ma of' 

body, word or thmught. If' he is without mental karma, then 

he receives result without cause - how can this be so? If' 
2 

this is not the case, f'ram where do the subtle ess,entials 

come that they (can be) obtained? I also want to ask, f'rom 

the beginning of the Bodhisattvats patience of' dharmas on

wards (until) the dharmabody reaches to the tenth stage, the 

refined and coar~e, excellent and vile, cannot be iadequately 
3 

expressed. As 4Pplied to the! root of' life, that which is 

received (produces) either a long or a short (lif'e), and so 

ought, in accord&nce with the refined and coars~ to take a 

span~ of lif'e. From the tenth stage on, there is no further 

essential discussion. ',.,'hat I want to ask nO'tV" is about residing 

in the tenth stage. The Da~abhUmikasutra says that the tenth 

solved. 

1 

2 

3 

..Jtjrf! Irfuat to do With~t is a problem I haven1t 

There ar'e textual problems in this sentence. 
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stage Bodhisattva at the most has one thousand births remain-

4 
ing, and at the least has one more birth remaining - are 

5 
these then dhar.roabody births or not? I~ this is the case, 

(the Bodhisattva~ must take the accumulation of merit and 

recompense in or~er to gradually produce up until the limit 

and by means o~ this reach a birth. Or are the remaining 

impurities passe~ on and dispersed and the birth principle 

transmitted to eihaustion, and by this means a birth is 

reached? I~ the remaining impurities are passed on and dis

persed, then the 'rota-apanna is the same as the seventh 

birth because the power of the holy road does not reach to 

the eighth. Now, as for the tenth stage not exceeding 1,000 

births - by what power i.s this done? I~ it is at ·che time 

o~ uni vers al leaming, the power o~ the lday is that vThich 

regulates it, and consequently the birth principle would be 

limited and could not reach a thousand. There~ore" it would 

decline and consequently could not be known as the same as 
7 

the seventh birth. If it is because merit and ret;ribution 

have dispersed OF piled up to the limit o~ the principle (o~ 

birth), and it is the case that there is only one birth (le~t), 

this one birth then is the ~inal body, (and so) the body is 

exhausted in regard to the final limit; consequently there 

would be no possibility o~ achieving perfect enlightenment. 

4 
The editors 

5 
~ for ~~. 

7 
Adding 1~. 

could not ~ind thi s in the Da:~abhUmika. 
6 -
sapta-krd-bhava-par~. 
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If there is no possibility of achievemftnt, how can the Bodhi

sattva have self-vows and not choose perfect enlightenment? 

Do the words of his own vow apply to the transformation form 

or to the real dhar.mabody? If to the transformation form, 
8 

then this is the speech of expedi~cy and illusione If this 

is the dharmabody, the lives have a .fixed limit, and conse-

quently the self.·vow cannot be fulfilled without exhausting 

the words. 

8 {t for 1f18 
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Ansvler 4: The Limit of' Lif'e of the Real Dharrnabody 

Kumarajiva res~nds: Now I will again summarize the 

discussion. There are tv.fO types o:f dha.r.m.abody. The :first 
1 

type is the dharmanature , which is long enduring like space, 

without being conditioned or non-conditioned and such-like 

:frivolous discussion. The second type is when the Bodhisattva 

has obtained the six supernatural powers, but also has not 

yet become a Budaha, the :form which he has in that interval 
2 

is called the se00ndary dharrnabody. The dharmanature, v.rhether 

there is a Buddha or there is not a Buddha, is long enduring 

and does not decay; like space, it is without creation and 

without exhausti~n. On account o:f this Dharma are the divi-

sions o:f the Eignt:fold Noble Path, the six Rarami~as, etc. 

called as ItDharma". Thus the ~rot-a.panna obtains this dharma 

division, which is knOiID as "the beginning o:f obtaining the 

dharmabody", and as applied to the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas, 

it is known as "af'ter'tVards obtaining the dharmabody". 1;fuy? 

The Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas, having obtained the dharma-
3 

body, are not again born in the triple i·JOrld. There:fore, 

this is the meaning o:f the Buddha having distinguished between 

the three vehicles; it does not mean that the dharma has a 
4 

departing place. Only the Lotus Sutra has this meanirg. I:f 

it is preached eyerywhere, the Lotus Sutra cannot be called 

a secret which ought to be hidden, and also it is not able 

1 
dharmat·~. 

3 
..:::.. :f 0 r ~:=-. 

2 ft :for ~l . This is obscure. 
4 
~ :for -1i.. • 
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to cause people tiO greatly cultivate the 'habit of' the path of 

nirva.:o.a and to eXhaust all outflO't-ls and bonds. Th~~refore" the 

Indian word is "kaya" and the Ch'in word is sometimes called 

"body" (~ )" sometimes called "multitude If (.t)" sometimes 

called "section" (-IP), and sometimes called "essential mark 

( it ~ ) of' dharma", and sometimes with the mind the mental 

number of dharmasl are called Ubody" (If ). Thus in the sutras 

it says that (there are) six knowledge bodies, six touch 

bodies, six received bodies, six desire bodies, six marks of' 

the body, six thought bodies, ete. In the beginning of' the 

eightf'old noble path, etc., because the multitude of acts are 

harmonized and joined and not marked as separate, they are 

called !!body". i,'Jhen the Bodhisattva obtains the patience of 

non-produced dhaI'mas, although this ~e the form oj~ trans for-

mational space, and moreover, because it is similiar to the 

physical body, it is called !"body!!. Moreover, in this the 

genuine dharmabody is the essential mark of the true Dharma. 

If' one refers to ,being "t-d thout the karma of body, i'lOrd and 

thought, this is said in relation to this real dharmabody. 

There are some 'tITho say that when the Bodhisattva obtains the 

patience of non-produced dhar.mas, this is the mark of the kar-
5 

ma of liberation, because it dest5fMes the karma of the triple 

world. Only by means of the great compassionate mjLnd does 

this Bodhisattva business arise. Because it dest~ karma, 

it is called "t-d thout karma, which only me:ans that j~t is wi th-

; : '[ Ill: 
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out the ordinary people's discrimination or karma. Thus the 

Buddha said, IfFrorn the time I obtained Buddhahood until the 

present, I did nbt again produce karma, because I destdr£ed 

the mark of karma, this is called no-karma. n Moreover, all 

Bodhisattvas have that from which karma arises, (but) because 

it is all in accordance 'tvith the patience of non-production, 

it is called no-karma. Therefore, the Bodhisattva in the karma 

of giving does not discriminate or grasp marks - this is called 

no-karma. 

As for the sutras speaking of one thousand births, 

because I have not yet heard that, I cannot deliver an answer. 

Thus are Vi~vabhadra, Avalokite;vara, Manju£ri, etc., these 

tenth stage Bodhisattvas who have completed the 10 powers of 

a Buddha, the f01.~r grounds of fearlessness, and the 18 char-

acteristics of a Buddha, but because of their original vows 

to widely liberate the multitude of beings, they do not be

come Buddhas. As it says in the Manju~ri Prediction SUtra, 

"Thus in asarhkya kalpas, at that time I will obtain Buddha

hood." Hore overJ, sSkyamuni, etc. all take lv1a.njuS'ri as issuing 

the thought of c0ndi tion and cause. At that time 'their power 

is already completed. Thus they extend their quest beginning 

to end, and consequently are not limited to a thousand births. 

Ir it is the case that the sutras say that they have a thou

sand births, then this originally is not separated rram the 

vow to long endUFe in the world. Or perhaps because those 

who have inrerioF capabilities are not yet cornpletl3 in all 

Buddha Dharmas, and consequently have many births. If the 

, i 
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meritorious achievement is complete, then there is one birth. 

l-10reover, if meritorious achievement is completely stored up, 

then there is only one birth, and (the Bodhisattva) cannot 

complete perfect enlightenment. There are t1...J'O sorts of Bodhi-

sattvas. One i.J'h<.t>se meritorious achievement is complete and 

who naturally becomes a Buddha. As when all Bodhisattvas 

begin to raise the thought (of enlightenment), they all make 
6 

common vows saying, ItI ought to liberate the entire multi-
().., 

tude of beings" and afterwrds as the mind and wisdom gradually 

become clearer, they think "I only have this span of life and 

not (even) a Budcliha is able to save the entire multitude of 

living beings. 1berefore, all Buddhas obtain all-knowledge, 

and (villen) they rilave already saved what can be sav1ed, they 

take hold of extinguim ing and pass over. I also should be 

thus. !I In the second case, there are some Bodhisat;tvas who 

still reside in the physical body and think only in distinc~ 

tions, "The prin~iple is really thus, I have no choice, I 

must myself make an independent vow to dwell long in the world, 

to broadly act as a support for the multitude of beings, and 

not to obtain and complete Buddhahood. 1I Like this are people 

Hho know that in the entire Horld everything retur:n.s and no

thing is permanent. It is not possible to long endure and to 

have karmic practices to cultivate the habits of long life. 
7 

Formerly there 'VIas no place of having a mark or not having a 

6 
There is some textual confusion here and the trans

lation is very 160se. 
7 
~3: for 4~. 
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mark, even to 8,000 kalpas. Thus Maityra, etc. puri~y their 

Buddha lands and have long li£'e wihtout limit. 

II 
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Que stion 5: Asking about the cultivation of the thirty-ti-TO 

marks 

Hui-ydan asks: In reference to what are the 32 marks 

cultivated? Are they cultivated on the karmic fo~n or on 

the dharrnabody? If they are cultivated on the ka~nic form, 

then the ability of the 32 marks is not that of an inferior 

position. If they are cultivated on the dharmabo~r, and the 

dharmabody has n0 karma form body or speech, then ,explain how 

they are cultivated. If there are two thoughts (on the matter) 

and one of them 1s this, that there is no production of karma 

from body or speech, but the 32 marks are able to be culti-

vated, then I want to ask, is the Buddha who is causing this 

the real dharmabady Buddha or the transformation body? If 

the cause is the real dharmabody Buddha, then it is not some

thing which the ninth stage (Bodhisattvas) see. If' the cause 

is transformational, then the achievement is of profound 

reaching, how, fpom this, can it be exhausted? If there is 

no difference bet'tJ'een the real form p.nd transformation, the 

achievement of responsive effort must be the same, thus how 

can it be styled the real dharmabody Buddhats excellent form 
1 

in regard to the ninth stage? 

1 
I can make little or no sense out of the last two 

sentences. 
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Answer 5: The cultivation of the 32 marks 

Kumaraj'iv-a ans);qHers: How can the dharmabod:y be spoken 

of with a false name? It is not possible to seek it by means 

of taking hold 0:(' marks. \',lhy? In the Tripataka of the Dis

ciples it only says tha.t the ten powers of the Buddha a.nd 

other such dhar.mas without outflow are the dharmabody. After 

the Buddha is extinguished and passes over, the sii'tra dharmas 

are the dharmabody. Even more, this is the name of the dharma

body Hi thout remainders. In the Mahay"ana it says that the 

Bodhisattva's patience of non-produced dharmas cuts off all 

the vexations in order to save the multitude of beings and so 
/ 

receives a body. All the Sastra Masters call this the dharma-

body. i;lhy? In this there are no bonds and instigators and 

even no outflows or wrong karma, but it is without the result 

of purifying the six p'aramitas. This body exists for a long 

time, independeni:; and Hithout hindrances, and finally becomes 

a Buddha. The wheel turning king is the first among men and 

the only ,one to have the 32 marks. Therefore, the Bodhisattva's 

body of incarllltion in the ~lOrld has the 32 marks. In regard 

to birth and death there are different kinds of conditions and 

causes, iln regard to the Bodhisattva IS dharmabody (the32 marks) 

causes it to increase its benefit, understanding and purity. 

vlhy? As for the 32 marks, an ordinary person can also have 
v 

them, so they are not such a difficult ma~er. Thus the Buddha1s 

younger brother Nanda, in a previous body, painted the stupa 

of a Pratyekabudtfiha with yellow ochre and made this vow, ItI 

VOt-I that r':must obtain the mal"'k of the gold for.m, the best 

li'lflr' 
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body. It Because of these happy and virtuous causes and condi-

tions, af'ter the end of' his span of' lif'e, he becaml9 the son 
1 

of king Tsao Li She of' the kingdom of' Va.r~as"i and again saw 
I 

the stupa of' Kasyaspa. His heart was extremely happy and 

accordingly, he placed an umbrella on it. Because of' these 

causes and conditions, among the gods and men, he :r:-eceived 

limitless riches and happinesses, and f'inally was born as the 
I 

son of' SuddhodanfL, king of Kapikivastu, completed t;he 32 marks, 

went out from home and studied the 1lJay, obtained Ar:-hatship, 

and was, among all correct bhik§us, 1h e f'irst. Aniruddha 

supplied and nourished the Pratyekabuddha Uparil?ta:, and f'or 

seven ages he was born in the Tusita Heaven and f'oJr' seven 
l 

ages he was born among men and became a ~.,heel turning king. 

He completed the seven treasures and obtained the 32 marks. 

Noreover, thus the Buddha said, "You, BhikslU, your sight has 

received the greatest happiness. You ought to knmv, that I 

already have received such happiness. l!lhy? From beginning

less worlds until now, the place where I have been born has 
gJ. 2 

not been passv'by. And now, although I have returned to the 

evil ivorld, still, I have obtaine d unity, the t,.;o forms and 
3 

the 53 marks. By means of' this therefore, I know that on 

the body of' birth and death all the marks and signs can be 

cultivated ..... ' Only (by) that i-vhich the marks and signs obtain-

" c· 

• Alternate reading -%- ~'l~. 
• The meaning is not clear. 
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the completion or the beautiful establishment (or the body), 

purification, bright illumination and the stern virtues -

can (one) be called a Buddha. 

The 32 marks which one hears of, the Bud db.a' s Disciple 

Katyayana, h~lr only thought and spoke of them. They are 

not something of which the Buddha spoke. Moreover', these 

32 thoughts are not something which can be completed in an 

instant. In one instant of time they rush off and. do not 

remain - the mat"cer cannot be completed and discriminated. 

In all conditioned dharmas, the response must harmonize to 

be able to have l:J.ccomplishment. For example, if a man views 

the evil deeds of 32 people and if it is a Case of desir~ng 

injury, then not only is (the mind) thus for one instant, (but 

still, only) at the same time life is cut off, is this called 

a murderous mind. Even if before and after there were many 

murd~rous thoughts, only this is called so. Concerning the 

32 marks. There are people who say that if the Bodhisattva 

sees the Buddha's body and if' he sees that the Buddha has 32 

marks, by means of this he cultivates rich virtue and works 
4 

of the transfer of merit , vowing, til will obtain thus this 

reward." Or, when the Buddha becomes a man it is said that 

if he cultivates the dharma of the 32 marks and people's eyes 

see the Buddha's 32 marks, then they will raise this vow say

ing, "I ought, in regard to the world which has not yet come, 

4 
parip.am.ana. 
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obtain thus these marks, and arterwards, in order to puriry 

meritorious accomplishments, cause them to be completed. 1t 

So the rirst inrerior seed arterwards is thus irrigated. 

For example, giving a pillow made or grass and other like 

things obtains tne mark of firmness; giving light, lamps, 

illuraination and so on obtains the mark of great illumination; 

regarding the multitude of beings with mercy, compassion and 

the like obtains the eye of purple clari tyj always bmdng the 

head and face to show respect to the teachers, elders and 
.5 

holy saints and giving umbrellas and such-like is the cause 

and condition of obtaining the mark of the protube:l:'ance. 

There are other people 'Who do not hear a Buddha and moreover, 

do not see a Buddha, but only hear others explain that there 

~32 marks, or themselves read in the sutras (about. them) 

and then raise the vow saying, "r will obtain the 32 marks and 

gradually complete them. n As was said above, there are other 

people, vJ"ho Hhether they see a Buddha or do not see a Buddha, 
6 

their minds are not concerned about it, but Hhen i:;hey hear 

the meaning of the Nal:la.y"ana in regard to the nmltii;ude or beings, 

they raise the merciful and compassironate thought, and desire, 

by means or the f,'undamental reality of all dharmas~, to profit 

and benefit the IlltUltitude of beings, vowing, If I ought to ob-

tain a superior m.ind and body, to dra1f out the multitude of 

beings, to cause them to believe my words." As in the Tiitha-

5 
There iSI a character here which I cannot decipher. 

6 
There is some textual confusion in this passage and 

the meaning is not clear. 
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gata-jnana~murdr~-srunadhi Sutra, the Buddha says for Maitreya, 

"There are seven conditions and causes which give raise to the 

thought of anuttara-samyuksambodhi. The .first is that a Bud

dha causes the thought to arise. The second is when someone 

sees the true Dharma decaying and raises the thought to pro

tect and maintain the Dharma. The third is because one sees 

how pitiable are the multitude o.f beings and raises the 

thought. Fourthg a Bodhisattva causes him to raise the 

thought. Fi.fth, he sees another person raise the thought 

and so does so t00. Sixth, because of a great display of 

giving he raises the thought. Seventh, he hears that the 

Buddha has the 32 marks and the 80 secondary signs and so 

raises the thought. If The Buddha told Maitreya, ItI:n the first 

three cases of raising the thought, Buddhahood must be ob-

tained, the persmn will not again recede into revolving in 

birth and death. In the last .four cases of raising the thought, 

one is not able to determine (for certain); many have receded 

into birth and death." There.fore you ought to knmv, in the 

types of the 32 marks, matters are not the same. 

Moreover", as for the d..l-J.arrnabody Bodhisattva, the Sutras 

also do not clearly explain that there is a dhar.m~body country, 
7 

land and place. But by means of the principle, one can in-

fer that there ought to be a dhar.mabody. I.f all the Bodhi

sattvas extinguish all vexations and go out from the triple 

Horld, then they will be Hithout a birth body, and if they 

7 
~ .:L A M ~ 0 The syntax is odd. 
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also do not entejr' nirvfu;l.a, in this interval, if they are 

without a dharmabody, how can their business be said to be? 
.' 

Therefore all the Sastra teachers say in regard to this in-

terval that the body produced from the dharmanature without 

outflows is called the dharmabody. Again, this is not merely 

one body and thell it is done 't-.Tith. According to the amount 

of power in the original effort, there is this body, or there 

are ti-IO bodies, or three bodeis, 10 bodies, 100, 1,000, 10,000, 

or limitless a!rliI;myas of bodies, i..rhich reach without limit 

to the ten directions, the worlds all manifesting this body, 

which, because it acts to complete the remainder of the Buddha 

Dharma, unites in one to save the multitude of beings. In the 

Abhidharma-jn8na .. prasthana-~a:stra the dharma v-rithout outflows 

has no retribution. I'my? In the Disciples t Dharma, it only 

says that the affairs of the triple v.Torld extend to the small 

nirv§!;la door. Itt the Mahayana, it extends through the dharma 

of the ordinary people and reaches to the small n!rv!ga door 

and then explains the matter of purifying the Nahayana. Ac

cording to the "Inconceivable Liberation Chapter ll of the ~ 

Yen sutra and others, thus the ordinary people, although they 

give raise to good karma, because the vexations are not yet 

cut off, appropiate and grasp wealth and virtue. Because 
8 

they are far from the characteristic of nature and its expres-

sion, they cannoit; cause the good karma to increase and be 

beneficial. All the Arhats, although they are 't-lithout vex-

ii:m 
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ations, injure t~e good dharma because they realize nirvana, 

their minds do not give raise to the thought (of enlighten

ment), and they are not able to add to the good roots of the 

long Buddha pathit The Bodhisattva extinguishes all vexations, 

and bec ause he doe s not harm the good dharma, returns and 
9 

does not realize nirvapa, his mind continues to go forth , 

and his meritorious accomplishments accumulate for a long 

time. At this time he gives rise to all virtue and exceeds 

the happiness and virtue which he has performed originally 

from the world without beginning until now. As the Brahma

vi~e~acinti-pariprccha Sutra says, nI, in giving five lotuses 

to the Buddha, surpassed all the heads, eyes, marrow, brains, 

etc. ~"Jhich I had originally given. "hlhy? The roots and the 

display of giving both are empty, mixed in all results, up-

side down and Hithout realityo This giving hm..;ever, in a 

small way, purifies reality. ~t For example, a man in a dream 

obtains limitless precious things, (but) this is not like 

(not as good as) his having obtained a few things when he 

is awake. By this means the screens end hindrances of the 

Bodhisattva in the triple world are all extinguished and he 

has only the minttte screens of the Buddha path still to ex-

haust. For example, by means of one lamp the darkness is 
10 

shattered, it is not able to break the second lamp in parts. 

941 for 1r~. 
10 

This is following the text literally. Obviously 
there is a problem here. For variations of the lamp meta
phor see ~ 190b, 6180 and 651a. 
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If it were able to break it, the second lamp would still not 

add to the benefit. l1oreover, the darkness which the second 

lamp would dest#y would be the same as that of the initial 

lamp. But if there were no initial lamp, then it '(oTould des

t~ the darkness. The Bodhisattva's obtaining of the patience 

of unproduced dharmas moreover is thus. ~Jhen he sheds the 

body of birth and death and receives the dharrnabo~1, he des

t~s the screens and hindrances of the triple Horld's ordin

ary people, but is not able to destory the screens and hin .. 

drances of a Borudsattva. If he does dest~ them" then this 

is the tenth stag'e and consequently he ought to bel~ome a 

Buddha. This person, at that time, produces karma, Hithout 

having the bonds and ties of the triple 1--Torld and having only 

the Bodhisattva's ties and bonds and minute hindrances by 

which karma is produced - both know the really real and puri

fication vJithout limit. hlhy? It is not grasped by birth and 

death, because it is not the same as the vexations; the mind 

and Hill are broad and great and afterv.rards it recleives its 

body from the dharma body, like an illub,sion or thle image in 

a mirror. Karma moreover is like this; the mind ~iich pro

duces karma follcf1§ the body and thereby obtains re"wards and 

recompence in accordance with karma. This is not possible 
'11 

tuth the coarse hody of the triple world, although the Bodhi-

sattva's minute and subtle form goes out through the triple 

11 
$. forJfi .. 
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You ask 'che causes whereby the Buddha acts in the 

real dharmabody and acts in the transformation body - this 

matter I have already answered. As I said above, there are 

some who see (the Buddha?) and some who hear (the Dharma?), 

and some who themselves act for the sake of the multitude 

of beings and therefore establish their bodies as beautiful. 

There are some people Hho do not see the Buddha or' hear the 

Dharma, and are still able to raise the thought of anuttara

samyuksambodhi - how much more those who see the Buddha and 

hear the Dharma! This person, by means of the mind, eye, 

causes, the triple world and Buddha marks, goes beyond the 

marks of the BudOha body (and thinks), If I ought to be thus, II 

and he thinks to manifest in times not yet come the marks of 

the Buddha body (thinking) liMy body mOreover ought to be thus. It 

There are some people, who in accordance with goodness and 

happiness, from "birth reflect and think, "The meritorious 

achievements whi~h I have done, transfers of merit on the 

Buddha path, after,.;ards when I have become a Buddha, my span 

of life, land, meritorious accomplishments, marks and signs 
p 

ought to be thus 4t " This the yt!an Shih Chia ~l\ren Fo l3en Chlu 

Fa Hsin siitra explains. In a country where there was no 

Buddha and which was vd thout the Buddha's Dh arm a, the re was 

a great king named Kuang MingD At that time there was a minor 

king Hho presented a fine white elephant to King Kuang I'ling. 

;,)hen the king saw (the elephant) he liked him very much and 

ordered the elepfuant trainer to train and subdue him. The 

elephant trainer, following his method, regulated him Hell 
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and told the king to ride him, and so they roamed and played 

in the forest. ']'his elephant, Hhile in the forest:, heard a 

female elephant and smelled her scent - lewd desire rose in 

his heart and he dashed quickly for~"ard. The king said to 

the elephant trainer, "Control him and make him stop." The 

elephant trainer then used a hook to control him, but he 

could not make him stop. Then the king looked at the things 

around and everytihing was spinning in circles. Th~~y plunged 

far into a thorn~; grove, which torn their clothes and injured 

their bodies. Tt.l.en they looked up, and, grabbing ~t;he branch 

of a tree, climbed up and saved themselves. Later the ele-

phant remembered the food and drink (he got) among men and 

returned to the p)alace. The king asked the great ministers, 

"If a person cauSed these things to happen to the king, how 

should he be punished?" The great ministers said, "His punish

ment ought to be to the greatest extent of the law. lI Then 
12 

the elephant trai.ner said, "Do not cruelly kill me. I am 

extremely expert at training." The king said, IISince the 

elephant Has as bad as he was, hOH can you say that you are 

good at training~?" The elephant trainer then approached in 
13 

front of the king (-tvith) a hot iron pellet and said to the 

elephant, "Take this red-hot iron pellet and swallow it. If 

you do not swal10w it, then I will go back to using the ori

ginal method to it;rain you. It The elephant (calculated) his 

ovm life span and (decided that) it would be beter (to suffer) 

12~ >.} 
/!':1.... for e;1j~. 
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for a moment and die, for he could not long endure the pain 

(of the training). And then he took the red-hot pellet and 

swallowed it; it burnt his body and penetrated through it 

and he gave a great cry and died. ':;b.en the king had seen 

this, he knew (the effectiveness) of the elephant trainer's 

training and subduing and consequently asked the elephant 

trainer, "If you can train and subdue like this, by means of 

what conditions and causes has there recently been this evil 

business? II The elephant trainer said, "Having le'tvd desire 

in the mind is a serious sickness, because (its) power is 

used in an outburst - there is nothing which can guide or 

direct it. If i:'lhen the king heard this, he was alaI'lrned and 

frightened (and said),' .... Where does the great 'sickness of lewd 

desire come from?" The elephant trainer said, "I do not know 

from 'tvhere, or when, comes its increasing and dimi:nishing. n 

The king said, nIf it is a sickness, then there is no one 

who is able to cure it. n The elephant trainer said, ttl wash 

and train the herd, and the others have not gotten this way; 

they return themselves from going down and bathing. Tl.e re 

are people, ,.rho 1~or the sake of dest&ying the thilef of lewd 

desire, contend lrJith the five passions and undergo mortifying 

practices. There are other people 1...rho enjoy the five passions, 

and (their) desiFe then becomes weary with and separate from 

(them) and, with this cause and condition, they ob'tain liber

ation from this sickness. There are those who, 1'0:[' all sorts 

of conditions and causes, go out from the house, ru~d although 

I :'IIIr: 
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off this evil, all have not plucked out 

the root of the tree of lUstful poison. It ',vnen the king had 

heard this, he was grieved and frightened, and spoke to the 

elephant trainer saying, "If this is the sickness, it is diff

icult to be able to control it. Among the gods and men, is 

there one who is able to destgry this sickness?" The ele

phant traine r said, III have heard it said that there is a 

great man came forth to earth~ his body is gold colored, he 

has the 32 marks and the 80 secondary signs, he is always 

shining and illumines afar, he pities and sympathizes with 

the multitude of beings, and he is called lfBuddha tt
• This 

man understands 2nd knows the i-lay of extinguishing the pro

duction of lust and desire, and because he pities the multi'li 

tude of beings, he explains it for their sakes." The king, 

having heard this, then descended from his couch, his right 

knee set forth on the ground and his palms together, flnd said, 

!lBy means of this dharma I will govern the state and display 

giving, and the ~)ther meritorious achievements, and by means 

of this cause happiness and virtue. 'imen I become a Buddha, 

I will control in the entire multitude of beings all types of 

sickness which pl:'oduce lust and desire. n From the time he 

raised this thought on, he began to meet the Buddha styled 

as Sakyamuni, who, in regard to length of life, (lived) one 

hundred years among the multitude of beings, doing the work 

14 
~ for 'we 
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of a Buddha. Now Saky~i Buddha served both together with 

another Buddha. At that time" King Kuang Ming was a potter, 
/ 

his name Kuang Chao. That Sakyamuni Buddha, having saved the 

multitude of beings together with the 500 Arhats, saved Kuang 
15 

Chao, and from a great garden went out to his house. Kuang 

Chao then with hot mud and oil, lighted lamps, a stone, and 
16 

honey paste nourished and reared the Buddha. The potter, 
17 

hearing the Dharma from the Buddha moreover raised this 

thought, "I ought, in the future era, to become a Buddha, and 

moreover ought to be like this. n This person, in regard to 

being in an age without the Buddha's Dharma, was still able 

to raise this thought. How much more those who see the Buddha 

and hear the Dharma and plant (the seeds of) the 32 marks? 

If at the beginning of raising the thought he clearly and 

distinctly does not err, moreover, what value is there in 

becoming a Buddha? Only the Buddha is the first among men, 

and he only obtains without error. Therefore you ought to 

know that like King Kuang }ling, Hho met with and obtained the 

causes and conditions, and then himself raised the thought 

(of enlightenment), and by means of these causes and condi-
/ 

tions, again was able to obtain a human body, to meet S-akya-

muni Buddha, to hear the Dharma from the Buddha, and so after-

16 
for Ij]. 

In th e TC TL b oth th~ s Kuang Chao and King Kuang !-ling 
are previous incarnations of SikYrununi in a story illustrative 
of dana. Both the identity of Sakyamuni and the list of gifts 
seem to be a bit scrambled here. 
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wards to raise a vow. ItFoI'!11erly in darkness I raised a 

vow, only to act to destgry the sickness of lust ~nd desire. 

AfterHards I got to meet the Buddha and clearly and distinctly 

to distinguish his name and (now) I raise this vow - gradually 

my mind 1-1ill turn to the minute and subtle, I myself' will be 

able to give away my body into revolving in life and death. 

Afterwards, in regard to all dharmas, I will not take hold 

0'£ marks, I l.rill peacefully dwell in final emptiness, I will 

complete the six paramitas, (for all these things) I raise 

this pure vow. OJ!y) original vow was sent forth f:t>om a mind 

confused with myself and my desire, that 'N"hich I now VO-V-T is 

pure and -v-.rithout dirt." Moreover, this would not be possible 

vIi thout a cause. He promptly vowed and so was abll9 to obtain 

a pure VO'Vl - this aff'air is di'£ficult. For example, although 

the v.Tater lily is pure, it depends on the condition of mud 

to be born - it cannot be born on the top of' a gold mountain. 
/ 

So it says in the VimalakIrtinirdesa sutra. 

Moreover, because the Buddha I s Dharma is apart from 

differentiation, there is no fixed real body. Because it is 

apart from differ'entiation, it is Hi thout a fixed eoarse body. 

But because people are upside down, have Hrong conditions and 

causes, they are not able to see the Buddha; as thEdr upside-
19 

dmmness is cast off and gradually (their) screens (diminish), 

the pure eye revolves open and then they are able to see him. 

The Buddha's bod;?: is minute and subtle, wi thout coarseness or 

18 
Adding ~, 

19 
)lfw for 1~j · 

II 
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dirt. For the sake of the multitude of beings, it manifests 

differently. Moreover, the multitude of beirg s, i:n former 

vJOrlds, in all s0rts of ways, have viewed the c'auses and con-

ditions of the Baddha, their thick screens are each different. 

In the case of s~reens, it is like now seeing the form and 

image of a M~yna Bird, etc., in the case of thick (karma), 

they obtain seeir:lg the marks and signs of' the birth body 

giving and doing all the matters pertaining to a Buddha. More-

over, there are two types of seeing a living Buddha. Some 

see the inferior and others see the Buddha I s superior subtle

ness of body. Seeing the superior subtle body als'o has two 

types. Some see the Buddha like Mt. Sumeru, etc., and others 

see the Buddhats limitless and boundless body. Thus 1..rhen the 

vlhee 1 of the Dhali'!lla is turned, it supports the pO'tVler of the 

Bodhisattva 'tvho desires to measure the Buddha t s body - this 

is seeing the superior body. Like this is it superior to all 

other boal\ies and is able to save the multitude of beings, to 

destgry and remove all dirt and toil. Although there are dif

ferences in the refinement and subtleness, both act as the 

real. In regard to the subtle, it also has the subtle in it. 

And coming to the real dharmabody, the tenth stage Bodhisattva. 

also is not able to completely see it, only the Bud.dha eyes 

of all Buddhas can completely see it. Moreover, the Buddha 

which all Buddhas see, is also born from the harmonious union 

of' the multitude of conditions, its unrealness is not real. 

Ultimately its nature is empty, the same as dhar.mru~ature. If 

this body is real, then the other must be unreal. Because 

" ".[".' ! ,il 
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this is not real j • the other is not only unreaL, Because 

the unreal is not separate, the coarse and subtle are the 

same. It ought, by means o:f the coarse body, to b·e able to 

act :for the multitude o:f beings, to produce and make minute 

and subtle causes and conditions, to cause (them) to issue 

out o:f the triple world and to peace:fully dwell in the Buddha 

I'Jay, and moreoveF not to be named as coarse. 

I ! 'flllT 
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Question 6: Asking about the prediction to Buddhahood 

Hui-ytian asks: The prediction of the Bodhisattva, 

does he receive the prediction from the real dharm.abody or 

the prediction f]'om the transformation(body)? If he receives 

the prediction from the transformation (body), then i t ~las so 
/ 

that Sakyamuni received the prediction from DipmUkara and 
/ 

Hai treya received the prediction from SBkyamuni. This type 

is extremely broad and all (in it) is not true spe19ch. Ii' 

he received the prediction from the real dharmabody, after

Hards when he becomes a Buddha,. then from the company of 

coarseness he is eternally cut off, and this 'only concerns 

the tenth stage Bodhisattvas with their lands. Th49n what 

accomplisbment and virtue is there in this? If thE~ accom

plishment and virtue is to be real, then he ought to be wi th-
1 

out a teacher and self-perceiving - what man could he turn 

to? If this is without reality, then this vieH is false in 

one count. A Sut~ says: 

There are some Bod.l1.isattvas who, when th49y have 
become Buddhas, their lands entirely produce 
only those limited to one more birth /2/,. 

This then is the understanding of the tenth stage together 
3 

-vJi th its land! If there is result in the land of the tenth 

stage, then this is the same as the beginning point of all 

Bodhisattvas. One ought not say "there are some". uThere 

are some" moreover is not real, and consequently i:3 a thing 

1~for ~. 
3 

The syntax 

2 
ekajatipraibaddha. 

is odd and the reading problematic. 
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like transf'ormation. Thus, the real dharmabody Buddha pro-

perly dwells alon.e in the realm of' proi'ound emptin'9ss. 
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Ans1-ler 6: The predic tion to. Buddhaheo.d 

Kumaraji'i1'a anSHers: Theeries ef what the Bedhisattva 

predictien is are varied and different. There are seme who. 

say that in erder to. prefit the multitude ef beirg s he is 

given the predictien. Or that, with the cerpo.real Bedhisatt

va, in regard to. limitless kalpas and the leng practice o.f 

the Be~hisattva path, this acts as that predictien, enly ex

pressing his reward and settling his mind. By ethers it is 

said that in the cearseness ef transfermatien, there is the 

idea ef prediction - the idea in regard to. the dharmabedy 

censequently is 'tidtheut this matter. There are o.thers who. 
1 

say that receiving the predictien is real substanc1e , and 

enly the dharmabc)dy eught to. give a predictien, the trans

fermatien body sheuld net. 
2 

Mereo.ver, what merit de these (predictiens) have? 

The Thus Ceme One I s knewledge and virtue is limitlless and 

beundless, it profits and benefits the tenth stage, and his 

acco.mplishments are mest excelling. By means ef that roo.t 

ef pewer, therefc)re the predic ti en breadly pervades. As in 

the Perfectien ef i:'Tisdo.m it says, liTe no.urish and :rear limi t-
3 

less avaivartika , net thus does a persen hastily beco.me a 

Buddha. II To. say ,,·ri thout a teacher and self-perceiv'ing, that 

is o.nly net to. see a heteredex path as a teacher. This mean

ing has been clarified above. If, as in the case ()f genuine 

1 
vastu. 

3 
Perhaps 

2 

a mistake for aSamkhyeya kalpas? 
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speech, all Buddhas are stern and majestic, the coarse matter 

still cannot be HDown - how much less the proround and myster

ious meaning or the prediction? There are the mulji:;itude of 

being s Hho have l'lot yet raised the thought (or enlightenment) 

and yet the Buddha gives then the prediction. Thelre are 

people who appear> before (him) and raise the thought (or en

lightenment) and yet he does not give then the prediction. 

There are people, who at the time that they raise lehe thought, 

then they are given the prediction. There are people who in 

the body or lire and death obtain the dharma or non-produc

tion and so are predicted (to Buddhahood). There l!lre those 

"t-Jho have'thrown clrr the body olr birth and death and received 

the dharmabody an.d obtain the prediction - like th:LS are l1an
ju~ri and others or that company. There are Bodhi::Jattvas 

who limitlessly from all Buddhas receive the predietion; thus 

" Sakyannmi rrom DfpmUkara Buddha in the multitude with Hua 

Shan~ 1'1ing Buddha and even reaching to Kasyapa Buddha, all 

:from (him?) receiived the prediction. There are some 'Who, in 

the great multitude or dharmabody Bodhisattvas, ha"lre received 

the prediction. These Bodhisattvas, although they were in 

the great multitude, that the Buddha ha.d alreadl given them 

a prediction, cannot be taken as an explanation. ~'lhy? Be

cause they themselves knei-J everyplace that the body would re-

4>-~ '~~ 
~a ror~ .. 

5 *111:' f'or 1f4.t . The sentence is not clea.r. 
6 
-t'wror '[fu. Again, this is not clear. 

Ii "llirl 
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ceive a prediction, they Hould not take one body r,eceiving 

the prediction as happiness, because they also could not see 

the joyful af'f'ai1'. It was like this when the DraglOn King 

A Na pto Ta To received the prediction. Ajata£at~~ said, 

It You have obtained a great benef'i t. In the midst 1Of' the mul

titude, you have been predicted to become a Buddha." The 

Dragon King said, "l.Jho was predicted? If' it was th.e body, 

the body is like a clay stone. If' it was the mind, the mind 

is like an illusion. Apart from these two dharmas.. there is 

nothing to receive the prediction. You ought to ~20W, what 

benefit is there in the production of happiness? If' I have 

received the prediction, then the entire multitude of' beings 

also ought to receive a prediction. Because this mark is the 

same. 1I Thus it l.s limitless and inconceivable, and one ought 

not take this matter (as a means) to search out di:t:'f'iculties. 

110reover, all Buddha.s (for) the body of the Bodhis~3.ttva, 't-lith 

limitless sound prea.ch the Dharma and VJith limitle:ss super

natural pOi·lers and skillful means, .for the sake of profiting 

all Bodhisattvas and equally to profit the multitude of beings, 

give the prediction (to Buddhanood). 

You have raised t he difficulty saying that the multi

tude of beings does not correspond to the explanation vlhich 

says, "there are some". The Buddhats Dharma is limitless and 

cannot, at one time, be exhausted; according to thj~ time is 

the sui tab iIi ty of things· - they ~-rill gradually bee ome open 

and be expressed. The lend of the tenth stage is the same as 

the final time 01' all Boclliisattvas, because the pr.lnciple is 

i :lll11 
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thus! The charac~teristic of all Bodhisattvas is all types 

of broad Buddha skill in means. Therefore for.mer~1, in the 

production of vassals, one says "there are some." 

As for dwelling alone in the realm of prof',ound empti

ness, if dwelling alone in profound emptiness is taken as the 

origin in order to convert the multitude of beings" then what 

blame is there in this? All the Buddhas are produl~ed from the 

limi tless and b01..mdless knowledge and wisdom of skillful means, 

their bodies are minute and subtle, and cqnnot be :impoverished 

or exhausted. Be~cause the meritorious achievements of the 

multitude of beings are not yet complete, they cannot complete

ly see the Buddha I s body. Only a Buddha can see a Buddha, and 

is only able to do so to the utmost. !1eritorious :accomplish-

ments, knowledge, wisdom, and so on are also all l:ike this. 

As the four great rivers issue out from Anavatapta 110untain, 

all return to the great sea. Men see only the fo~~ rivers 

and do not see their source. Only the ones having supernatural 

power are able to see it. Althougg people do not see (it), 

they infer that j.t has a cause and must kno'tol that t;here is an 

origin. Moreover, the pure water in that pool has scant hap

piness for the multitude of beings, for they are unable to ob

tain and use it. (1fuen water) from that pool iSSUl9S out and 

flOl';s to the boundaries in all directions, then it can be ob

tai:re d and used. This Buddha dharmabody is also like this. 

\,'llien he is dwelling alone in this profound emptiness men can 

not receive the benef'it. If f'rom this body, bodies are trans

formed Hithout limit, then the entire multitude of' beings can 

receive the benefit. 

il"]:I'; 
Ii" 
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Question 7: Asking about the dharmabodyl s movement a nd response 

Hui-yHan asks: Of the opennings of this form, none 

are better than the various sense organs, (and for) resulting 

in use, nothing is subtler than the supernatural powers. Thus 

it is said that a Bodhisattva without supernatural powers is 

like a bird Hith0ut 'Hings; he cannot soar high. and roam far, 

and he is without the means to broadly convert the multitude 

of beings and to purify his Bud.dha land. Enlarging on this, 

it is said that to search for the source and to seek the ori

gin and essentials is by way of the four element s. v,llien the 

four elements have taken form, their open~ing is by means of 

the five sense organs. 'lmen the five sense organs are in use, 

they expand by means of the supernatural powers. vvnen the 

supernatural powers are extensive, then accordingly, there is 

movement and response. The dharmabody Bodhisattva is 'Hithout 

the four elements and the five sense organs. Being vJ'ithout 

the four elements and the five sense organs, then the subtle

ness of his supernatural powers have nothing of which to avail 

themselves. If i;he dharmabody alone moves, does not hurry and 

yet moves quickly, then coming to the assembly it :must move 

in agreement lirith the coarse (elements), (and therefore) must 

have previously borrowed a vessil. The greatness of this 

borrowed vessal is not great in relation to the supernatural 

powers. Theref'ojre the sutras declare that the Thus Come One 

has all supernatural pOi.-J'ers and ~risdom, and that the super

natural poi-Jers al,ld vlisdom consequently are the sea of' all

knm·:ledge. These then are 109 000 currents assembled toget-
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her , issuing .. out o:f the dharmabody's :felicitous cloud, moving 

the accomplishment o:f trans:formation, and the accmnplishment 

is caused :from this. Is it not thus? Is it not thus? I:f 

the supernatural powers avail themselves of the multitude o:f 

vess~s in order to bring about use, on account o:f this, the 

use will be exhat:.Lsted, (but) v.Ti thout the vesshs there would 

be nothing o:f ~..J'hich they could avail themselves. ~rhis cause 

blo~Ts 10,000 dif.ferent things all with one breath~l' and view

ing (them) :from the origin, where is their di:f:ference? Conse

quently, that ~lhich the tenth stage sees is cut o:ff :from the 

ones at the ninth stage - (this) really is the eye discrimin-

ating higher and lovJer, and only viei,fing governs the degree 

o:f di:f:ference. 

1:11111 
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Answer 7: The dharmabodyf s movement and response 

Kumaraj'iva responds: The meaning of the db.armabody 

has already been clarified. As for the meaning of the char-

acteristic of dharma, it is "t-Tithout either existing or not 

existing and other such frivolous discussion. Bec,ause it is 

the characteristic of solitary extinguishing, it obtains this 

dharma and its body is called ItdharmabodyTl. Like ·this the 

characteristic or dharma cannot be frivolously discussed, and 
0\ 

the body so obtained also cannot be frivously discussed as 

to 't-Thether it exists or does not exist. I said pr·eviously 

that it i-laS without the f'our elements and the five sense or-

gans, and this refers to the dharmabody of the triple world, 

ordinary people and coarseness. As the characteristic of 

dharma is solitary extinguishing and pure, the body also is 

minute and fine; because it is minute and fine, it is said to 
'1 

be non-exist~t, like a body of the heavenly realm. , which, if 

people are not caused to see it, cannot be seen. .All the gods 

of the form realIn., in regard to the heavenly realm., also are 

like this. So also are the people of the heavenly realm, who, 

when they obtain the concentration of the form realm and have 

great supernatural power, then the remaining men c:ennot see 

them, because of their minuteness and fineness. r-t is also 

like meditation !il.nd concentration giving raise to I~ountless 

forms, which, although they always accompany peopl,e, yet can 

not be seen. Even though there is this minuteness, the minute-

1 
kamadhatj! heaven. 

Ii lifll 
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ness, because of this.., is not mani.fest. The four elements 

and the five sense organs of the Bodhisattva also are minute 

like this; the common people, Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas there

by are not able to see them, only all Bodhisattvas of the 

same rank and ab0ve can reach to the possibility o:f examining 

them and only are able to see them. 

l'1oreover, as in the dharma of transformatil:>n, it is 

said t:m. t the transformation form of the heavenly :r-ealm relies 

on and resides in the four elements of the heavenly realm, the 

transformation form of the form realm relies on and resies in 

the four elements of the form realm. The BodhisattvaJs dharma

body is like this, it similarly is transformed. ~lUS it separ

ately has the supernatural powers of the minute and fine four 

elements and five sense organs and it is not possible by means 

of the obstructea mind of the triple world of even the Disciple's 

mind to be able to see it. If they obtain the BO~lisattva eye, 

-which is pure snd Hi thout obstacle, then they are. able to see 

it. 

Thus thel TlChapter on Inconceivable Liberai;ion u of the 

Rua Yen slit ra says: 

Great dharmabody Bodhisattvas of the ten dir
ectio ns. sat in a previous assembly in frc,nt of 
the Buddha and heard the Illarma. At t ha1; time 
1250 great Arhats sat to the left and to the 
right of the Buddha and were not able to see 
them, because in a former world they had not 
planted the conditions and causes to see the 
great d1harmabody Bodhi sattva assembly si1;ting. 

Like a man in a dream who sees the sight of a garden up in 

heaven, Hhen he i..rakes up, supposing tm t he is anYl'lhere re arby.' 
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and does not see it. Also like this is a man entering the 

one hasn't heard o~ it, then even 

though a person is together in one place, all is without being 
2 

seen. 

other people say that the supernatural powers o~ the 

dharmabody Bodhisattva do not rely on and borrow the cause 

o~ the four elements and five sense organs to have a display 

of use. Only the supernatural powers in the world must be 

caused by the foar elements and five sense organs. As ~ire 

on earth comes ou.t of wood, and in heaven lightening fire 

issues out ~rom rain, and then, coming to trans~o~national 

fire, moreover. It is not caused by wood to exist. You ought 

to know that one cannot take the fixity of the four elements 

and the five sense organs as the origin of the sup1ernatural 

powers. Like all types of trans~ormation bodies o:f the Buddha, 

vJhich in the coum.tries of the ten directions displ:ay (them

selves) and do all the matters pertaining to a Buddha, (these) 

issue out from tfue Buddha's mind. The Bodhisattva's dharma-

body moreover is like this; it employs its pOvler alnd accord

ingly is able to save the multitude of beings, and so for 

their sakes manii"ests a body. A body such as this cannot be 

distinguished by frivolous discussion. Like the linage in a 

fUirror, only by the exterior is it known t-lhether the visage 

is fair or ugly and that 1 saIl - still more is it "Unnecessary 

to frivolously dlscuss the reality of existing and not existing. 

2 
This last part is obscure. 
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As for yc)Ur statement that the supernatural powers 

avail themselves of the multitude of vessns in order to be 

moved to responsEI and use, anc1$ on account of this~, use will 

be exhausted$ but; that Viithout the vess~s, there irlould be 

nothing of which they could avail themselves$ of the vessk-ls 

whereby the sage leads sentient beings, there are none which 

are not used by the supernatural powers - all of this is ex-
3 

plained in the beginning of the supernatural powerl3. (In 

the) matters of the supernatural powers, same have accomplish

ment and practicEI which is completed$ and some havl9 rewards 

and retribution which is obtained. If it is a caS~9 of obtain-

ing by reward and retibution$ then it does not rely on the ac

complishment of karma$ (but) responses to things according to 

the meaning - thElre is no obtaining of rewards$ it relies on 

the power of meditation and then there is that vJ'hi(~h is used. 

If the coarseness and fineness which the ninth and tenth 

stages see is not the same$ this then is different,. Although 

the body which the tenth stage Bodhisattva sees is subtle, it 

also is not fixed'. \'Jhy'? Only that which all Buddhas see, 

well, this is the fixed dhar.mabody. If that which the tenth 

stage sees is real., then.that which the ninth stage sees ought 

to be false. But the matter is not thus. Therefol~e, that 

"\.·Jhich is seen has the pure and the coarse, the shalI m·r and the 

profound as different. And coming to the ~rota-a:eifmna, he 

only see the Characteristic of Reality of the body:, the tenth 

3, 
~ only. 

II 
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stage great Bodhisattvas also identically see it. Thus when 

a mosquito reaches the bottom of the great sea and when ~ahu

asura also reaches the bottom, although what they ]~ave obtain

ed is the same, there is a difference in deepness l and shallow-

ness. The deepness and shallo·vmess being differen'c, conse-

quently is because the marks of the Buddha IS dharm:abody are 
4 

perceived as clear or coarse. People of the Disc:iples and· 

even (those) beghming the habits and prac tices of the Bodhi

sattvas, obtain the Characteristic of Reality depending on 

the 16 foot body.. There are others who, having thl~ complete 

and firm power of~ the Bodhisattva I s meritorious aceoIl1plish~ 

ments and sincere and genuine faith, thereby see tile body 

which exceeds 16 feet. The Characteristic of Reality is ob-

tained in accordance with attachment to form. As 1~he lvT.i Chi 

sutra says: 

The avaivartika Bodhisattva, who has obtained 
the patience of non-production, the Bud~~a body 
which r~e sees is limitless and boundless" that 
which is correct and perfect in the world, the 
first 'lIdthout compare. l1oreover, he does not 
take h9ld of marks~ does not produce the attach
ment of. desire, and, relying on this bO~1, has 
already obtained the most profound sama~~is, 
dharI;J.~~ etc. Thus this becomes more superior. 

As in the Disciple1s Dhar.ma, what there is is not the same. 

The ~rota-apanna desires to obtain the sakr§agamin path, he 

forsakes the rooi:; by which the great path is obtaina d. Even 

so he is not upside down, because \<lith the sakr2.asamin path 

there is minute and subtle great profit. Because he is like 

4 
Problematic reading. 

:l!ilr 
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a person, 't-lho, for the sake of great profit, thrD'tvs off small 

profi t. The Bodhisattva from one rank to another rank more-

over is like this. Although (When) he obtains the patience 

or non-produced d~ar.mas ther~ality of the affair is fixed, 

however, obtaining one rank he throws off the (previous) rank, 

bec ause by means of the original ra.nk he is dull-w:L tted and 
5 

does not understand clearly what is not minute and subtle. 

These two both ad~ance the Bud~a path and are not named as 

different or the same. because they do not issue jrorth from 

the Characteristic of Reality. The Characteristic or Reality 

then is the Buddha without ::parating the difrerent (matters) 

large and small. The Bo~isattvals discriminating the Buddha 

body, that which he sees is different. 

]11']']'1 I II ... 
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Question 8: Does the dharmabody Buddha exhaust original habits? 

Hui-ytian asks: The Ta Chili Tu Lun says that the Arhats 

and the PratyekaQuddhas exhausting the outf'lows is comparable 

to the smoke and charcoal remaining after burning grass and 

trees, therefore their power is inf'erior. The Buddha is like 

the fire which burns at the end of the kalpa, in Which all is 

" exhausted, without solid re~s or vapors. The §]3.stra also 

says that when the Bodhisattva reaches the patience of' dharmas 

and obtains a pur'e body, he exhausts the vexations;, and when 

he becomes a Buddha, then he exhausts the remaining emanations. 

This being the case, it is only after again surpre:3sing (the 

remaining emanations) that the matter is finished. The kalpa 

does not burn twi.ce, how can (they) be removed? If' it is as 

the Lotus srrtra says, then the Arhats, in the end, are the 

same as the Bodhisattvas. Between them, can it be taken as 

a degree of dif'ference that the vexations do not r~~side (with) 

the remaining emanations? Moreover, the three ani!!lals crossing 

the river, what was aimed at by the three marksmenJ• (are these) 

the same as the present case of the great removing? These 

matters are all heard of in the siitras, (but) therj~ is no 

great classification of the position of the origin~!ll meaning 

of the words. Therefore they can be taken with doubts. More

over, I want to ask, the real dharmabody Buddha, ivhen it ex

hausts the original habits and the residual emanations, by 

means of 'Which mental state is this done? By the 34 mental 

states? By the rune without hindrances and the nine libera

tions? By the one without hindrance and the one liberation? 

I: Illn 
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Ir by the 34 mental states, the vexations have previously 

been exhausted and now only the residual emanations remain 

to be exhausted. This does not correspond to ~mat is said 

in the Disciples 1 Sutras. In what is named as the nine with-

out hindrances and the nine liberations, there are nine kinds 

of vexations; because this pair or roads cuts (them) ofr, they 
1 

merely do not hav~e this use. The vexations and remaining 

emanations are not that which is united (in the) outrlows and 

bonds of the triple world, (but) the remaining impurities 

are light and minute, and are not even one kind - how much 

less are there the nine! If it is a matter of the one with-

out hindrance and the one liberation, then it is cc)Unted in 

the triple wo\rld. 1 s nine positions and all ought to have re-
2 

maining emanati OIlS and not be counted as acting (c>nly) in 

the upper positions. If" from. the position of non··use up, 

the previous conmr,on paths of the world have been cut ort, 

now there are still doubts in regard to the upper positions. 

How is it that the dharmas without outflows and thE~ world 1 s 

common road both cut off the nine kinds or bonds, because 

(while) the accomplishment is the same, the controlling is 

dirrerent, (and y;et) there is this meaning? To expell the 

original habits and the residual emanations is stiJ.I not to 

have reached the fire without outflOi'l1's. How much more the 

l·mrld l s common road? n',men) this achievement is p!'oround, 

1 
The translation or the sentence is problematic. 

2 1'f for 1~. 
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then the control is deep, (when) f'ate is impoverished, then 

the burning is minute, this principle is certainly correct. 

Calling to mind the Dhannabody Siitra, there ought -to be a 

complete explanat;ion - in the remaining emanations do some 

have a degree of' dif'f'erence? This is what I desire to hear. 

lil!lE 
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Answer 8: Concern.ing the dharmabody Buddha exhausting the 

original habits 

Kumarajiva responds: The Disciples think t;hat the 

Buddha, the Arhats and the Pratyekabuddhas have altogether 

obtained the supernatural power of the knOivledge that the 
1 

outflows are exhausted. If they have cut off all the vex-

ations, moreover, there is no difference (between them). 

Therefore, the e~haustion of the world's fire kalpa is taken 

as an example. A.lso, because when the Bodhisattva comes to 

sit in the seat of enlightenment, then he cuts off the vex

ations and therefore there is only the distinction of the 

difference betweeln habits with remainder and \-J"ithout remain-

der. As the Mahayana Siitras say, the Bodhisattva ~ilho has ob

tained the patience of non-produced dharmas cuts off all vex-

ations and completes the six supernatural powers. However, 

" what all the Sas-qra teachers have understood (by this) is not 

the same. Some s'ay that if the Bodhisattva cuts oj~f the vex

ations and obtains the supernatural power of the knowledge of 

the eXhaustion of outflows, then he is the same as the Arhat 

without outflOiis. That the Arhat 't-Tho.se outflo'tV's are ex-

hausted never returns to birth, the matter is not thus. ~by? 
2 

Because the Arhat has not yet cut off the habits and emana-

tions and still he realizes nirvBJ;,?a; he is without the great 

compassionate min.d and so is not able to return to life. Be-
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cause the Bodhisattva is without these two (v.Tays o.f acting), 

he understands bjLrth and birth is not cut off. Other people 

say that when the Bodhisattva obtains the patience of non

produced dharmas, the triple world's screens and v'exations 

and even habits and residual emanations are all exhausted, 

and the dharmabody Bodhisattva is separated from h.aving bonds 

and instigators which are not yet extinguished. E~en so, 

they do not hinder the habits and practices of the Buddha 

path. They are like a thief who is bound in prisoltl - al

though he is not yet dead, he is unable to do anything. These 

bonds and instigators of the Bodhisattva moreover, in every 

stage are cut off, until he reaches the seat of enlightenment 

when he really desires to become a Buddha, and then they are 

cut off, extinguished and exhausted., The meaning i:s like that 

which is explajLned by the lamp illustration above. Thus the 

meaning is that consequently (they) are 1..ri thout that which 

interfers or hinders. It is because these are not extinguished 

that the Bodhisat;tva (is able to) fully complete the tenth 

stage. As for it being said that the dharma.body B~:>dhisattva 

cuts off the vex~Ltions, this saying is also true, because he 

cuts off the vexations of the ordinary people of the triple 

world. That the dharrnabody Bodhisattva does not Cllt off the 

vexations, this saying is also true, because there are still 

the fine and minute vexations of the Bodhisattva. It is like 

there being darkness and, (-Then the lamp is lit, thl9re being 

brightness, (then) there is that 't-rhich can be seen.. If' there 

is darkness, iihen the second lamp is lit, then its brightness 

Ii 
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increases the benei'it. You ought to know, if because at first 

there is only minute darkness, (or) if at first there is no 

darkness, then wh.en the second lamp is lit, it should not 

make any difference. 

Moreover, the 34 mental states, 9 paths without hin~ 

drgnces and 9 paths of liberation all are not things of which 

the Buddha spoke. llfuy? Because in the kamas, the Vinaya, 

and the Mahayana, these are not spoken of. Only the Abhi .. 

dhanna makes this division. If the Buddha had spoken of 

these one ought (to be able) to search out the beg~Lnning and 

end, and (then) to raise difficulties in order to penetrate 

through them and not (simply) to receive (the comnlEmtators.) 
3 

discussions. Noreover, the 34 mental states, ninE~ '!.iithout 

hindrances and nine paths of liberation (were giverl) in order 

for people to pen.etrate through to the meaning, and there

fore are spoken 011' in the Ta Chili Tu Lun in order to distin

gui ah the Buddha from the tWQI vehic le s • In all thE~ Naliayana 

Sutras it says that the Buddha, by means of one moment of 

wisdom, cuts off all the vexations and habits, theJ:->eby knowing 

what ought to be knmm and seeing what ought to be seen, 

there being nothing ,.;hich is not penetrated through to. This 

one moment of wisdomfomes from the cultivation of habits in 

lind tless kalpas up until the present and is supreilile in under

standing and benefit. It is not necessary for it to rely on 

the power of the remaining mental states. If the Disciples, 

3 
Problema.tic reading. 
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Pratyekabuddhas and all Bodhisattvas have knowledge and wis-

dom Which is not able to be like this, then they use the nine 

paths without hilldrances and the nine liberations because of 

this dull-wittedness. It is like a person with a dull knife 

and a weak hand .• it takes alot of hacking before he cuts 

through. But if a person has a large sword and great strength, 

then he cuts through at one stroke. Like this is the final 

'tvisdom of the Buddha as he sits in the seat of enlightemnent, 

it is the highes1; profit without there being anything able to 

surpass it. At one time he cuts off all the vexat:ions and 

exhausts them forever ld thout remainder. Because people do 
4 

not recognize tllis, they are only called "residual emanations. It 
5 

Horeover, all conditioned dharmas, because they all are en-

trangling and degraded, the multi tude of causeS' jo:in together 
6 

and then there is creation. The final diamond wisdom conse-

quently is not thus. Because it has great power, :it only uses 

marks to correspond to all production of thought, mental con

ditions and dharma states, it does not need the po'wer of re

maining mental states. Therefore (these mental states) are 

spoken of in regard to the principle as a eonviencle. They 

are like the ordinary people! s bonds and instigato:['s, habits 

and subtle emanations, l..rhich have no ability in th~e matter of 

great compassion and moreover cause a smallness in the karmic 

4~~., >'~, 
a~~for ~~~. 

6 
vajra. 
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marks or body and speech (and ror) there to be different 
7 

marks which give raise to other impure mental statlss. The 

Bodhisattva l s bonds and instigators are also like 't;his. 

Their pOt-Ier declines" and although they are not able to give 

raise to evil karma" they still detain the Bodhisa·t;tva" 'b.l t 

do not cause disease when it comes to the Buddha path. There-

fore it is said that when the dharna. body Bodhisatt'\7a becomes 

a Buddha" he cuts ofr the vexations and habits. Formerly" I 

heard that there was a Bodhisattva Abhidharma whtch" in 

every ste.ge , distinguished all the Bodhisattva bonds and in-

stigators and even his meritorious accomplishments;, even as 

the IIGreat Ranking of the Tenth Stage It chapter of lche Greater 

Perfection of 'Hisdom Sutra speaks about renouncing so much 

dharma and obtair:l.ing so much dharma. From before until today" 

(I) would not m.1Jre said that this age did not need a work of 

the Bodhisattva Abhidharma" and then" (when you) C:9lll6 to ask 

for a minute examination" I earnestly looked into the differ

ent rorms of the remaining emanations. At present we do not 

yet have this Siit;ra and it is not possible to use :Lt for dis-
8 

crimination. Therefore I cannot really make (a dletailed) 

reply. 

7 
Problematic reading. 

8 4 for ljb. 
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Question 13: Asking about Thusness, Dharmanature and the Real

ity Limit 

Hui-yt{an asks: The sutras explain dharmanature and 

then say that (it does not matter) whether there iis a Buddha 

or there is not a Buddha, because the nature d~lell:s in thus

ness. They explain thusness and then clarify rece:iving a 

prediction to become a Thus Come One. They speak ,about ib e 
1 

reality limit and then say that the reality limit does not 

receive testing. These three statements are each dii'ferent -

could I hear the meaning? I would also like to as]!!:, the dharma

nature endures eternally - is it non-existent or e:x:istent? If 

it is non-existent like space, then it is associatjed with be-

ing cut off and it ought not be said that nature alDides. If 

it exists and endures eternally, then it falls intj:> the "eter-

nal" vievJ. If it is non-existent and moreover endures forever, 

then it falls into the nilihist view. If it is n011; existant 

and not non-existiant, then it must be different i'riOIn exist

ence and non-existence. To distinguish between them and con

nect them, then one gets insight that is exceedingly deep and 

exceedingly mysterious. Considering the limit of j9xistence 

and non-existence, it is possible to obtain the conditions and 

causes. 

1 
bhu tako~..i. 
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Answer 13: Thusness, Dharmanature and the Reality Limit 

Kumaraj!,\ra answers: These thra.e ideas havle already 

been explained im. the section above on the patienclB of non

production. The Ta Chih Tu Lun extensively speaks about these 

matters. The so··called path of cutting off all sp1eech, ex

tinguishing all thought and practice, is called the Charac

teristic of Reality of all dharmas. This case of the Char-

acteristic of Reality of all dharmas takes (the nazne.s) thlls-

ness, dharmanatulte, and the reality limit. In these there 

is no existing OZ" non-existing, and in addition thl~y cannot 

be obtained. How much less existence or non-existence? Be-

cause of the divi.sion of recollection and thought, each merely 

had the contended points of existence and non-exis1;ence. If 

it is in accordance 1rd th the characteristic of the Buddha IS 

Ihi.nna of solitar'Y extinguishing, then it is without frivolous 

discus sion. If existence and non-existence are frjLV~~sIY 
1 

discussed then this is separate from the Buddhal~~ Iharma. 

In the Ta Chih Tu, Iiun, every kind of condition and cause de

stories existence and destories non-existence. OnE~ should not 

grasp dhar.mas which have been destoried and then t~~e them as 

difficulties. If I answer again, moreover, it will not be 

different from the first meaning. If I ans1-1ered by means of 

another meaning, then it would not be the Buddha IS mem ing 

and then would be the srone as heteroxdoxy. 

NOvl I will again summarily explain. All character-

I i'lill[ 
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istics of dharma are named in accordance with the time. If, 

in accordance with reality, one obtained the characteristic 

of all dharmanature, then all thought and discussion would 

not be able to destory it, and it would be called as thusness. 

Like this is the characteristic of dharma, it is not that 

which is made by the pOl-ier of thought. The intelligence of 

all Bodhisattvas investigates all dharmas as marks. I"my? 

Because thusness is the mark of solitary extinguishing, which 

is impossible to take hold of and impossible to le't go of. 

Consequently one knows the mark of the thusness of all dhar.mas, 

because (their) nature is self-so. Like the firm l~ature of 

earth, the wet nature of water, the hot nature of fire, the 

moving nature of wind; fire's flame ascends to do 1what it does, 

water flows down to do what it does, the "lind comes and goes 

to do vlhat it does, thus all dharma-nature, the na'bure of self

so-ness, is callE~d dharmanature. It enters thusne:ss and dharma

nature. Still less (is there reason) to search fO:r> a super-

ior matter, at that time the mind is settled, it has exhausted 

its extreme limit, this is called the reality limi~t. There

fore the origin of these things is one, but they a:r>e called 

three. As the road of dharma is one, but because :it is divi

ded into upper, middle and lower, it is termed as 'the three 

vehicles. The beginning is thusness, the middle i:s dharma

nature, and the end is the reality limit. The reaLity limit 

is the top, dharmanature is the middle, and thusness is the 

bottom, because this is in accordance v-rith the pm'H~r of view

ing and so there are distinctions. 

Ii Ilfn 
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lVIoreover, the similiar sounds of the Indian words are 

taken as a name. Therefore it is said that the one Who knows 

the thusness of a.ll dharmas is called the Thus ComE~ One, as 
2 

the one who, becsnse he correctly and completely blOWS all 

dharmas is called the Buddha. Moreover, in the ~~ of the 

Small Vehicle, thusness and dharmanature are explained. As 

in the Samyuktagama, a bhik~u asked the Buddha, 1I\!J()rld Honored 

One" these dharma.s of 22 conditions and causes" were they pro

duced by the Buddha, or were they produced by the l:aemainder 

of the people?11 The Buddha said, nBhiksu, these 22 conditions 

and causes" are n.ot produced by me and moreover, ro:ae not pro

duced by others. II' Ii' there is a Buddha or if therE~ is not a 
3 

Buddha, all dharm,as - thusness, dharmanature and. dharma-abode -

long endure in the world. As it is said, because this dhanna 

exists, that dharma exists. Because this dharma arises, that 

dharma arises. 
4 

Ignorance is the condition and cau~!e of percep-

tion , and then, coming to birth is the condition and cause of 

old age and death, the condition and cause of all misery and 

trouble. Therefore" if ignorance is extinguished" practice 

is extinguished, and then because reaching old age and death 

is extinguished, all misery and trouble is extingui.shed. The 

Buddha, for the sake of humans, merely explains and manifests 

(these things), as the sun manifests and illumines the ten 

2 
samyaksambuddha. 

3 -1;£ for 1:i1.. • bhiitatathati, dharmasthitita.~ 
4 • .f"-"_ 
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thousand things - long and short, fair and foul, al'e not that 

vJ'hich the sun produces. The Sutras of the Disciples say that 

the world always has the dharma of birth and death j , that there 

was no time in which it did not exist. This is what is called. 

whether there is a Buddha or there is not a Budcllia" the mark 

long endures. The meaning of the reality limit is only ex

plained in the d..'l-]arma of the Great Vehicle. By me::lD,s of dharma

nature limitless as the great sea's water, all saints thereby 

obtain their kno't-~ledge and power, Becaus e the kno'tollledge and 

pOvIer of a follower of the two vehicles is weak, hE~ is not 

able to deeply enter into dharmanature and then take hold of 

its proof. The proof they know is like the principle of the 

limit, in which reality is the minuteness and fineness of dharmas, 

they are deeply slatiated with the conditioned, and determined 

to take this as reality, without (there being) anyt;hing super-

ior to it. But all Bodhisattvas have great wisdom and power, 

and deeply enter into the dharmanature, not in accordance 't-lith 
5 

reaching it as proof. Although they deeply penetI'ate, more-

over, they are e~en more vIi thout matters of dif'f'erenc e. It 

is like one who drinks (fram) the great sea, there may be a 

difference in amount (drunk), but even so it is 'VIit;hout there 

being a differencle in the (basic) matter. J.10reoveJ:', all Bodhi

sattvas, in their vehicle of the patience of compliance, have 

not yet obtained the patience of non-produced dha~las, they 

view the Characteristic of Reality of all dharmas and at that 

os 
1£ for t~· 
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time call them !Ithusness lt

• If they have already obtained the 

patience of non-produced dharmas, because they deeply vieH 

thusness, at that time they change the name to "dharmanature It. 

If they sit in tb!,e seat of enlightenment and prove the dharma

nature, the dharrn.anature changes its name to Ureality limit It. 

If they have not yet proved the reality limit, bec~mse they 

still have entered dharmanature, they are named as Bodhisatt

vas, (although) they do not yet have the holy f'ruiii. Because 

when they come tOI the seat of enlightenment, all Buddhas, by 

means of all knOl..J'ledge and limitless dharmanature, at that 
6 

time then issue out of the Bodhisattva path, in order to prove 

the Buddha path. 

6 ~:fG.. 
Adding ~:tL • 
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Question 18: Asking about the meaning of' lif'e 1orhic11 is made 

to endure f'or a long time 

Hui-yttan asks: A su tra says, "Knowing the four super

natural powers, e:xtensively cultivating habits and practices, 

it is possible to obtain life which is made to enrulre for a 

long time, one kSLlpa and more. n Moreover, Subuti :r>equested 
1 

the T:lorld Honored One to make his life endure for as many 

kalpas as there are grains of sand in the Ganges. Since there 

is this dharma, there ought to be people who practice it. I 

would like to ask, do all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas finally 

have life I-Jhich 1.s made to endure for a long time or not? Ii' 

the answer is that they do, then is this the dharmabody or the 

transformation body? If it is the dhar.mabody, then the dhar.ma-
2 

~ody consequently has a life span 1-Tithout exhaustion, not 

limited by the ordinary length of life, but not ne(~essarily 

one which is made to endure for a long time. Ii' it is the 

tra..."1si'ormation body, then the transi'or.mation body c~onsequently 

corresponds to the time oi' extinguishing; if the t:lme is long, 

then it should not be short, if the time is short, then it 

should not be lor:Lg. l'fuat would be the point oi' a 1ii'e ';.;hich 

is made to endure: for a long time? I also want to ask, length 

oi' life has a naturally determined limit. Is the length of 

life a thing which is in the realm oi' transi'or.mat:ion Elnd yet 

is made to endure, the days corresponding to that ~mich does 

not tarry? Time cannot be delayed, please explain how some-

1 
if for ~. 
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thing can be caused to endure. If the three marks can be 

stopped in the mi.ddle, then the mark of production suddenly 

vlOuld be the same as nirv8J;),a. I do not know 't'lhethE~r or not 

in a foreign language there really is life which il:3 made to 

endure for a long time or not. If one takes the increase of 

numbers as life which is made to endure for a long time, then 

the explanation loses its purpose. Also, if one &)tains the 

Extinguishing and Exhausting Sama.d.hi, when this meditation is 

entered into, than one passes through the kalpa without trans

formation and the great fire is not able to burn oIle, and the 

great sea is not able to drown one. Thi s then is the power 

of s,amadhi, to in.dependently cause life to endure j~or a. long 

time. Now, this is what I have doubts a.bout, I do not know 
3 

where the root of' the lifespan is located. Is it located 

in the mind or is it located in the form, or is it located 

in both form and mind? If it is lo~ed in the mind, and con

sequently the mark of the mind is extingui shed, thEl extin

guishing leaves D.O wher~ for it to reside. If it ls located 

in the form, and consequently the form dwells in a(~cordance 

",rith transformation, time cannot be delayed. How :lLs this to 
4 

be understood? The ·Li Shih I Shan Sntra says: 

(If) it is not constantly transformed, (then) 
it is n.ot governed by the ten powers. Ij~ the 
governing is not by the ten powers, then the 
completion of the supernatural powers caIl be 
known. 

This question was already prepared in relation to ~:t previous 

3 
~ fort· 
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chapter. Ii' one principle is enlarged and explainE~d, two 

moreover '-Till be gotten rid of together. 

IllilF 
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Answer 18: The meaning of' lif'e ..... ,hich is made to endure :for 

a long time 

Kumaraji'v'a responds: As :for your statementi tha.t there 

is lif'a i'lhich is made to endure :for a long time, one kalpa 

In d more, there has been no such thing said. The ()nes preach-
1 

ing are in error. As (in) the Long kama and the Hahapari-

nirvaga S'Utra, Ananda says to the Buddha, according to actual 

proof', uFrorn the 'ltlorld Honored One I have heard that if' one 

cultivates well the habits of' rddhipada, this person, if' he 

desires a span of' lif'e of one kalpa, or i:C less than one kalpa -
2 

can this be accomplished?ft As :Cor the Mahaya.na §iitras saying 

that i:C one desires a span of' lif'e as many kalpas as there 

are grains of' sand in the Ganges, this is a h"thei;ical state-

ment, for in the end you do not attribute it to anJTone. A 

case of' using thi.s dharma is like the Arhat Pi~q.oln.-bhara

dvaja, who, becau.se he cu 1 tiva.ted '\-Tell rddhipada, rlis span 

of lif'e has reach.ed up until the present without being ex

hausted. Because he displayed rddhipada and therej~ore obtained 

a sandal'toJ'ood almsbowl, the Buddha because o:f this~, took him 

in line. I have only heard of this one person who practiced 

the Us e o:f this dharma, I have never heard o:f any ()thers. 

Horeover, all the, Arhats vie'tv the body like a disease, like 

an abcess, like an evil rebellious thief, like an Arhat who 

1 
~ :for!:L. 

2 
Neither o:f the two sugested :final characters, F~ or JJP quite seem to Hork here. One would prefer f'or i;his to be 

a statement and not a question. 
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retreats i'rom the Dharma - many have harmed themselves. How 

much less would tihey purposely desire to cause a long span oi' 

lii'e? Because the mind is embodied without the thought of 

seli', and therefore profoundly plucks out all the lr-oots of 

craving, and because of the profit of the utter peace, calm, 

and cessation of' nirvfu;t.a, he does not take pleasure in causing 

there to be long abiding. Even though they abide In the con

ditions and causels of' a former Horld, (when) the body is ex

hausted, then they cease (to be). Moreover, the illlarmabody 

and the transformation body have not had their dii'ferent char

acteristics and states f'irmly dif'f'erentiated by thE~ sutras. 
3 

Among the Disciples it is said that the body of' tl:>ansi'orma-

tion is without thought, idea, knOl..rledge, cold, heat and other 

such awarenesses; its nature is without a sign and it is just 

what the eyes can. see. For the sake of a particular matter, 

it is manifest and (when thi s) matter is verii'ied, then .. (the 

body) is extinguished. Like this is the body, it jLs viithout 

a foundation, end so there is no meaning to causing it to live 

i'or a long time. The re are two types of dharmabody. The 

first is the 37 limbs of' enlightenment, and so on, all (of 

these) holy dharmas. The second is the Tripataka SUtras, etc. 

Tre se both are not (real) bodies, and are not (actual) life, 

and so cannot hav:e the meaning of life which is caused to en

dure f'or a long ti.'YJ1e. As for the statement that this body 

ought to be that which is obtained from karmic prac~tice in a 

3 Adding ..... -t. 
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former 1-Jorld; if, for th~sake of a great condition and cause, 

one desires to cause it to endure for a long time, then one 

can obtain in accordance vlith the desire. In the Nahayana, 
4 

the characteristic of the dharmabody, its condition and 

cause, have already been completely explained. Nm.; I will 
5 

make a brief' explanation. The re are t'VlO types of Bodhi sa-

ttva dharmabodies. The first kind, vJhen the tenth stage Bodhi

sattva obtain,s t;he ~uramgama samadhi, causes the bonds and 

instigatc)rs of the Bodhisattva to become minute and slight. 

This person's supernatural pOvJer is independent and is sirni-

liar to the Buddha's and this is called the dharmabody. In 

the ten directions (the Bodhisattva) manifests a body of' trans

formation which saves people, and this is called the transfor-

mation body. Acc,ordingly, the case of seeing the i::ransforma-

tion body, investigating end searching out its ro01~s and ori-

gins, is taken as the dharmabody. Therefore, ill e ordinary 

people and small (vehicle people) call it the transformation 

body; a person like this, whose supernatural pOl-mrs are vTith

out hindrance, 'Vlhy must he cultivate well rddhipad!~? The 

second case, (1rJhen the Bodhisattva) has already obtained the 

patience of non-production, he sheds the body of karmic res.u;1t 

and obtains the body of the Bodhisattva1 s pure kar.m.ic practice, 
6 

and moreover, this body is i-li thin his own division of thought , 

and is able to be: independent. If' he is outside this division, 

:for 
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then he is not able to be independent and without hindrances e 

This Bodhisattva" if' he desires to cultivate wll the habits 

of rddipada, can also have a span of' lif'e as many :kalpas long 

as there are gralns of sand in the Ganges. If a person has 

this power, he dC)es not rely on the four elements for use, 

but if he is without power, then he must rely (on the.m). In 

the beginning, entering into the dharmabody, the Bodhisattva 

moreover is like this. The strength of the supernatural pOvlers 

have not yet beer!l completed, (but) if rddhipada is cultivated, 

then (the Bodhisattva) obtains the doing of that tihich is in 

accordance with his desires. 

Also in tihe section on rddipada, it says that if a 

person desires a long life of one kalpa, then he obtains 

rddipada. It does not say that life is made to endure for 

a long tL"YTle. As it says in the Abhidharma, there 't.J'as an Ar

hat who, by means of giving, obtained great happinl8ss and 

virtue, and who, by the power of his original vow, turned 

around and sought to increase his life span and then obtained 

in accordance with his desires. Why? This person, in regard 

to all meditations and concentrations obtained the pOl.J"er of 
7 

independence, the wisdom resulting from a vow, the "without 
8 

debate lf samadhi jI and utmost concentration, etc., all of 

these were comprehended and penetrated, (and when) the con

d.i tions and causes of the lifespan of the previous '\.J"orld 

Here about to be exhausted, (then), in order to profit and 

7 
pra.1J.idhl.- jnana. 

8 
ara:t)B. samadhi. 
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benefit the multitude ef beings, he (teek) th~cend:ttiens and 

causes ef his remaining happiness and turned it around te seek 

a long span 011' l1.fe and then he ebtained what he d~9sired. 

Like the d·anapat:i~ who desired to give a bhik~u many kinds ef 

foodstuffs, but t;his bhik§u had the cendi tien and ~~au.se of 

1'Tandering and SOl did net need these things. Excellently he 

instructs the dat.Lapatl saying, "You vieH giving 'tn'bh a geed 
9 

mind. Can you cause this food to be as articles ()f clething?" 

And he ebtained 't·rhat he desired. 11ereever, cultivating well 

rddhipAda is also like this. Even if one did not, in a fermer 

world, (on the basis of) happiness and virtue, see]:t a leng 

span ef life, bec:ause ene has ebtained the dharma 1rlitheut eut

flows, one has equally cultivated the extremely profeund and 

good feundations 1'1hich have outflows, because cultlvating the 

power 011' the extremely profeund and goed feundatiens l-J'hich 

have outflmV's, then obtains the reward and retribu'l:iion of an 

increase in the span ef lif'e. Being 1-1ithout eutflmV's though 

is being witheut reward and retributien. Being able to cause 

that VJ'hich has outflows to be purified and diminish. moreover 

is te seize a great result. Also, because ef' the Iconditions 

and causes of' the pewer of' the Extinguishing and Eihausting 

Sam~dhi, one passes beyond the life principle, then the body 

consequently can suf'fer injury, without the bedy being used, 

and when one arises from concentration, then it Hill cease to 

exist. If' one enters inte the remainder of' the meditation, 

9 1r fer j:. 
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then it will be without these matters. Like a ~{'iU 1vho 

desired to enter the Extinguishing and Exhausting !3amadhi 

and gave raise tc~ the thought of these conditions and causes -
10 

he vOi'led thatt,hen the bolt and mallet were struck , at that 
11 ~ 

time he vlOuld rise from meditation. There i·las a thief who 

came and destoried the monastery, and during 12 years it was 

wi thout the sound of bolt and mallet. This bhiksu vias still 

in concentration. Afterwards the danapati returned and re

stored and established the monastary, struck the bolt and 

mallet, and at that time this bhik~u then came to awareness 

and immediately died. 

10 
Reading 

11 
Adding 

1·lill1 
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